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SCIENCE WORKING PANEL (SWP) 
MINUTES 
THE 
MEETINGS 
1st - 5th 
( 1970 
.. 
IN REPLY REFER TO: TM 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER 
Houston, TEXAS 77058 
MAY 11 1970 
MEMORANDUM TO: See attached list 
FROM TM/Manager, Lunar Missions Office 
SUBJECT Minutes of the first Surface Science Working Panel 
The first meeting of the Surface Science Working Panel (SSWP) convened 
at the Lunar Science Institute on May 5, 1970. The agenda and attendees 
were as shown in Enclosures l and 2. Action Items as noted in these 
minutes are due at the next SSWP meeting, which is tentatively scheduled 
for June ll, 1970. A firm date and agenda for the second meeting will 
be distributed in the early part of June. Disposition of the agenda 
items and recommendations resulting from the meeting are as follows: 
l.l Introduction 
The meeting was opened by the chairman who discussed the scope and 
membership of the SSWP. In general the scope of the panel will be to 
provide an S&AD position on Lunar Surface Science Issues. These recom-
mendations will be presented to Center Management for implementation by 
the mission planners and hardware development organizations. The member-
ship of the panel is as follows: 
Name Organization 
J. Zarcaro, Chairman S&AD 
G. Simmons S&AD 
P. Gast S&AD 
Mission Scientist(s) S&AD 
Mission Manager(s) S&AD 
J. Sevier ASPO 
R. Zedekar FCSD 
G. Ulrich USGS 
w. Muehlberger U. of Texas 
G. Swann USGS 
M. Langseth Columbia U. 
G. Latham Columbia U. 
J. Mitchell u. of Calif., Berkeley 
Samples PI (2) TBD 
D. Beattie NASA Hqs. 
R. Green NASA Hqs. 
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' A summary of the April 30 GLEP meeting was discussed. The recommendation 
of the group to the Site Selection Board will be to go to Fra Mauro and 
Davy Rille on Apollo 14 and 15, respectively. This was accepted as the 
base for discussions during the SSWP meeting. 
1.2 Lw1ar Experiments and Objectives - Apollo 14 
F. Herbert/TM presented the approved ETperiments and objectives that 
are now planned for Apollo 14 and are shown in Enclosure 3. 
1.3 Experiment Briefing 
A. Lunar Geology 
G. Swann (PI S-059) gave a brief descdption of the Fra Mauro 
site. Primary interest is to sample the Imbrium Basin from the ejecta 
of Cone Crater or Sunrise Crater. This ejecta is possibly from depths 
of 50 to 100 km. The secondary objective is to obtain samples of the 
fill material, possibly of volcanic origin. Traverse planning will be 
essentially the same as that originally plaQned for Apollo 13, and will 
include the following new considerations. 
l. J. Sevier/ASPO, stated that the landing approach was not 
the same as planned for Apollo 13 (76° rather than 95°) and that the 
landing point could change by approximately 300 meters from the Apollo 
13 landing point. Contingency planning for alternate landing points 
will probably be significantly different. 
2. The addition of the Active Seismic Experiment (ASE) will 
constrain the traverse planning in that the travc:rse path and mortar 
line-of-fire cannot cross. Also, during the thumper operation for the 
ASE, no crew activity is allowed 10 seconds prior to and 20 seconds after 
each Active Seismic Initiator (AEI) firing. 
3. R. Moke/TM stated that the ALSEP should be deployed to a 
more westerly direction or due west of the 1M instead of the previously 
planned NNW direction due to central station and experiment thermal con-
siderations. The ASE Mortar Box should be pointed in a northwest direction. 
4. With the addition of the ABE, the portable magnetometer and 
the Lunar Ranging Retro-Reflector (LR3), a significant time impact to 
crew activities will influence the total available traverse time. 
B. Laser Ranging Retro-Reflector 
The operational requirements of the LR3 were discussed by 
T. White/TM and are as shown in Enclosure 4. Minimum distance of 500 
feet for deployment was questioned. 
Action/T. White: Determine directionality and minimum distance for 
deployment of LR3. 
• 
l 
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C. Solar Wind Composition 
J. Zarcaro/TM stated that SRC in-bound stowage for the Solar 
Wind Foil is no longer a re~uirement and that the foil should no longer 
be returned in the SRC to avoid contamination in accordance with PI 
recommendations. 
D. Portable Magnetometer 
A summary of the portable magnetometer experiment re~uirements 
was provided by T. White as shown in Enclosure 5. The following ~uestions 
were raised. 
l. The time re~uirement of 30 to 45 minutes to obtain approxi-
mately 6 readings (to obtain the vector and gradient measurements) was 
considered excessive when compared with the original proposal of 10 
minutes to obtain the vector field only. 
2. Due to the sensitivity of the e~uipment (10 l resolution), 
it is ~uestionable if a meaningful survey can be performed. After 
discussion with the PI, the panel recommended the following: Perform 
the vector field measurement by two measurements; one at 259 feet from 
the 1M and a second at an extreme practicable point along the traverse. 
An additional two readings are highly desirable and should be taken at 
a distance from and on both sides of a line drawn between the location 
of the two mandatory readings. 
E. Lunar Soil Mechanics 
The PI, J. Mitchell; discussed the general experiment objectives 
and emphasized that data obtained for Soil Mechanics studies were generally 
not experiment peculiar; i.e., photographic data, crew observations, 
returned samples, core tubes. Specific experiment operations include a 
trenching operation and the use of a simple penetrometer. It was stated 
that the simple penetrometer was not an ideal instrument, but that it 
could provide surface penetration data to several tens of ems. However, 
for subse~uent missions a"recording penetrometer (force versus depth) is 
re~uired. 
1.4 Science Objective Briefing 
A. Sample Collection 
A comparison of the planned Apollo 13 and the proposed Apollo 14 
sample collection was reviewed by M. Miller as shown in Enclosure 6. 
Recommended additions to the Apollo 14 sampling are as follows: 
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l. Gas Analysis Sample (to be obtained using one of the pres-
ently stowed SESC's). Attention should be given to differentiating 
between the containers as the LRL handling procedures for the Gas and 
Environmental Samples are different. 
2. Large Football Size Rock. 
3. Magnetic Shielding Sample Container (req_uires additional 
container to be added in SRC stowage). 
4. Drill Stems (req_uires drill stowage and accessories). 
5. Sieve Sample - Rock Chips (req_uires scoop/ sieve and pro-
cedures as in Apollo 13 MRl)). 
6. Extra Soil Sample (req_uires use of 'dcigh bag to obtain 
additional soil sample). 
7. Fuel Combustion Products Sample (as shown in the Apollo 13 
MRD). 
B. Lunar Surface Gravity Measurement 
R. Nance discussed the scit_'nce objective of performing the 
surface gravity measurement. It was stated that past measurements 
(Apollo ll and 12) were obtained af'tc:r the P22 c:omputer routine and 
that there was a 3 a- uncertainty of ~0 mill igals. By utilizing a 
ground controlled seq_uence of aligning the TII1U, two measurements could 
be obtained, thus removing the IMU bias and rechl.'~ l ng the uncertainty to 
20 milligals. The ground controlled sequence will req_uire approximately 
30 minutes per measurement or a total of one hour. No cre"0T time line 
impact is req_uired and the required LM pmrerdown/ svTi tch configuration 
would be present before the crew members ee;ress fer the first EVA. 
C. Modular Eq_uipment Transporter (ME'I) Evaluation 
A description of the MET was presented by R. Moke. The stowed 
location of handtools and other eq_uipment was shown in pictorial form 
(Enclosure 7). It was stated that the MET was scheduled for Apollo 14 
and 15, and was considered as a backup to the IJ\V on Apollo 16. A 
q_uestion was raised as to the time req_uired to unstow and configure the 
MET for the traverse. Presently there is no estimated deployment time 
for the MET. 
.. 
.. 
1.5 Map Package Requirements to Support Geology and Traverse Site 
Planning 
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J. Sasser provided a chronology of the land{ng ellipse photography 
coverage required to support LM location and geology annotation. Since 
the landing ellipse and the area coverage and scale required for geology 
annotation/traverse planning are not the same, a plan of cartographic 
products needs to be developed for Apollo 15 and subsequent. 
Action/Swann, Muehlberger, and Sasser: Define ellipse size and scale 
of mapping products required to support LM landing point determination 
and traverse planning for Apollo 15 through 19. 
1.6 LRV Traverse Planning 
A discussion of LRV operational constraints was provided by 
J. Sevier/ASPO, and a status of traverse planning for J-mission sites 
was presented by G. Ulrich/USGS. These items are included as Enclosures 
8 and 9.· A subpanel was formed to provide traverse planning for J-
missions and to report the status at each SSWP meeting. The subpanel 
leader will be J. Sevier, supported by members of Bellcomm, USGS, and 
S&AD. . 
A need for a LM landing point for Apollo 15 and 16 was requested. The 
landing point(s) will be selected on the basis of the greatest scientific 
return for the mission. 
Action/J. Sevier- Provide status of J-series LRV operational constraints 
and Traverse Plans. 
Action/G. Swann, J. Peacock, J. Allen: Define LM landing point for 
Davy Rille (Apollo 15). [Subsequent Site Selection Board meeting (May 7, 
1970) did not accept the GLEP recommendation for Davy Rille for Apollo 
15. A GLEP meeting will be called in mid-June to consider this issue 
and the landing site for Apollo 16]. 
1.7 Calibration Requirements for Hasselblad Data Camera 
Photometric and photogrammetric requirements for the Hasselblad 
Data Camera were generally discussed ,by H. Ho;Lt and R. _Batson/tll'GS. The 
Mapping Sciences Laboratory (J. Sasser and G. Blackman) stated that these 
types of calibration are performed on all other flight cameras and 
probably could as well be performed on the Hasselblad Data Camera, 
depending on the definitive calibration requirements. 
Action/USGS (PI S-059): Supply definitive requirements for the Hasselblad 
Data Camera and assess MSC facility to perform the required calibration. 
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1.8 Use of the Lunar Surface Closeup Stereo Camera 
J. Zarcaro stated that the ASPO presently does not have a requirement 
to provide the LSCSC for Apollo 16 through 19. Hm,rever current stowage 
and planning provide that the LSCSC will be flown on Apollo 14 and 15 
as facilities. 
Action/PI S-059, PI S-200, and Samples PI's: Define science requirements 
for the LSCSC to support their eXIJeriments (Apollo 14 through Apollo 19). 
l. 9 Use of Goerz Lunar Geological Exploration Camera 
G. Swann stated that the concept of' c3terco and multi-filter capability 
is extremely useful. However, no •.vork.i_nc; mode 1 has been uvailab1e to 
evaluate its use as a geology tool. A revievl of the comer a at the Goerz 
facility will be held within one week. Schedu1 of the LGEC for Apollo 
14 will depend upon evaluation of this cs.mera under field conditions. 
R. Zedekar stated that the Hasselblad Data Camera would probably be used 
as a backup camera. 
1.10 Baseline Configuration for SRC's through Apollo 16 
The baseline for SRC outboard stowage was provided by M. Miller as 
shown in Enclosure 10. Recommended changes to the sa.rnples to be taken 
have been shown previously under item l.4.A. Additional comments and 
actions regarding this subject are as fol1ows: 
• If the drill stems are added to the Apollo 14 or 15 
mission, SRC stowage problems may require that three of 
the six core tubes be deleted. 
• Action/D. Green: Headquarters is to define cognizant 
scientist or principal investigator for the Magnetic 
Sample. 
• B. Erb (LRL).stated that even if the Quarantine Requirements 
are lifted, the organic sample people will still desire that 
deep core samples be returned in evacuated SRC's. 
• It was recommended that the SRC configuration be changed 
as follows: 
Apollo 15 Apollo 16 
One Vacuum SRC One Vacuum SRC 
One Non-Vacuum SRC Two Non-Vacuum SRC 
• Action/LSAPr: Review the above recorrmendations and provide 
supporting or conflicting views. 
.. 
.. 
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l.ll Use of the Lunar Surface Drill for Geology 
The question as stated was not addressed. Priorities of surface 
experiments were defined in relation to the addition of the HFE or the 
drill only for the Apollo 14 mission. The priorities are stated below. 
Heat Flow + Drill Drill Only 
PSE 
ABE 
HFE 
SIDE/CCGE 
CPLEE 
PSE 
ASE 
SIDE/CCGE 
CPLEE 
Field Geology 
Field Geology 
LRRR 
Soil Mechanics 
LRRR 
Soil Mechanics 
Drill 
Portable Magnetometer 
MET 
Solar Wind Composition 
Portable Magnetometer 
MET 
Solar Wind Composition 
The recommendation to the Site Selection Board (SSB) will be to include 
the HFE on Apollo l4;and if integration constraints dictate against this, 
our secondary position is to add the drill only and to place its priority 
above the Portable Magnetometer. [The SSB on May 7, 1970 decided against 
the inclusion of the HFE to the Apollo 14 Mission, but made no decision 
concerning the Apollo 15 Mission]. 
Use of the drill with the LRV was undefined and is to be discussed at a 
subsequent meeting. 
1.12 Review of the LGE Design Review - Apollo 16-19 
Minutes of the design review held at MSC on April 28, 1970 are as 
shown in Enclosure ll. Recommendations on several subjects are provided 
below. 
• Color Patch is to be flown on Apollo 14. If results are 
favorable, the item should be reflown on subsequent missions. 
• The Gnomon is to be carried on the Tool Carrier on the LRV. 
• No known requirement exists for the instrument staff on 
the J-series mission, unless the MET is flown on Apollo 16. 
• The tongs should be redesigned such that tong length is 
increased from 3-l/211 to 4-l/211 to enable the crew to 
retrieve larger rocks. 
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• A number (approximately 6) of larger documented sample 
bags with 6" diameter capacity should be provided as soon 
as possible. 
• Design for a thin wall core tube for Apollo 16 through 19 
has been defined by J. lf.d.tchel J; PI S-200. This will be 
evaluated by the LMO, and presented to the CCP. 
• Selected sarn:ples are to be ts-l<Jc'n G.i3 £\d ly documented samples 
to the extent that film ic; avai i:Jble. Th8 remaining volume 
(if any) of SRC #1 is to be filJed with bulk material. 
1.13 New Experiment Proposals 
A. Dielectric Constant Measm'ement 
The experiment objectives and operattng constraints were dis-
cussed by H. Cubley and are shown in EncJ_osure 12. 'The panel recoJ11Jnended 
that this experiment not be flown until the J series due to crew time 
requirements and the effect on science/EVA time. Use of the data for 
communication systems design in the Apollo program time frame was con-
sidered questionable. 
B. Cosmic Ray Detector 
This item was deferred until the next meeting. 
Enclosures 
TM:RRBaldwin:jr 5-11-70 
.. 
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AGENDA 
Surface Science Working Panel Meeting #1 
Lunar Science Institute . 
1.1 Introduction 
Harry H. Hess Lecture Room 
May 5, 1970, 9:00 A.M. 
1.2 Lunar Experiments and Objectives - Apollo 14 
1.3 Experiment Briefing 
a. Lunar Geology 
b. Laser Ranging Retro-Reflector 
c. Solar Wind Composition 
d. Portable Magnetometer 
e. Lunar Soil Mechanics 
1.4 Science Objective Briefing 
a. Sample Collection (Contingency, Selected, 
Special) 
b. Lunar Surface Gravity Measurement 
c. Modular Equipment Transporter (MET) 
Evaluation 
1.5 Map Package Requirements to Support Geology 
and Traverse Site Pl~nning 
J. Zarcaro, TM 
F. Herbert, TM 
PI - S-059 
PI - S-078 
TM S-080 
PI - S-198 
PI - S-200 
M. Miller, TM 
J. Sasser, TJ 
R. Moke, TM 
J. Sasser, TJ, and 
PI - S-059, USGS 
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1.6 LRV Traverse Planning 
a. Status of LRV Operational Constraints 
b. Status of Traverse Planning for J-Mission 
Series 
1.7 Calibration Requirements for Hasselblad Data 
Camera 
1.8 Use of Lunar Surface Closeup Stereo Camera 
1.9 Use of Goerz Lunar Geological Exploration Camera 
l.lO Baseline Configuration for SRC' s thru Apo1lo 16 
l.ll Use of Lunar Surface Drill for Geology 
1.12 Summary of LGE Design Review - Apollo 16-19 
1.13 New Experiment Proposals 
a. Dielectric Constant Measurement 
b. Cosmic Ray Detector 
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APOLLO EXPERIMENI'S & OBJECTIVES 
ORBTIAL 
MULTI-SPECTRAL PHarOGRAPHY 
BI-STATIC RADAR 
CM WINDow METEOROID 
GEGENSCHEIN PHarOGRAPHY 
250 MM HABSELBLAD CAMERA 
QUESTAR CONrAREX CAMERA 
PROPOSED 
DIM LIGHT PH<JrOGRAPHY 
SURFACE 
ALSEP 
.PASSIVE SEISMIC 
:PeriVE SEISMIC 
'SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR 
CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENr 
COLD CATHODE IONIZATION 
LUNAR GEOIOOY 
LASER RANGING RETRO-REFLECTOR 
SOLAR WIND COMPOSTIION 
LUNAR PORTABLE MAGNETOMErER 
SOIL MECHANICS 
CONTINGENCY SAMPLE COLLECTION 
SELECTED SAMPLE COLLECTION 
SPECIAL SAMPLE COLLECTION 
MET EVALUATION 
LUNAR SURFACE GRAVITY MEASUREMENr 
PROPOSED 
HEAT FLOW 
DRILL 
S-158 
S-170 
S-176 
S-178 
S-179 
S-181 
S-031 . 
S-033 
S-036 
S-038 
S-058 
S-059 
S-078 
S-080 
S-198 
S-200 
S-037 
.. 
.. 
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LASER RANGING RETRO-REFLECTORS (S-078) 
SCIENCE OBJECTIVE 
TO ACHIEVE FURTHER KNOWLEDGE OF GRAVITY AND RELATIVITY, SELENOPHYSICS, 
GEOPHYSICS, AND THE MOTION OF THE MOON 
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
THE EXPERIMENT WILL BE REMOVED FROM THE·DESCENT STAGE OF THE LM, CARRIED 
TO DEPLOYMENT SITE A MINIMUM OF 500 FT. FROM LM, EMPLACED, LEVELED AND 
ALIGNED. 
THE EXPERIMENT WEIGHS 48 LBS. 
DATA REQUIRED ARE: 
COMMENTS ON ORIENTATION AND ELEVATION SETTING USED FOR DEPLOYMENT 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF DEPLOYMENT AREA WITH THE DEPLOYED EXPERIMENT 
.. 
LUNAR PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT (S-198) 
SCIENCE OBJECTIVES 
TO MEASURE THE VECTOR MAGNETIC FIELD IN THE VICINITY OF THE LANDING SITE 
TO OBTAIN A MAP OF THE SURFACE MAGNETIC FIELD OVER AN AREA LARGE IN COMPARISON 
WITH LOCAL SURFACE FEATURES 
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS 
THE EXPERIMENT CONSISTS OF A TRl-AXIS FLUX GATE MAGNETOMETER SENSOR UNIT, 
ELECTRONICS, AND DATA piSPLAY BOX AND TRIPOD._ 
EXPERIMENT WEIGHS 9 LBS. AND DRAWS ONE WATT FROM INTERNAL BATTERY POWER. 
ASTRONAUT WILL DEPLOY MAGNETOMETER SENSOR A MINIMUM OF 250 FEET FROM THE LM 
AND 50 FEET FROM ANY OTHER DEPLOYED EQUIPMENT OR MATERIAL. 
SENSOR HEAD WILL BE PLACED ON TRIPOD AND CARRIED TO END OF 50 FT. CABLE. 
TRIPOD WILL BE LEVELED AND ALIGNED, USING BUBBLE LEVEL AND SHADOWGRAPH. 
CREWMAN WILL RETURN TO ELECTRONIC BOX AND READ THE THREE PANEL METER TO 
MCC-H. 
LUNAR PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT (S-198) - Continued 
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS - CONTINUED 
DATA MEASUREMENTS TYPES ARE: 
* SITE MEASUREMENT (3 MEASUREMENTS ROTATING SENSOR THROUGH EACH AXIS) 
** TRAVERSE MEASUREMENTS (AT LEAST 6 DIFFERENT LOCATIONS, WITH THE FINAL 
MEASUREMENT AT THE SAME LOCATION AS THE INITIAL SITE MEASUREMENT) 
DATA REQUIRED ARE: 
RECORD OF BUBBLE LEVEL, SHADOWGRAPH, AND 3 SETS OF METER READINGS FOR EACH 
MEASUREMENT SITE 
ESTIMATE OF SENSOR HEAD POSITION RELATIVE TO LM FOR EACH MEASUREMENT 
PHOTOGRAPH OF MEASUREMENT SITE 
* THE SITE MEASUREMENT IS THE MINIMUM REQUIREMENT TO SATISFY THE MAIN 
OBJECTIVE OF THE EXPERIMENT WHICH IS TO MEASURE THE VECTOR MAGNETIC 
FIELD. 
** A MINIMUM OF ONE MEASUREMENT IN ADDITION TO, AND AT A LARGE DISTANCE 
FROM, THE SITE MEASUREMENT IS REQUIRED TO SATISFY THE SECOND OBJECTIVE. 
SAMPLE COLLECTIOa 
SCIENCE CRECTI\£S 
To OBTAIN A BEITER LNDERSTANDI~ OF LlmR MATERIALS, FEA~ES, PKJ HISTORY 
APOLLO 13 
Ccf.rr I NGENCY SftMPLE 
~SAWLES 
SELECTED SNri>LES 
SPEciAL &N1 RCHt:NT SN-PLE 
GAs Pfw... YS IS SNf'LE 
fi&.Gt£ri c SHIELD SN-PLE 
lARGE lbcK SN4u - FoolBAI.l. SIZE 
WE T LIE SN-PLES (3) 
~ILL SlrM SJt.pL.fS (6) 
SIEVE SNf'LE - fttK CHIPS 
ExTRA SlwLE 
FtEl CafrNttiNATION SNf'LE 
iftPATICfW_ aJf)TPJ\INTSIPf{}<InJE.S 
E.IC.H SNRE COLLECTED TO f-EET TEST c&JECTIVES 
TT¥\VERSE Pl.MU f«l If'PACT 
.APOLLO 14 
Carr I NGENCY SN4ti 
IDcl.rentD 5N-PLES 
Sa.ECTED SwPlEs 
SPECIPL EHviJUKNT SNRE (2) 
CoRE Tl.IE SNR.ES (6) 
Ihct.M:NlED, SELECTED, Atf.) CORE ruBE SA"PLES ItJPACT TRAVERSE Pl.MNir«i AS TO SNfl..It«i AA9S ~SIRED.· 
fu_ SN'PLE COLLECTIOO REQUIRBENTS lf'PACT CREW TltJELINE ACTIVITIES. 
.. 
... 
.. 
! 
MET DESIGN CRITERIA 
e DEPLOYABLE WITHOl11' USE OF TOOtS 
• MAX. PAYLOAD CAPABILITY-·--------·--340 EARTH LBS • 
PAYLOAD CONSISTS OF TOOLS, CAMERAS, EXH:RIMEN'l' 
IHSTRtH:NTS AND LUNAR SAMPLES JJ5 NOTED IN 
!-!ET S'roWAGE LIST. 
e MAX. MET WEIGHT----------·-······-·-30 EARTH LBS. 
e· DMHSIONAL LIMITS 
- WORKTABLE HEIGHT---------------·-30" 
- STOWACZ ENVELOH:-----------------28" X 36" X 8" 
(ATTACH POINTS ARE Ot.rrSIDE 
THESE DIMEHSIONS) 
e OPERATIONS 
BOMINAL FULLING S:EUD--------·-4~ 
. ·-~ NOMIHAL ImAW BAR PULL-------··· W. LBS. 
• DESIGN TRAVERSE-·----------------20,000 FT. 
CAPABLE OF mAVERSIHG-·---------4" DIAM. ROCKS 
• TIRE 'IEMPERATuREs: 
e MINUS 68<7 AT DEPLOYMENT 
• cf>F TO 2000F WHEN PARKED 
e 70<7 AVERAGE WHEN ROLLING 
TIRE PRESSURE---------~---------1.5 PSIA. 
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ADJUSTABLE HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA ARM 
v. ... -- - . -
I 
' . ~.- . . 
..... , ... 
. 
I 
I . 
I . 
.. 
f\) 
co 
---
COPERNICUS PEAKS TRAVERSE fZ 
5 b Rove~ 4 Kl ' Wallt1_Jg_ 1 . 10 b Rov~r 
~ 
~9 Km/Ha: !v~r~&..V-~l.~!!.YJ 
I . I ·TRAVEL roP TRAVEL STOP TRAVE4 STC 
t • I 
i PIST. ITIME/ IME/ DIST. TIME/ . TIME/ DIST. . TIME/ t TI(If 
Stoo ( Km) ~IN ~IN Stop (Km) MIN MIN. Stop (Km) MIN ' MIN . 
lH --- --- --- LM --- --- --- LM --- --- --· 
1 1.4 8.4 20 1 1.4 16.8 21 1 1.4 . 21.0 17 
2 0.6 3.6 2 0.6 7.2 21 .. 2 0.6 9.0 25 
3 --- --- --- 3 1.1 13.2 21 3 1.1 16.5. 2~ 
.4 2.0 12.0 20 4 0.75 9.0 31 4 --- --- --
41 --- --- --- 4a 0.75 9.0 21. 4a --- --- --· 
·s l 0.6 3.6 3o 5 --- --- --- 5 --- --- --· 
I 
I 0.9 ·6 5.4 30 6 --- --- ·-- 6 --- --- --· ·- . '7 0.4 2.4 30 7 --- --- --- 7 --- --- --· . 
l 
.._ .. 
8 0.25 1.5 30 8 --- --- --- 8 --- --- --· . 
,9 1.1 6.6 20 9 0.8 9.6 30 9 O.IJ 12.0 25 
~ 10 J l --- --- --- 10 1.9 22 .. 8 21 10 . 1.9 28.5 2!i 
:11 : 2.75 16.5 30 11 0.9 10.8 121 11 0.9 15.0 25 
t ··-LM i 0.75 4.5 --- LM 0.75 9.0 E- LM o·. 75 11.2 ---·-- -- .. -I 
I 10.75 64.5 210 8.95 107-.4 1t)7 7.45 113.2 142 
' 
/ I ~~ 1REM F 55.8 tns. 6, T REM = 36. ~ Mi ns • · ~TREM • 74.0 Min. 
' .
BTU ~ 0 . I . BTU .1 0 I . BTU i: 0 
: REM REM REM • 
1 
I . 
l 
... 
. . --:~·:. 
•. 
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COPER~ICUS PEAKS TRAVERSE #1 
: 10 Kll Rover · 
~9 ~Hr Average Velocity( 
5 Km Rover 4 Km Walking __ _ 
=r"'"=--= -~..t~~ . !TRAVEL STOP TRAVEL STOP TRAVEL STO 
DIST. ;Tl ~iE/ TIHE/ DIST. TIME/ TIME/ DIST. TIME/ TU~ 
STOP {KM) t·HN fHN STOP (KM) MIN MIN STOP (KM) i MIN MIN . 
LH --- --- --- LM --- --- --- LM ---- --- ---
1 0.5 3.4 15 1 0.5 6.0 20 1 0.5 7.5 
la --- --- --- 1a --- --- --- ·1a 0.75 11.2 10 
lb --- --- --- 1b 1.35 16.2 30 1b 0.6 9.0 30 
2 2.0 13.5 15 2 0.75 9.0 20 2 0.75 11.2 
2a --- --- --- 2a 0.5 6.0 30· 2a 0.5 7.5 Xl . 
i 3 2.9 19.3 I 40 3 --- --- --- 3 --- ---
.... 
1 4 0.3 2.0 15 4 --- --- --- 4 --- ---
_.,_ 
t 0.75 4.6 I I 5 5 40 I 5 I --- --- --- --- I --- --=-·· ; I -6 0.7 4.6 I 15 I 6 --- --- 6 --- --- I ._~-7 0.6 4.0 15 7 ,2.8 33.6 30 7 ;~~ '13~~~ .. 'T."!-8 1.25 8.4 30 8 11.25 15.0 30 8 ........... 30 ' 
9 1.5 10~0 15 9 I 1. 5 18.0 20 9 1.5 22.5 30 
i I -~-LH 1.4 9.3 --- I lM !1.4 16.8 --- LM 1.4 21.0 
110.05 
.. 
11.9 . 79.1 200 1120.6 180 ,8.40 j25.9 130 
I I 
i 
!::.. T REM = 50.9 tJ ins. !:::.. T REi = 30 . 0 Mi n • f:::..TREM!= 76 Min. 
BTU = 0 I BTU = 0 I BTU I= 0 l 
REM REM REM 
: 
_t_ .... ~- ~ 
--- -- _...._~·- -. .. L. -- -- - --- ------- -- - - ~ 
.. 
.... 
.-. . 
. 
LRV-MOUNTED LCRU OPERATING CONSTRAINTS 
e LCRU \VILL OPERATE WITH LRV MOVING: VOICE/DATA ONLY REQUIRING S-BAND LOW-GAIN 
ANTENNA 
e_ LRV MUST BE_ STOPPED FOR TRANSMISSION OFTELEV~SION OR SCIENTIFIC DATA; REQUIRES 
HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA 
e S-BAND LOW-GAIN ANTENNA 1V1UST BE ADJUSTABLE ·BY SEATED CREWMAN (MUST BE ~OINTED 
TO EARTH WITHIN ±30 DEGREES) 
. . ' 
e CREWMAN MUST D I SfV10UNT LRV TO OP~RATE ANY LCRU CONTROLS OR TO DEPLOY/ ADJUST 
HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA 
L 
LRV BATTERY DESIGN ASSUMPTIONS 
I RANGE - 120 KM 
I GROSS VEHICLE WEIGHT· -1370 POUNDS 
I SOIL mDEL- TYPE B 
I AVERAGE SPEED - 10 KMIHR FOR t/11. OF D I STANCE 
5 KMIHR FOR 40ft OF DISTANCE 
I AUXILIARY POWER - 1600 WATT-HOURS 
I 90fe DEPTH OF DISCHARGE . 
( 
LRV DESIGN CRITERIA 
• MOB lliTY 
I SPEED - ·16 KM/HR ON LEVEL MARE 
! . 
- 10 KM/HR UP 6° SLOPE FOR 15 KM 
I SLOPE CAPABILITY - 25° (INCREMENTS OF. 5 KM) @. 75 KM/HR 
• 
i 
I OBSTACLE TRAVERSING -}) CM 
I CREVASSE CROSSING -70 CM 
• GROUND CLEARANCE - 35 CM 
• POWER • 120 KM RANGE (LEVEL MARE) 
1600 WATT -HOURS CONTINGENCY POWER 
I DISCHARGE LIMIT: 90% 
• NAVIGATION 
INITIALIZATION 3. 6 MINUTE DURATION I 
• UPDATES REQUIRED EVERY 15 MINU1ES 
• UPDATE REQUIRES 2. 2 MINUT~ DURATION OJ 
.. . 
( 
DEPLOYED LRV 
________ 
LRV DEPLOYMENT SEQUENCE 
1 PULL D-RING NO. 1 2 3 REAR HINGES LATCHED 
1 4 PULL D-RING NO. 2 6 REMOVE.DEPLOYMENT 
5 NOTIFY MSFN LRV DEPLOYED ---------------------------------------------~--HA_R_D_W_A_RE ____ ~ 
co 
J-MISSJON EVA TRAVERSES· 
6 
5KM/HR 
IOOBTU/HR RIDING 
1000 BTLVHR TRAVEitSE 
EXP 
TM VERSE EXP SAMPLING 
OPERATIONS SAMPUNG 
OPE -.A TIONS .~ 
.. .. 
llf2 HOUR OVERHEAD • 
(HRS) 
I . . "-... 
I HOUR ALSEP 
J 
r ' ' ..  
' ' .. 
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•• ... '•.. MARIUS 
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., 
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l 
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I lOKM/HR 
BOO BTU/HR RIDING 
51 
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EXP 
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I 1/2 HOUR OPERATIONS ~' •• .. 
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.... .. 
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....... 
I HOUR ALSEP lH~l 
~ 
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'· '-x_ COPERNICUS 
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J-MJSSJON EVA TRAVERSES 
800 BTU/HR RIDING 
1000 BTU/HR TRAVERSE 
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.. .. 
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.. 
OPERATIONS 
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TRAVEL (HRS) 
68 
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J-MISSION LUNAR SURFACE TIMELINE 
! 
i· 
.4 EVA'S - 72 HR STAY 
t 
l 
TOUCHDOWN 
~AWAKE 9 HRS) POST DEBRIEF 
EVA (5 HRS) REST (8 HRS) 
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 
POST 
POST 
HRS) I ! 
DEBRIEF 
~ (6 EA3l! REST (7 HRS) p~ PREP I EVA (6 HRS) 1l Pi 
28 32 36 40 44 "48 
DEBRIEF 
POST DEBRIEF LIFTOFF EAT 
REST (7 HRS) EVA (6 HRS) 
52 56 60 64 68 .. 72 76 
~p IRESTj 
80 
l TIME BETWEEN REST PERIODS : 21-12- 12- 21 
\ 
' -·-----------------------------------------"' 
'. 
f J-MISSION LUNAR SURFACE TIMELINE i 
[ (3 EVA-REST BEFORE LIFT-OFF) 
I 
l 
r EVA (6 HRS) REST {8 HRS) 
I 
POST DEBRIEF 
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 
I 
EVA (7 HRS) REST tS HRS} EVA l7 HRS) 
DEBRIEF 
28 36 40 44 48 
LIFT-OFF 
POST DEBRIEF 
REST (8 HRS) 
52 56 60 64 68 7,2 
66 V2 
HRS 
TIME BETWEEN REST PERIODS: 22-13- 13-11+ 
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TRAVERSE PLANNING PROCEDURES 
I. MAJOR SITE SELECTION 
II. DEFINE SCIENCE O.BJECTIVES FOR SITES SELECTED 
m. DETAILED SITE STUDIES 
DZ:. DEFINE/ASSUME TRAVERSE CONSTRAINTS 
lr. ASSEMBLE TRAVERSE ROUTES 
I. SITE SELECTION-GROSS LUNAR FEATURES 
• SCIENTIFIC GOALS 
ORIGIN AND HISTORY 
POTENTIAL FOR SOLVING BASIC PROBLEMS 
OF THE MOON 
BUILDING BLOCKS FOR FUTURE MISSIONS 
• ENGINEERING FEASIBILITY - -
--
II. SCIENCE OBJECTIVES 
e GENERAL 
COPERNICUS: 
ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF CENTRAL PEAKS OF 
LARGE. FRESH LUNAR CRATER; DEEP SEATED 
SAMPLES 
MAR IUS HILLS: 
VOLCANIC LANDFORMS; MAGMATIC DIFFERENTIATION 
e OPERATIONAL 
FEATURE DESCRIPTION 
SAMPLE COLLECTION 
PHOTOGRAPHIC COVERAGE 
TRAVE.RSE GEOPHYSICS 
STATIONARY MnNITnctA-1~ 
m. PRE--~~11SSIO~J SITE STUDIES 
ORt;~ ~rAL PHOTOGRAP~IY 
I 
APPARENT CRATER DIAMETER----------~~ 
EJECTA 
APPARENT CRATER DEPTH 
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-- ------· . 
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Ill. TRAVERSE CONSTRAINTS 
EVA: NO. AND LENGTH OF TIME 
OPERATIONAL DISTANCE 
VEHICLE SPEEDS 
SCIENTIFIC PAYLOAD DESIRED I 
AVAILABLE 
LOSS OF TRAVERSE AND STATION TIME 
FOR HOUSEKEEPING AND SAFETY RQMTS. 
METABOLIC RATES VS. TASKS PERFORMED 
.. 
. 
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MINUTES OF THE 
:JESIGN REVIEW FOR LUNAR HAND TOOlS 
AND CAMERA REQ.UIREMEN'rn R:m APOLLO .16-19 
April 28, 1970 
It was noted by the chairman of the meeting that the results of all 
action assignments will be the submission of a RECP to the GFE CCP. 
ASPO (J. Streit), EH (E. Weeks) and 'I'M (M. Miller) are to insure 
that all action assignments are closed and resultant RECP's submitted 
to the panel by June 1, 1970. 
1. 'IDOL CARRIER 
For Apollo 16-19, the tool carrier will be stored on the MESA and satis-
factorily interfaces with the MET and LRV. The following changes are in 
process: Gnomon tie-down (clip), addition of pouch flaps, and extra cap 
and bracket assembly. 
2. COLLECTION BAG (POUCH) 
Additional holding clips for the collection bag have been fabri,~ated. A 
pouch cover flap is in work. No other design changes were specified. 
3. COLJR PATCH 
The color patch is a soft requirement f11om USG..C: for Apollo 16-l~l, and 
is not a time crit:7.cal decision at this time. Action: 'IM/J. Znrcaro 
is, to define the r(·quirement for a color patch for Apollo 16-19. 
Due date: after Apollo 14 fli,ght review. 
4. HAMMER 
The side face of the hammer has been enlarged .and the handle rotation 
removed. No functional design changes were specified but due to the 
redesign of the extension handle, the following action will be taken. 
Action: PG/J. Streit will submit RECP to delete quick disconnect 
lot·king mechanism j'rom the' hammer handle and insure interface with tho 
modified extension. Due date: May 15, 1970. 
5. GNOMON 
The.Gnomon is utilized to determine true vertical and is calibrated by 
the USGS at KSC. ~be leg joint has been strengthened and the damping 
mechanism has been improved since the last flight. The Gnomon is 
presently stored on the MESA for Apollo 14 and 15 in specially designed 
mounts. Present plans for Apollo 16-19 is to store the Gnomon on the 
tool carrier if the launch and boost environment criteria can be met. 
Action: PG/J. Streit to coordinate with FCSD and EH to determine the 
feasibility of stowing the Gnomon on the MESA for Apollo 16-19. 
Due date: May 15, 1970 
Enclosure 11 
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!\ di:·r·w·:·i,:n w;t~' !1eld on the Gnomun L']jp LllLc•rl'uc•l :ir: n<·p.'l't 1.· Lb•· 
cJ ip c~ntL'jng the G.1omon color ecnlc pajnt ~~hipping. 'I'hcc :t'c>.LJ LlW:i.ng action 
wa:.: nscignerl. Action: BN/W. Hilson to determine if thr~ pu:inL can 
withstand the friction of the clip. If not, the will b~ anodized 
aluminum at the clip interface. Due date: May 15, 1970. 
It was also pointed out that the tab or button at the top uf the Gnomon 
doe:.' not adequately facilitate crew handling. Aci.ior,: EE/E. \tir:·eks and 
BN/vJ. Wilson to evaluate a larger tab on top of tl1c Gnomon staff to 
improve handling. Due date: May 15_, 1970. 
Prcr:ently there is a change in process for an ulurni.m;;.rn band ::-d1 me of 
the legs for Apollo 14 and 15. Action: PG/J. Streit: and EH/F~. VJeel~s 
to implement the r•,qu_irement of a clear anodized lep: or ·band f:--·r J\.pollo 
16-19. Due date: May 15, 1970. 
6. SMALL SCOOP 
Purpose oi' the small scoop \-IBs outlined 'J.nd it ~;;a:' rw";E:·d tlnt its size 
was so designed to interface with the prEsent sample For ease 
,~f manufacturing and lack of requjrement, it 1-Tas 2 
tip c2n be eliminated. Action: EH/E. Weeks to prepare a FECP to elimiuate 
=-teel tip on the small scoop. Due date: May 15, 19'{0. 
,ivr.:unstration was given on its mode of operation 9.nd a dic:cuso'ion was 
lw _,1 on the angle l,etween the handle and the shJv'"] far:e. ll.ctic n: CF / 
R. :·.c·dekar to revi1 w the angle for the h9.nd1e s ~1ovc:~l face and ar:-adjust-
able interface similar to the trenching tool. Sullrni t a RECP if any 
change is required. Due date: May 15: 1970. 
7. SCRIBB/BRUSH/LENS 
'i"'here is a c:cientiJ ic requirement for the scribe/brm:h/J cmo for f,pollo 16 
and subsequent and the present design fulfills this requirement. 
8. mSTRlJ1.1ENT S'I'AFF (WITH CAMERA MOUNT) 
The present instrument staff will interface wi tl· the 70mrn, :'eq1w we. nncl 
LGE::: cameras and is required for Apollo 14 and 15 to hoi.d the ''L'q_ue~ce 
camera during the METS traverse. Action: TM/J. Zarcaro and f'ri;lcipal 
In.ve2tigators for Field Geology and Soil Mechanics will dco:termine if the 
instrument 2-taff is required for Apollo 16-19. Due date: May 15, lLirCJ. 
9. EXTENSION HANDLE 
The following changes have been made to the extension handle c~ince 
Apollo 12. It has been lengthened by 6 inches (total 30 :i.nchfc2) and a 
strengthened interface joint is in process. Action: CF/R. ~edckar 
to asses2 redesign interface joint for crew operJ.ticn. EHj;~. Weeks 
to coordinate with BN to determine the availability of training hardware 
to support Apollo lL. Due date: May 15, 1970. 
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10. 'IDNGCO 
The Apollo 13 mission carried two sets of tongs, one short :md one long. 
A firm requirement was established to carry two sets cf J cmg ( j;J inchc:f') 
tongs for Apollo 16-19. These longer tongs are r0qu:lr•:d b.v the; crew 
during LRV traverse. It was noted that the present tongP gripper 
capacity is approximately 3 to 3 l/2 inches. The Field Geulogy Principal 
Investigator decided that this capacity should be incrc:Hc'Cd fnr /,n.:;lJ ,, J·_:)-
19. Action: TM/J. Zarcaro to coordinate with the FrincipnJ TrnTsti~:;i3t·:lr 
for Field Geology and Soil Mechanics, BN, and FCSD t~' estGblish the 
criteria for the tongs gripper capacity for Apollo 16-19. Due datc: 
May 15' 1970. 
11. TRENCHING 'IDOLS 
The Soil Mechanics Principal Investigator reaffirmed the requirement for 
the trenching tool and it was also noted that the Field l]€c,logy team 
would like a photograph of the side of the trenr:~h. No changes are 
required ·to the trenching tool. 
12. LARGE SCOOP vJITH SIEVE 
The present design large scoop has a hinged sieve (l/2 cPntirneter 
openings) and is utilized to return samples l/2 r:entimeter cr ]rl.rger. 
It is presently stowed on the MESA for Apollo 111 and l ') R.nd i;3 n.Jt on 
the MET stowage lis+,. Action: ASPO to verify 1hat the lat·ge "'': np is 
on the stmmge list for Apollo 16-19. Subsequer1t to the Jn('Cting it W'1c' 
verified thst the spacecraft and LRV stowage lists for the:.ce mis.:oion;~ 
will contain the requirement for a large scoop. Action: '1'!11/J. 7arcaro 
to define requirement for sieve on traverse. Due date: l·iay l'), 19'(\J. 
Discussion 'vi8s also held on the method of locking the :c:ieve t.:-_, the sc>xr~_r 
face. Action: CF/H. /:,edekar to review scoop/sieve locl~:ing mechnnisrr. 
and to make recommendations for improving ease c,f operation. Lue date: 
l~y 15, 1970. Action: EH/E. \-leeks to investigate new sieve sco•'Jp 
design with an objective of maximizing return and minimizing r::rew time. 
Due date: May 15, 1970. 
13. CORE TUBES, CAPS, AND HOLDERS 
Apollo 14 and 15 have provisions for 6 core tubes 
1 
3 in each SRC. The 
Apollo 16 and subsequent baseline is 9 core tubes, 3 in each 2PC. Sar.·h 
core tuve consists of an inner C'plit tube liner, a core fc1lcv1er, a 
removable extension '1andle interface joint to allow Jo:lning more tlnn 
one core tube: togeth~r. It was decided that the pre:·f·nt. IIC'~~ign \-T:lcchl. 
be utilized for ApoL:_o 14 and 15 missions and thnt (;,v.J\U vJ(JUJ d r·rr<,rcb n:'.tc 
with all interested llarties (P.I. 's, Il~L, etc) and prc?t'r.JJt n pr:;Jl<Jsn..l 
for improved core tu·bes at the CCP on J>tay 15, 1970. !\ctLrn: T!iA/ 
J. Zercaro to prepare proposal for improved core tu1Je;2 t'or 1\p'111o lc:;-J'l. 
Due date: May 15, lS70. 
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. VHF DIELECTRIC CONSTANT EXPERIMENT 
A. PURPOSE 
DETERMINATION OF COMPOSITE LUNAR SURFACE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 
IN THE VICINITY OF THE LANDING SITE. 
B. JUSTIFICATION 
THE VALUE OF THE COMPOSITE LUNAR SURFACE DIELECTRtC CONSTANT . 
IS NECESSARY FOR THE REALISTIC DESIGN OF ALL FUTURE LUNAR . 
SURFACE COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT .. 
WATTS DBW 
10,000 4o 
3162.0 35 
35 KM 
1,000 :30 
... 
~/ 
316.2 25 ~ 
100ft. ~ 
100 20 
35 KM 
31.62 15' 
10.0 10 
FREQUENCY = 1 MHz 
RANGE= 35 KM 
3.16 5 cr = lo-5 MHos/METER 
RECEIVED LEVEL = -101 DBM 
0 
0 l 2 3 4 5 
DIELECTRIC CONSTANT 
Figure Il-l 
II-2 
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VHF DIELECTRIC CONSTANT EXPERIMENT 
VHF 
ANT. 
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.... 
--- _,, ......,a:~_.,-~-~--?-------~ --- . 
- - ______., ~I 
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·· .. ·. . RAY_y,~~ 
. - ,,_ .- .. ; .~ ... ~ .~ . 
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s,.. = z. 
f' t:: 2S9. 7 MHZ 
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Figure II-2 
Transmission Loss Vs. Distance 
II-7 
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E. ASTRONAUT ACTIVITY 
1. UNSTOW AND DEPLOY MEASURING TAPE ON LUNAR SURFACE 
2. UNSTOW FIELD STRENGTH METER AND MEASURE FIELD PATTERN AT 
PRIMARY VHF FREQUENCY. THIS WILL REQUIRE THE ASTRONAUT 
TO OBSERVE DISTANCES FROM THE LM AT WHICH PEAKS AND NULLS 
IN THE FIELD PATTERN OCCUR. THESE DISTANCES WILL BE 
VERBALLY REPORTED BY THE ASTRONAUT AT THE TIME THAT THEY 
OCCUR. 
3. CHANGE VHF EVA FREQUENCY TO BACKUP MODE. 
4. REPEAT FIELD STRENGTH MEASUREMENTS AT THE BACKUP FREQUENCY. 
* TOTAL ASTRONAUT TIME REQUIRED - 20 MINUTES 
* DURING THE TIME THAT DATA IS BEING TAKEN, THE LM VHF 
TRANSMITTER MUST BE KEYED ON. 
... 
C. HARDWARE 
1. PORTABLE VHF FIELD STRENGTH METER 
2. MEASURING TAPE (0-150 FEET) 
3. ALL HARDWARE WILL USE MIL SPEC PARTS 
D. POWER~ WEIGHT~ AND SIZE 
0.5 WATT SUPPLlED BY INTERNAL 
V E H l CL E ::;·row AGE) 
o 
F. COST AND SCHEDULE 
SCHEDULE WILL SUPPORT'APOLLO 15 IMPLEMENTATION PLUS SECOND 
FLIGHT TO BE DETERMINED. 
TOTAL COST - 295K 
' 
.. 
' 

IN REPLY REFER TO: TM 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77058 
JUL £ 1970 
TO See attached list 
FROM Chairman, Science Working Panel 
SUBJECT: Minutes of the Second Science Working Panel 
The second meeting of the Science Working Panel (SWP) convened at the 
Lunar Science Institute on June 22, 1970. The agenda and attendees 
were as shown in Enclosure l and Enclosure 2. Action Items as noted 
in these minutes 'are due at the next SWP meeting, which is tentatively 
scheduled for August 1970. A firm date and agenda for the third meet-
ing will be distributed in the late part of July 1970. Disposition of 
the agenda items and recommendations resulting from the meeting are as 
follows: 
2.1 Introduction 
The meeting was opened by the chairman who discussed the expansion of 
the Science Working Panel to obtain greater science participation. 
Enclosure 3, which is the charter of the Science Working Panel, was 
distributed by the chairman. The expanded membership of the panel is 
as follows: 
Member Organization 
J. Zarcaro, Chairman S&AD 
P. Dyal Ames Research Center 
P. Gast S&AD 
R. Johnston ASPO 
R. Kovach Stanford University 
I. MacGregor University of California, 
Davis 
J. Mitchell University of California, 
Berkeley 
w. Muehl berger 
w. O'Bryant 
USGS 
NASA Headquarters 
R. Pepin University of Minnesota 
G. Simmons MSC 
D. Strangway University of Toronto 
G. Swann USGS 
Surface Science Working Panel 
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Orbital Science Working Panel 
Member Organization 
J. Zarcaro, Chairman S&AD 
P. Coleman 
F. Doyle 
P. Gast 
University of California, 
Los Angeles 
USGS 
S&AD 
R. Johnston 
w. O'Bryant 
J. Sasser 
ASPO 
NASA Head~uarters 
S&AD 
G. Simmons MSC 
Member 
Ex Officio Members (Nonvoting) 
Organization 
Mission Managers (R. Baldwin, F. Herbert) 
Mission Scientists (J. Allen, P. Chapman, 
A. England) 
Systems Engineering Division (J. Sevier) 
Flight Crew Support Division (R. Zedekar, Surface; 
H. Kuehnel, Orbital) 
Chairman, LSRMP and LOSJv1P (G. Lunney) 
2. 2 Apollo 14 
A. Status of Experiments and Objectives 
S&AD 
S&AD 
ASPO 
FCOD 
FOD 
F. Herbert/TM presented the prime objectives of Apollo 14 
experiments and detailed objectives assigned to Apollo 14. These charts 
are shown in Enclosure 4. 
Presently the Contingency Sample is being collected 50 minutes into 
EVA 1 by LMP. Captain W. O'Bryant, NASA Head~uarters, stated the Con-
tingency Sample should be collected at the earliest possible time into 
the EVA, hence by the corr@ander. CF72 should investigate moving the 
Contingency Sample collection earlier in the timeline. 
B. Lunar Geology Experiment (S-059) 
G. Swann (PI S-059) gave a brief description of the Fra Mauro 
site. The Fra Mauro formation is thought to be ejecta from the Imbrium 
Basin. Primary interest is to sample the Fra Mauro material which is 
ejecta from Cone or Sunrise Crater. The secondary objective is to obtain 
samples of the fill material, between Cone and Sunrise Crater which may 
possibly be of volcanic origin. 
.. 
' . : 
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Dr. Swann presented a traverse plan which was scheduled to be used on 
Apollo 13. Traverse planning for Apollo 14 will be basically the same. 
The material presented is shown in Enclosure 5. The following consider-
ations "\·lere discussed: 
• The Active Seismic Experiment (ASE) grenades would be fired in 
a northerly direction and the geophones would be strung in a 
southerly direction, but will not be placed in a crater. During 
thumper operation, the quiescent period is to be 20 seconds 
before to 5 seconds after each event. 
C. Special Sampling 
Dr. P. Gast discussed several general concepts in regard to 
sample collection and the panel reviewed items l through 10 under item 
2.2 of the agenda concerning Apollo 14 sampling. Pertinent comments 
and recommendations which were made are listed below. 
• Special sampling in the MRD is to be documented under S-059 
although the users are not always associated with geology. 
• Each weigh bag should be marked in a manner which can be related 
to the crew time/work voice records. 
• The containers designed to maintain a vacuum seal (ALSRC, GASC, 
SESC and MSSC) have not functioned adequately to satisfy the 
vacuum requirements. 
• The need for oriented samples was emphasized. 
• The requirement for a football size, weathered crystalline rock 
which is to be collected from a relatively flat area was reaf-
firmed. This rock should not be stowed in an ALSRC. 
• The bagged Solar Wind Composition experiment should not be stowed 
in the ALSRC for the inbound (return to earth) flight. 
• On Apollo 13 the Fuel Combustion Products Sample (FCPS) was to 
be double-bagged using documented sample bags. This procedure 
was required due to the lack of an available SESC. For Apollo 
14, the FCPS should be placed in an SESC, which will require a 
total of two SESC's. These SESC's should be properly marked so 
the crew and LRL personnel can differentiate between the SESL 
for the FCPS and the SESC sample. 
• The Heat Flow Experiment will not be flown before Apollo 15 due 
to timeline, hardware testing, and programmatic constraints. 
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• The use of the sieve did not allow maximum utilization of crew 
time to gather rocks and rock chips. A recommendation was made 
that a rake should be developed to gather rocks (with diameters 
greater than l em or l/2 inch). The recommendation is to con-
duct a feasibility study concerning the possibility of raking 
rocks on the lunar surface. All further development work on 
an improved sieve should be discontinued. If a rake can be 
developed and made available and the feasibility study shows 
that raking of rocks on the lunar surface is practicable, then 
a rake should be used on the earliest flight. The presently 
developed sieve will not be used for Apollo 14. The procedure 
to gather these rocks will be as follows: l) select a relatively 
flat area (10 x 10 feet); 2) photograph the area to be raked; 
3) after the rocks have been raked into a single pile, these 
rocks will be loaded into a weigh bag. Raking will be accom-
~plislled duri n,c; the first EVA in the vicinity of the ALSEP after 
ALSEP emplacement has ~been completed. Urcn comi'letion of raking 
the rake will be discarded. This activity will be considered as 
part of the selected sample collection. 
D. ALSEP 
Mr. R. Moke reviewed the ALSEP complements for Apollo 11 through 
16. Material presented is shown in Enclosure 6. 
E. Close-up Stereo Camera Requirements 
Mr. F. Pearce presented the close-up stereo camera requirements. 
'l1his camera was an experiment on previous missions and is now a facility 
item. On Apollo 14, about six pictures will be taken with this camera 
for geological purposes and other TED requirements are to be provided 
by PI S-200, etc. These requirements will be reviewed by Dr. T. Gold, 
to determine if any additional photographs will be required. This 
camera's use on subsequent missions will depend on the analysis of the 
Apollo 14 photographs. 
Photographs to be taken should be targets of opportunity such as the 
following: 
• Patterned ground 
• Undisturbed and compressed surface material 
• Large rock surface stratification 
5 
• Wheel print of the MET 
• Contact points 
Material presented by Mr. Pearce is shown in Enclosure 7. 
F. Portable Magnetometer 
Dr. P. Dyal, Principal Investigator for the Portable Magnetometer, 
discussed the relationship between the magnetometers on Explorer 35, the 
proposed Apollo subsatellite, and the portable magnetometer. In addition, 
the transient response of the portable magnetometer was covered. Dr. Dyal 
stated the sensitivity of the portable magnetometer was in the order of 2 
to 3 gammas. The crew time required for two measurements is approximately 
35 to 40 minutes. An additional measurement is highly desirable and 
would require 5 to 10 minutes. After setting up the portable magnetometer 
a minimum of 35 feet away from the MET, the crewman will return to the MET 
to read the meters on the electronics box and relay the data by voice to 
MCC. Dr. Dyal's presentation charts are shown in Enclosure 8. 
G. Soil Mechanics 
This item was not covered and is deferred to the next SWP meeting. 
H. Apollo Lunar Sample Return Containers (ALSRC) Contents 
Mr. M. Miller presented the outbound and inbound ALSRC contents. 
This material is shown in Enclosure 9. 
Requirements for vacuum and non-vacuum ALSRC's were discussed. Mr. T. 
Montgomery/CF72 presented considerations of rigid versus soft containers 
and the material presented is shown in Enclosure 10. 
The ASPO accepted previous recommendation of one vacuum ALSRC per mission 
and J. Peacock, ASPO, will report next month the results of gains to be 
obtained (crew timeline, weight savings, handling, cost, etc.). 
I. Surface Crew Timeline 
Mr. R. Nute/CF72 discussed the Apollo 14 surface crew timeline. 
Material for this presentation is shown in Enclosure 11. 
The taking of the triple core from the bottom of the two-foot trench 
came under considerable discussion. R. Pepin is to define the requirement 
for the Special Environmental Sample in relationship to the proposed eight-
inch deep trench. The location for taking the triple core, bottom of the 
eight-inch trench or from the surface, is left open until the next SWP 
meeting. 
2.3 Cosmic Ray Detector 
DPferred to next meeting. 
Z'.l+ Action Item l.3B- T. White 
Determine directionality and minimum distance for deployment of LR3. 
(Include update of mission effectivity and design status.) 
Deferred to next meeting. 
2.5 Action Item 1.5- G. Swann, W. Muehlberger, J. Sasser 
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Define ellipse size and scale of mapping products required to support 
U~ landing point determination and traverse planning for Apollo 15 
through 19. 
D~ferred to next meeting. 
2.6 Action Item 1.6.1 - J. Sevier 
Provide status of J-series LRV operational constraints and traverse 
pJans. 
R. Ward, K. Thomas, and E. Wolfe gave an excellent and very thorough 
presentation in regard to the above action item. Areas covered during 
the presentation are listed below and the material presented is in the 
noted enclosure. 
Topic 
Crew Equipment Stmrage 
Methods and Location 
J-Mission Operational Con-
straints on Traverse 
Planning 
Marius Hills Northwestern 
Site Candidate Traverses 
Presented by 
R. Ward 
K. Thomas 
E. Wolfe 
2.7 Action Item 1.6.2- G. Swann, J. Peacock, J. Allen 
Define 1M landing point for Davy Rille (Apollo 15). 
Enclosure 
12 
13 
14 
This item to be deferred until Apollo 15 site is defined. 
... 
.. 
.. 
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2.8 Action Item 1.7- PI S-059 
Supply definitive requirements for the Hasselblad Data Camera and assess 
MSC facility to perform the required calibration. 
Deferred to next meeting. 
2.9 Summary of LRV Experiment Requirements (Apollo 16-19) 
This item was deferred to the next meeting. P. Dyal, R. Kovach, 
W. O'Bryant, and A. England are to present the LRV experiment/mission/ 
traverse requirements. 
For Apollo 14, it is recommended that a triple core be taken in proximity 
to or in the trench (to be further refined at the next SWP meeting as 
stated above). Also a single core is to be taken in the fill (gray) 
material and a double core in the ridgey (green) material. 
2.11 Update Status of Core Tube Design 
W. Sherborne gave a presentation on the development of the l-3/4 inch 
diameter core tube. The soil mechanics and lunar geology experiment 
Principal Investigator will be kept advised on development. The new 
design will be tested by the soil mechanics, lunar field geology and 
lunar receiving laboratory personnel prior to crew operations. Material 
presented is shown in Enclosure 15. 
2.12 Requirement/Design New Penetrometer - PI S-200 
Deferred to next meeting. 
Enclosures 
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2.1 
2.2 
AGENDA 
Sci~nce Working Panel Meeting #2 
Lunar Science Institute, Berkner Confrence Room 
.June 22, 1970, 9 a.m. 
Introduction Mr. 
A;Eollo ll+ 
Status of ExperimPnts and Objectives Mr. 
S0 59 Dr. 
Special Sampling Dr. 
ALSEP Mr. 
Close-up Stereo Camera Requirements Dr. 
Portable Magnetometer Dr. 
Soil Mechanics Dr. 
SamplP Return Container (SRC) Contents Mr. 
Surface Crew Time Line Mr. 
Zarcaro, TM 
Herbert, TM 
Swann 
Gast 
Moke 
~~old 
Dyal 
Carrier 
Miller, TM 
Zedekar 
During the presentation of Item 2.2 the panel will review previously 
recommended addi t i.ons to Apollo 1L1 sampling. 
1. Gas Analysis Sample (to be obtained using one of the presently 
stowed Special Equipment Sample Containers (SESC). Attention should be given 
to differentiating between the containers as the LRL handling procedures for 
the Gas and Environmental Samples are different. 
2. Large ~;otball Size Rock. 
3. Magnetic Shielding Sample Container (requires additional con-
tainer to be ~dd~d in SRC stowage). 
~. Drill Ste~s (requires drill stowage and accessories). 
5. Si~ve Sample - Ro~k Chips (requires scoop/sieve and procedures 
as in Apollo 13 Mission Requirements Document (MRD). 
G. 
soi 1 sample·). 
7. 
Extra Soi~ Sample (requires use of weigh bag to obtain additional 
Fuel Combustion Products Sample (as shown in the Apollo l ':1, MRD). 
Enclosure 1 
1 of 2 
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8. If thL drill stems are added to the Apollo 14 or 15 mission, 
S?.C stmmge problems rr:ay require that three of the six core tubes be deleted. 
9. ::=:. -.::rt ~ LRL) stated that even if the Quarantine Requirements 
6r~ lifted, the organic sample people will still desire that deep core samples 
be rtturned in evacuated SRC's. 
10. It was recommended that the SRC configtrration be changed as 
follows: 
Apollo 15 Apollo 16 
One 'J a cuu.r:1 SRC One Vacuum SRC 
One Non-V<'tcuum SRC Two Non-Vacuum SRC 
2.3 Cosmic Ray Detector 
( :eld over from 1.13, previous meeting) 
Mr. Lopez, TM 
C:. c, Action It err" l. 3E/T. White - Determine directionality and ffilm.mum distance 
for deployment of LR3. (Include update of mission effectivity and design 
status.) 
2.5 Action ~tern 1.5/Swann, Muehlberger, Sasser - Define ellipse size and 
scale r.f mapping products required to support LM lan·iing point deteminatior. 
and traverse plannins for Apollo 15 through 19. 
2.6 Action Item 1.6.1/J. Sevier- Provide status of J- series LRV operational 
constraints and Traverse Flans. 
2.7 Action Item 1.6.2 G. Swann, J, Peacock, J. Allen- Define 1M landing 
point for Davy Rille Apollo 15). This item to be deferred until Apollo 15 
2.8 Action Item 1.7/PIS-059- Supply definitive requirements for the Hasselblad 
Data Camera and assess MSC facility to perform the required calibration. 
2. 9 Sumry of LR\ Experiment requirements (Apollo 16-19) Mr. Ba:..dwin, TM 
Mr. Eichelman, TM 
double, or triple) duriLg 
2.11 Update Status of Core Tube Design Mr. Miller, TM 
2.12 Requirement/Design New Penetrometer - PI - S-200 Dr. Carrier 
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SWP MEETING ATTENDEES 
June 22, 1970 
Name Organization Telephone 
J. P. Allen 
A. w. England 
R. H. Nute 
w. Wood 
G. s. Lunney 
J. E. Saultz 
s. M. Blaclaner 
CB 
CB 
CF72 
CF72 
FA 
FC9 
PD7 
483-2321 
483-2321 
483-3091 
483-3091 
483-5888 
483-4746 
483-2457 
J. M. Peacock PD7 483-2457 
R. L. Jones 
F. T. Pearce 
R. B. Erb 
J. H. Sasser 
TF6 
TF6 
TL 
TJ 
483-7346 
483-7346 
483-2693 
483-6287 
J. G. Zarcaro TM 483-4621 
R. R. Baldwin TM 483-3638 
F. J. Herbert 
B. H. Walton 
TM 
TM 
483-3638 
483-3638 
R. A. Make TM3 483-2666 
M. L. Miller 
T. T. White 
TM3 
TM3 
483-2666 
483-2666 
T. H. Foss 
w. K. Stephenson 
P. w. Gast 
TM4 
TM5 
TN 
483-2781 
483-2055 
483-3261 
R. J. Allenby 
w. T. O'Bryant 
R. B. Sheridan 
J. w. Head 
NASA Hq/MAL 
NASA HQ/MAL 
NASA HQ/MAO 
NASA HQ/MAS 
202-963-5367 
202-962-1967 
202-962-4887 
202-484-7977 
P. E. Reynold 
P. Dyal 
H. E. Holt 
G. A. Swann 
NASA HQ/Bellcomm 
NASA/ARC 
USGS 
USGS 
202-484-7954 
415-961-llll x2706 
602-77 4-1483 
602-77 4-1483 
D. J. Griffith TRW/PD7 483-3457 
M. J. Barone TRW/TM 483-3638 
E. L. Kells 
G. E. Poling 
T. o. Montgomery 
c. Guderian 
c. R. Murdock 
R. M. Springer 
G. P. Barnes 
J. E. Crane 
R. H. Pacey 
G. v. Latham 
w. N. Houston 
TRW/TM 
TRW/TM 
GE/CF72 
GE/EH2 
GE/EH2 
GE/EH2 
GE/TM5 
GE/TM5 
Boeing/PD 
Columbia Univ. 
U.C. Berkeley 
488-3530 x2691 
488-3530 x3591 
483-5595 
483-38ll 
483-38ll 
483-38ll 
483-2666 
483-2666 
483-3458 
914-359-2900 
415-642-5525 
I. D. MacGregor U.C. Davis 916-752-1862 
R. D. Pepin Univ. of Minnesota 612-373-7874 
R. L. Kovach 
D. Strangway 
Stanford Univ. 
Univ. of Toronto 
415-321-2300 x4827 
416-928-5175 \ 
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Charter of the Science Working Panel 
Office of Prime Responsibility: Lunar Missions Office 
I. Purpose 
II. 
III. 
The Science Working Panel is established to define and integrate 
lunar ~urface and orbital science requirements. This panel will 
occupy the central position between science requirements initiators 
and implementors. Directorate recommendations from this group will 
be provided to Center management to influence activities relative 
to mission planning, crew trainiug, and hardware development. 
Organization 
The Science Working Panel shall consist of a Chairman and Panel 
Members. The Chairman shall be empowered to delegate responsibility, 
appoint committees, direct the Panel activities, and will be the 
spokesman for the Panel. 
The Panel shall include authorities in the fields of geology, 
astronomy, geophysics, geochemistry, cartography, etc. 
Appointment of Panel Members is the responsibility of the Science 
and Applications Director. Panel appointments will require the 
concurrence of the Chairman. Duration of Panel membership and 
selection of Apollo missions for which Panel functions will apply 
shall be specified by the Science and Applications Director. 
Membership on the Panel does not preclude an individual from par-
ticipating in the analysis of Apollo mission data for scientific 
investigations. 
MSC/Panel Interface and Reporting Requirements 
The Panel Chairman shall submit all Panel recommendations and 
reports to the Science and Applications Director. Copies of all 
Panel recommendations will also be forwarded to: 
l) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
Apollo Spacecraft Program Manager (MSC) 
Director of Flight Crew Operations (MSC) 
Director of Flight Operations (MSC) 
Apollo Lunar Exploration Director (NASA Headquarters) 
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lV. Panel HesponsibiJlties 
The A['Ollo Science Working Panel will participate and will be 
respcmsib1 e for i~rcviding written recommendations in the followinr; 
areac;: 
J • Scit:ncc HardHare DE"velopment 
a) 'The I'anc'l shall recommend orbita: science cxpecimcnt 
fw1eti rn:::ll rcquirPments. 
b) 'The Panl·l shall recommend surf'acc: ~c ience experiment 
functiona' requiremP-nts. 
2. Science Hardware Utilization 
a) The Pane~ ,,hall partirir-:atc in rr;vic·v; ;lf rl ~m:' fnr 
scirntiflc uti 1 ization of the science hard>vare. 
b) The Panel shall establish priorities tc maximi=e the 
scientific return for experiments where timE: is constrained. 
c) The Panel shall provide recommendations on experiment opera-
tiom;l rcoquirements to flight planners to facilitate mission 
planning. 
d) The Fnnc1 ::::.13.-. l provijr' the vehicle for rJc'Vl.r ;:;oment and 
coordin •1tion of traverse plans '0Ti tr, USGS, Be llcormn, MSFC, 
anci MSC. 
3. Crew Training 
Tht• P;cme l shall rrcrvidc technical advice for and Hill support' 
:,· r·.:.-jllLTcl, ~,;;tlY:nut tr-ini.n~ r~:2t, ri tr, .:;::Lc:t.··ic to.sks. 
The Panel shall support operations, as requested, by providing 
real-time scientific and technical advice to astronauts for 
scientific tasks. 
i 
: 
3 
5, Data Analysis 
The Panel shall review proposed data reduction requirements to 
assure the full utilization of MSC's data reduction capabilities. 
Scienc:? Gther Lunar Field Experiment 
Geology Requirements Users Science Requirements 
Investigative •Science Req. • Test ves • Head~Tuarters 
Team • PI Interface • Be~ :L ~O!Th1l 
• I'1arshall 
Dr . S1,..;r ann, USGS •JPL 
Dr. l~1uehlberger, MSC/S&AD MSC/ ASPO/SB.AI: etc. 
U. of Texas Lunar Missions Off. 
I I I 
' I 
SCIENCE ~\fORKING PANEL 
J.1SC /S&AD 
Chairman - Manager 
Lunar Missions Office 
I 
Lunar Surface Opera- Science Training 
I 
Science 
I 
r·-lission DatB Requirements 
tions Planning Plan 
•·l@rr 
Ru~·c2 
• LOSl·IF h1~Sp l 
• tun~r ~ru~nce • Nission Science • L3Rl~I? 
Time line Training Plan 
• Cre~:1 Procedures 
MSC/FCSD 1'1BC/S&AJJ NSCj?OD 
•Sample Requirements 
_ •Science Instrument Requirement;:. 
•Science Priorities 
• Landing Spot Recommendations 
NASA-MSC 
e S11.rft7 aDd. nsple .. tdi&l ot the Fra Mt.uro 101'Mtion. 
• Obtain photographs ot c&n&dt.te exploration aite1. 
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.lSSIGKED TO APOLLO lit 
8.()59 IGlU' ftelct Geol.oQ 
8-031 Pua1Ye Set..lc .. 
8-033 Act1Ye Sel..S.c 
S-o63 S.,.tbel'll&l. Icm Deteo .. 
8-038 Cbarp4 Particle laD&r ~t 
s-o58 CalA Cat.bc4a Icm Qqp 
8-078 w.. ,.,..,.,. a.wo a.tleet..c.' 
s-o60 8olv V1D4 Co-c•lllltlaD 
s-1.61. CU/IJA 8-lJ&D4 T~r 
8-170 DowD-LilJk B11tal1c Ra4ar 
8-176 ApollD Vln4ow Metero14 
8-.1.96 Po*t&bl.e MecDetc..r 
8-200 8oU •chualc• 
DETAl!.F.D OB.!FJ"Tl.\lf;: 
Cortingency Aanple Collection 
:.Jt.}.e~t.ive Sample 
Candid& t.~ EXJ>lora tion Gites 
:.Jelenodetic Reference roint Update 
Television Co?e~~ 
T ra.nae&rt.h 1 'hotogra phy 
Mod.ul.ar Equipnent Tra.nAporter Evaluation 
lAm&r nurtace Gravity Measurement 
Evaluaticm ot lAnding Accuracy TebhDiqu.e• 
TL.emal Coating DegreMUon 

FIGURE 3-6: NOMINAL EVA 1 TRAVERSE (LANDING SITE l, FRA MAURO) R~Yishm 1~ ;~pril .._,, 1-,7, 
FIGURE 3-7: NOMINAL EVA 2 TRAVERSE (LANDING SITE 1, FRA MAURO) 
• 
ALSEP-WT-03 
I 
I 
, 
I 
,J
,' 
' ' ' AFT 
ALSEP SUBPA.Citlt.GEI 
ALSEP/ u.t lAterl&ce 
-
' > 
ALSEP 
DEPLOYMENT 
-~,TASKS 
AS SOC I A TED 
WITH LM 
DEPLOY 
ALSEP CENTRAL 
DEPLOYI\~ENT STATION DEPLOY 
TASKS AT EXPERIMENTS 
EXPERIMENT 
SITE 
L"l ASCENT ST fff.. 
AroUD 15 UJ~ SUff ACE SCI 8U 
~LIST 
W'ERA & EQU I Pt-£NT 
RTG RIL CASK & r1lNf < JISCBIT STn ) 
FUEL CAsK 
FuEL CAPsuLE AssEMBLY 
FuEL CAsK MouNTING AssEMBLY 
CENTRAL STATIOO 
DATA SLBSYSTEM 
PcMER SuBsYsTEM 
MISCELLANEOOS 
STRUcTURAL/T HERMA.L SuBsYsTEM 
ExPERIMENTS 
PSE 
LSM 
sws 
IlJST lUECTffi 
C O~.iM I' ~l D S r----"---. 
POWER PC\YER DATA 
SUBSYSTEM ENG DATA -~ SUBSYSTEr.' ACTIVE 
OTHER SEISMIC 
COMMANDS ------& TIMING ALSEPS 
------ ------POW[R DATA HEAT 
FLOW 
PASSIVE SOLAR WIND SUPRA THERMAL CHARGED 
SEISMIC SPECTROMETER ION DETECTOR PARTICLE 
ALSEP 1 
EXPERIMENT SUBSYSTEMS 
APR 69 5178.3. 1 
' 
COMMAND SUMMARY 
e ONE UPLINK FREQUENCY WITH DIFFERENT ADDRESSES _FOR EACH FLIGHT VEHICL£ 
e COMI'MNDS TO BE INITIATED FROM ONE POSITION IN MSC 
e 100 COMMANDS FOR ALSEP ARRAY "A" ARE ASSIGNED AS FOLLOWS 
• DATA PROCESSOR 14 
• POWER D I STRI BUT I ON UNIT 15 
• POWER CONDITIONING UNIT 2 
• COMMAND DECODER 2 
• PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIN\ENT 15 
•· LUNAR SURFACE N\AGNETON\ETER EXPERIN\ENT 8 
e SOLAR WIND EXPERllVlENT I 
e SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR EXPERIMENT 5 
• NOT USED 38 
.TOTAl 100 
1' 
C L C /Y\ t: I t< T ~ U fV\ i v\ ~~ 1·c... i 
e DATA CON Sf STS OF 1060 BPS FORN\ATED WITH 64 TEN BIT WORDS PER FRAfV\E 
e DATA TO BE DOWNLINKED ON SEPARATE FREQUENCIES FOR EACH FLIGHT VEHIClE 
e DATA TO BE DOWNLINKED CONTINUOUSLY AND RECORDED AT MSFN SITES 
e DATA TO BE TRANSMITIED TO MCC FOR REAL Tl ME ANALYSIS 
• 64 TEN BIT WORDS FOR ASS I GNiVtENT AS FOLL0\11/S 
• THREE WORDS FOR ADDRESS AND SYNCHRONIZATION 
• 43 WORDS FOR PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERirv\ENT 
e ONE WORD FOR ENGINEERING DATA (33) 
• ONE WORD FOR COM/v1f,ND VERIFICATION (46) 
• SEVEN WORDS FOR MAGNETOMETER EXPERIMENT 
• FOUR WORDS FOR SOLAR WIND EXPERIMENT 
• FIVE WORDS FOR SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR EXPERIMENT 
e ENGINEERING WORD IS SUBCOMMUTATED OVER 90 FRAME FOR A FULL CYCl£ OF ENGINEERING 
DATA 
• DATA AND P0\1\£ R SUBSYSTEM 
• STRUCTURAUTHERMAL 
• EX PER I rv\ENT ON -OFF STATUS 
• PASSIVE SE I SM I C EX PER ll'AENT 
• Sl DEICCGE 
• NOT ASSIGNED 
TOTAL 
58 CHANNELS 
13 
2 
8 
2 
17 
90 
------
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l 
/ 
. 
PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT ( PSS) 
• on.n-:rTr vr.s 
• DETECTIOO AND t<::CATIC!l OP WlfAR SEISMIC EVENTS 
• DETECTictf AND MEASUREMENT 01' LVriAR TIDAL DEFCJUIATICif 
• D!::;CRIPTIOO 
• SEr!SOO 11.6" HIGH : 13.8" D~: 17 P<:Mm8 
• Tlffi.::3 Er::~:.-''77~ Il.""~CJ F:'"1!CD S!r~SC!t Fat 'l'IML Al1D Lam n:RI(I) Mal'ICB 
QlE SHOrtT FI:1ICD Vr.l'IC..U. m::soR 
• L...'PVELIUG STOOL • 2 POU::'D3 
• Bl~CCT nliPOD FOO St.TPPCJT Aim NAlltL\L L!:V1Lim 0'1 S:lmat 
• ~ITRAL B~Tica :cmcrnceacs 7.3" x 6.5" x 2.7"J 4.2 P<XIfPi 
• Jf?DULI LOCATrD Ill C~L S'n\TICB Fat PROCJ:SSIIIJ Ca«AKDS !0 AID r<IUI.\'l'IIIJ Da\!A rRCJC SDS<JUI 
• TlfEPJ,ZAL BHROOD 
. ~ 
• DYR-\.an:C RAHOI 
SEIS!:IIC SIONAIB 
TIDAL 
GRAVIT'I 
• Bl!!SITIVIT! 
sErs:u:c 
TID.\L 
GRAVITr 
• WEIGHT 
mft ~o 1g_., 
.ol to 10"'" arc ••c 
~ p1 . to a. &&1 
5v~ 
.5v/arc aec 
.6 v/a p.l 
• TOTAL WEIGHT IS 24 PCMfDS 
. ~ 
• 175 WATTS SURVIVAL MODE '1'0 8.1 PUlfC'l'ICIW, PLUS· LEVELI1fO 
_____ 
r-rn,~-~!!1 ~f\"-,~ ~~~~ ~":"""·,....,.~ 
-:.~"' 6 '-" 'J ';} ~ L '} \L1 ·., ..... ~ ... ai . "' .. • .• ~ ~ i. ~ ·- ~ 
SU PRATHERIV\AL RTG 
THUMPER lON DETECTOR 
ALHT ASSEMBLY 
CARRIER 
CPLEE 
PASSIVE SEISMIC 
EX PER I tV\£ NT 
ANTENNA 
SUBPACKAGE NO. 2 
AIMING 1/fCHANISM 
MORTAR BOX 
DEC 69 7399 S 
• O&TFCTI'VE 
TO MEASURE 'n!R M\GrL?!C FJR!.D fr. 'TI~ Y.OOlf1 m;2.w.'"'T 'liC o:::_'.-"}lE:HT 01'. ~ Llr~AR K\OEimC FIELD 
IN THE PLAI<:2 OP' T:--~ s.:r::~:::o:;..s AT c~-.:; POD;T, JlfD ME.l:_~T.IRE Tl~ T""..J<1PORAL VARIATIOh1J Ilf THE THREE 
CCJ.iPONEliTS OF Ti~ LU!!l'~ ~t:.'~C:2..~IC FIELD. 
• DESCR!PTIO!l 
'l'HRER AXIS FLUX GATE K\0~ WI'l!l BACH SENSOR IDJHTED C!f A 36 INCH BOQ(. 
• R~:!!OE 
+ 100 OOMA; + 200 OAM..tA.J + J.oo 01~ WI'.IB OP?fJET CAPA:eiLITY OF + 25 (W.!(~ Clf DCB IWfGB. ·- - -
• WEIGHT 
17.3 Pcxm!JB E<CLUDINO CABLB MID LU1IAR BID"m\ (LATI'D '!VO :I'TEM:I BIGif: APPRanMATBLY 0.5 PalliD BA.CB). 
• DD-~~Icrna 
25.5 X 11.5 X 10.5 INCHES 
·~ 
arm surrmr 
FLIP- CAL 
NO!t-!M.. scmrrznc J«JmL 
DAY 
NIGHT 
TUmf (II 
• SE!:SITIVITX' 
0.2 CW:.'.A 
'm!lf!.AL COfiTROL 
9. 4 W..'!'IB PEAJC 
9.2 W:.TTS PEAK 
5.8 WA'ITS PEAK 
10.9 'WATI'S PEAK 
10.2 WATTS P!!AJC 
MAINI'AINS S:El.'SOR3 AND :!Ll!X:TRafiCS Bl'lWEE1'f -30°C AliD +65°C DURiliJ '1'HZ :&Xi'ND!! VARIATICIII IB 
AMBIENT LUNAR TmPERA'l'URES ( -185 TO +122°C). 
----
j 

.. 
Sll~l1 LUNAR SURFACE CLOSE-UP PHOTOGBAPHY 
I A FACILITY NOT AN EXPERIMENT. 
I A MEANS OF DJCUMENTING SURFACE PHENOMENA WHICH CANNOT 
BE RETURNED TO EARTH FOR STUDY. 
I RECOMMENDED TO SUPPORT THE GEOLOGICAL TRAVERSES ON 
ALL LUNAR LANDINGS • 
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EXPERIMENT S-ltlLr LUNAR SURFACE CLOSE-UP PHOTOGRAPHY 
DF.BIUEFING OF THE 1\.POI"LO 1? BROUGHT OUT AREJ\.3 OF INTEREST OF WHICH 
THERE WAS NO JATA. CLOSE-UP CAMERA COULD HAVE SUPPLIED VALUABLE 
PICTURES OF THESE. SOME OF THESE WERE: 
I THREE DISTINCT TYPES OF SOIL NOTICED BY CREW. 
t STR&l\IGELY PATTERNED SURFACES. 
I GLAZINGS IN CRATERS. 
I FILLETS AROUND CERTAIN HOCKS. 
AMONG THE TOPICS OF INTEREST OF WHICH WE HAVE NO DATA ARE: 
I UNDISTURBED SURFACE SUFFICIENTLY FAR FROM LM TO BE FREE 
OF EXHAUST EFFECT. 
t FILLE'l'S AROUND A ROCK ON A SLOPE ON BOTH UPHILL AND 
DOWNHILL SIDES. 
t UNEXPECTED FEATURES SUCH AS THE CRATER GLAZINGS AND 
STRIATIONS SEEN ON 12. AREAS SUGGESTING THAT GASES OR 
LIQUIDS HAVE COME FROM THE INTERIOR. 
'1'0 f\.JD LN HELPING Tim ASTRONAUT MAKE JULGME:NT OF THE TARGETS FOR 
JXJCLJMENTA'l'ION, THE mLLOWING GUIDELINES ARE PHOVIDED: 
t UNEXPECTED FEATURES - ANY SMALL SCALE UNEXPECTED FEATURES 
SUCH AS 'I'HE SURFACE STRIATIONS SEEN ON APOLLO 12. ANY AREA 
SUGGESTING THAT GASES OR LIQUIDS HAVE CO.fviE FROM THE INTER-
IOR, SUCH AS CHANGES IN SURFACE COLOR OR TEXTURE. WHEN 
POSSIBLE ALL UNUSUAL OBJECTS SHOULD BE PHOTOGRAPHED IN SITU 
FIRST AND THEN RETURNED AS A SAMPLE. 
I GLASSY FEA'IDRES - ON APOLLO 11 AND 12 GLAZED AREAS AND FEA-
TURES WERE OBSERVED IN CONJUNCTION WITH CRATERS. SEVERAL 
THEORIES HAVE BEEN GENERATED TO EXPLAIN THEIR ORIGIN. ADD-
ITIONAL DATA IS NEEDED TO RESOLVE CONTROVERSY. 
t ROCK-SOIL JUNCTION (UPHILL AND DOWl{HILL) - CONSIDERABLE VAR-
IATION IN THE AMOUNT OF SOIL FILLET WHERE ROCKS MEET THE 
SURFACE WAS OBSERVED ON APOLLO 12. PHOTOS TAKEN OF THE ROCK-
SOIL JUNCTION ON THE UPHILL AND DOWNHILL SIDES OF ROCKS ON 
SLOPING SURFACES AS WELL AS FLAT AREAS MIGHT HELP EXPLAIN 
THE TRANSPORTATION MECHANISMS OF SURFACE MATERIAL. 
I UNDISTURBED SURFACE (LEVEL AND SLOPING) - THE ASTRONAUTS 
NOTICED THREE DISTINCT TYPES OF SOIL DURING APOLLO 12. THE 
RETURNED LUNAR SAMPLES WILL PROVIDE COMPOSITIONAL INFORYA-
TION, BUT AS A RESULT OF THE RETURN FLIGHT, THE SURFACE TEX-
TURE AND STRUCTURE OF THE SAMPLES IS DESTROYED. PHOTOS OF 
UNDISTURBED MATERIAL WILL PROVIDE IMPORTANT AND VALUABLE IN-
FORMATION ON THE PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF THE VARIOUS TYPES OF 
LUNAR SURFACE CRUST. 
I SURFACE PATTERNS - ON THE APOLLO 12 GEOLOGICAL TRAVERSE, UN-
USUAL STRIATIONS OF THE SURFACE WERE SEEN. PHOTOS OF THESE 
PATTERNS ARE NEEDED TO GAIN AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE SIGNIFI-
CANCE OF SUCH PHENOMENA. 
I ROCK SURFACE - VIEWS OF FISSURES, APPARENT CLEAVAGE PLANES, 
ANY STRUCTURE SUGGESTING OF BEDDING CRYSTALLIZATION, HOLES, 
JUNCTION LINES BETWEEN TWO DIFFERENT SUBSTANCES, AND ANY 
AREAS SHOWING A COLOR OR ALBEDO DIFFERENTIATION. PHOTOS OF 
THIS TYPE MAY SHED LIGHT ON THE ORIGIN OF THE ROCKS AND PER-
HAPS ON THE MANNER IN WHICH THEY WERE FORMED, AND IN PARTICU-
LAR, PROCESSES ACTING UPON THEM. 
t CRATERS - SMALL CRATERS FOUND IN ROCKS AND THE FINE-GRAINED 
SURFACE MATERIAL ARE MOST PROBABLY CAUSED BY MICROMETEOROID 
IMPACTS OR, IN THE CASE OF ROCKS, RELEASE OF THAPPED GASES. 
PICTURES OF SUCH FEATURES WILL PROVIDE INl•'OH.MATION ON THE 
PHYSICAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CRATERS CAUSED BY IMPACT AND RE-
LEASE OF GASES, THE RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF IMPACT CRATERS, AND 
IF THE CRATERS ARE FILLED WITH FINE-GRAINED MATERIAL, THE 
RATE AT WHICH MATERIAL IS DEPOSITED ON THE LUNAR SURFACE. 
FOLLO\tJING PEOPLE HAVE ENDJRSED CARRYING Sltll.J ON FUTURE MISSIONS: 
t DR. LEE A. DuBRlffiE 
SCIENCE ADVISER, THE vmi'I'E HOUSE 
t DR. CLIFFORD FRONDEL 
HARVARD 
t DR. TOM GEHRELS 
UNIVERSITY OF ARIZONA 
FOLLOWING PEOPLE HAVE EXPRESSED A S'l'RONG IN'fi_!REST: 
t DR. FRANK PRESS 
t DR. G. MacOONALD 
t DR. GERALD WASSERBURG 
Sl84 HARDWARE SITUATION 
t THREE CAMERAS ON HAND 
I TO SUPPORT THROUGH APOLLO 19 WITHOUT BACKUP WE NEED 
3 MORE CAMERAS 
I COST OF ADDITIONAL 3 CAMERAS ESTIMATED AT 220K 
YHt. WHIT£ rtOU5E 
WASH; '~G":'"O~ 
Dlu m~ my rece:.1t trit> to Europe, l :Cound -.:;,n•irierable int.erest in th~ .A poll~ 
p;:og t'Jun ~nd potential 111dence results from the manned lu.tl&:r l.andlng. I.u 
th\a co.ctexl:. 1t wac particul.:a:rly vz\lua.ble for m.e to be 1.1ble to di•play the sat 
of c -~r.:oe- up •tereo photographs of the lu.u&r liiU:r!ace ::.h4t you were kind enc".JSh 
tc• pn.-vidfl. 'rh.ey are mo•t irnprf>auve ~.ncl. aave m-;r hol'lb their fir.et view of 
the det&i.4ed nature of the~ lun.al' •urface. Thank you for par.mit.tint't me tc us• 
thi e; ITUlteri~l and for the explanatory d~ta that rnadf!J tna photograph• moro 
jnt.er>tJating to the 'Wlint'ormed obaerver. 
The photolli al•o demon•tl·ated in a very con•tructive wa.y that on the fir~Jt flight 
t.o the lunar •urface, when enginee1·ing con•idera.t:ione and ~valuation of •y•tern 
p~l-lforrruulce were paramount, we neverthel~•u, through th~ EASEP and your 
•-:nn'lera, were able to r.ar:t'y out •cientific inve•tijatio:v.IS on tho rn.oon., 
u.~ ·r•·~w of. the apparent variation in tho characte:r· o1 th.:: iunar euriil.c~ material 
l.~C'ihue~n t.h~ Apollo 11 and Apollo ll .~ites, the projected extension in a•tronaut 
.. ·~ . .nd LM c».pability to give longer stay-times and more wide-ranaing exploratory 
tre<.v-er.ae•, it would a.J?pear to be e•~ially desirable to have _your. carr1era ~-
~ oa futy.re rnigion• t .. o r-ecord detz.iled surface characteri•tic•. Since there 
'.lro nnly a liJnited number of ~nncd lun&r flighta now planned, the ampha•i• 
should be to maxirnhle the potential scier•ce result. from eAch mi•sion, includil.\• 
U>·.e p1;rforrnance of •• many :miseion-ready GtXparim.ent. ... are con•iUM~t widl 
l':;"lill8ion t::im.e and weight con•trftint.. 
1j' .i.l will not be an inc.onveni•nce, 1 would like to ret.ain the t~et of stereo .elid•• 
that you provided for my u•e on the Europe~n trip. ! would abo be pleJued to 
~eccive "'ny additional •eientific paper• or reports you n:.ay prepare on the 
b.~&;irJ o! thes~» photoarapha. 
Dr .. Th•-'lll-1111 Gold 
GsJ;ter for Radio Phyeic• and 
Space Research 
c.o;cnell Univereity 
·~oom 410 Space Science BuildinK 
Ithaca. New York 14850 
' 
Sincerely y·ours, 
.. 
L-ee A. DuBridge 
Science .Ad•?i~&•n 
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory 
University of Arizona 
lapt .. ber 22, 1969 
C.pt. L. Scherer 
Lunar Exploration Office 
NASA Headquarter• 
Vaahinstoa, D. c. 20546 
Dear Capt. Scherer: 
Tucson, Arizona 
The high-reaolution picture• takeD by the aatrODauta are aatoundlaa. 
Por yeara va had vented to see the ftae atructure of the lunar sur-
face in order to underatand the peculiar photometric and polarimetric 
effects observed with our teleacopes. Por instance, the eo-called 
"oppoaition effect" or ''heiligen achetn" appear• to oecur only oa 
rough structure• of fine dimensions. Rov, in your atareo photoarapha, 
we can actually ••• auch atructurea. Thank you for .akina thia 
po81ible. 
W1th thh letter I would like to ask you urgeatly to make aura that the \ 
.camera is carried on all the Apollo missions. If the aatronauta iD 
the following mission• do aa well •• those of Apollo 11, we ahould·have 
.• fine set of data on the lunar aurface. The queatton alao art•••· of 
·course, about the homogeneity of the lurw r aurface; wU 1 the .... 
atructurea be found at the. ~thar landtaa altea'P 
4 
A epactal request I would like to make vhich h to haw at laaat aome 
,of the photosrapha taken ta aa entirely undiaturbed raaioa, far ••ou&b 
away from tba bleat area of the retro rockata. 
Your vork ta thla proar• to obtata MaCh flu •photoarapba la II'Utl~ 
appreciated, 
.. 
liat.arel~, 
. .. 
' .. .. 
' 
TG/• 
. . 
. ' 
... 
Experiment S-184 LUNAR SURFACE CLOSE-UP PHOTOGRAPHY 
Background and Justification 
The scientific debriefing of the Apollo 12 astronauts brought out many 
areas of strong interest of which there was no data and of which the close-
up stereo camera could have given valuable pictures. Some of them were: 
• The three distinct types of soil noticed by the crew. 
• The strangely patterned surface in certain areas. 
• The glazings in craters. 
• The fillets around certain rocks. 
In addition, the stereo close-up photographs obtained during Apollo 
11 and 12 did not include many of the desired classes of targets. For 
example, photographs of the following targets were not obtained. 
• Undisturbed surface sufficiently far from the LM to be free of 
exhaust effect. 
• The fillets around a rock on a slope on both the uphill and 
downhill sides. 
To satisfy the need of obtaining data concerning such areas of 
scientific interest as described above, the Apollo Lunar Surface Close-
up Camera (ALSCC) will be carried on the geological traverse. During the 
traverse the amount of time devoted to the use of the ALSCC will depend 
on the frequency of worthy subjects to be photographed. This is a matter 
of the astronaut's judgement and the amount of usage, therefore, will be 
left to the astronaut's discretion. 
To aid in helping the astronaut make scientific judgement of the 
targets for documentation by the ALSCC, the following guidelines are pro-
vided: 
• Unexpected Features - Any small scale unexpected features such as 
the surface striations seen on Apollo 12, should be photographed. 
Any area suggesting that gases or liquids have come from the 
interior, such as changes in the surface color or texture, should 
also be photographed. When possible all unusual objects should be 
photographed in situ first and then returned as a sample in support 
of Experiment S-059 Lunar Field Geology. 
• Glassy Features - On Apollo 11 and 12 glazed areas and features 
were observed in conjunction with craters. Several theories have 
been generated to explain their origin. Additional photographs 
and samples of the material are needed to resolve the controversy. 
• Rock-Soil Junction (uphill and downhill) - Considerable variation in 
the amount of soil fillet where rocks meet the surface was observed 
on Apollo 12. Photographs taken of the rock-soil junction on 
the uphill and downhill sides of rocks on sloping surfaces as well 
as flat areas might help explain the transportation mechanisms of 
lunar surface material. 
• Undisturbed Surface (level and sloping) - The astronauts noticed 
three distinct types of soil during the Apollo 12 geological 
traverse. The returned lunar samples will provide compositional 
information, but as a result of the return flight, the surface 
texture and structure of the samples is destroyed. Photographs 
of undisturbed material will provide important and valuable in-
formation on the physical properties of the various types of 
lunar surface crust. 
• Surface Patterns - On the Apollo 12 geological traverse, unusual 
striations of the surface were seen in certain areas remote from 
the LM. Photographs of these patterns are needed to gain an 
understanding of the significance of such phenomena. 
• Rock Surface - Photographs should include views of fissures, ap-
parent cleavage planes, any structure suggesting of bedding 
crystallization, holes, junction lines between two different 
substances, and any areas showing a color or albedo differentiation. 
Photographs of this type may shed light on the origin of the rocks 
and perhaps on the manner in which they were formed, and in partic-
ular, processes acting upon them. 
• Craters - Small craters found in rocks and the fine-grained surface 
material are most probably caused by micrometeoroid impacts or, in 
the case of rocks, release of trapped gases. Examination of close-
up pictures of such features will provide information on the physical 
difference between craters caused by impact and release of gases, 
the relative abundance of impact craters, and if the craters are 
filled with fine-grained material, the rate at which material is 
deposited on the lunar surface. 
Apollo Mission H-3 will supplement the photographs to be obtained 
during Apollo Mission H-2 and the photographs from Apollo 11 and 12. 
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APOLLO 14 
C 0 N T A I N E R < S R C ) C 0 :J T E N T S 
-------------------------------S A r·1 P L E R E T U R N 
SRC #1 
':lEIGH BAG (2) 
CoRE TUBE CAPs l BRAcKET AssEMBLY 
CoRE TUBES (3) 
35DSBD 
ORGANIc SJ\MPLE (2) 
SRC #2 
HEIGH BAG (2) 
S ESC 
G l\ s c (GAS ~M.. YS Is SJ\MPLE Corff AI NER) 
CoRE TUBE CAPs & BRAcKET AssEMBLY 
M S S C (MAGNETIC SHIELD SN-1PLE CoNTAINER) 
CoRE TUBES (3) 
35 D S B D 
ORGANIc SN1PLE (2) 
SWCBAG 
NoTE: ONE ORGANIC CCX'JTROL SN-1PLE IN EACH S R C IS ROOVED DURING 
L R L PROCESSI~. 
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DEEP CORE TU3E SAMPLE 
I S S U E 
T H R E E C 0 R E T U B E S A M P L E R E Q IJ I R E M E N T 
BACKGROUND 
B A C K C 0 N T A M I N A T I 0 N A N D 0 U A R A N T I N E 
D E P T H 0 F S A M P L E 
C 0 R E T U B E S A M P L E R E Q U I R E M E N T 
D E C I S I 0 N R E Q U I R E D 
E S T A B L I S H C 0 R E T U B E U S E A N D p R I 0 R I T Y 
IMPROVED CORE TUBE 
PROPOSED TEST PLAN 
• frtcHAN 1 CALISTRUCnJRAL - EQU 1 PMENT E"¥3 1 NEER I NG BRANCH 
• CoRE TUBE SAMPLING EVALUATION 
PI LUNAR GEOLOGY IrM:STIGATION 
PI - SoiL f·'EcHANics 
LRL - SAMPLE PI 
• FLIGHT CR8A! EVALUATION 
CoRING OPERATION BY SUITED CREW MEMBER 
• SoiL SIMULANT FOR TEST - LUNAR AND EARTI-1 SciENCES DIVISION 

'Choice: 
Lunar Surface Procedures and LM/CM Stowage 
Considerations for Returning Samples in 
View of a Reduced Requirement for Vacuum Return 
Rigid (Box) vs. Soft (Bag) Container 
Stowage Consideration: 1. Outbound (SESC, 35 DSBD, Core tubes, Drill Stems, Mag. 
sample container, etc.) 
2. Inbound - LM and CM Stowage Structure Design 
Operational Consideration: 1. Surface Packing - ·Container restraint 
·stowage volume 
2. LEC Transfer 
Conclusion: Light~eight rigid container is desirable over a soft bag type. 
Enclosure lO 
APOLLO J6 SRC CONTENTS 
SRC #1. Weir;h Bac;s (2) 
Organic Control Sample 
SESC 
35 DSBD 
Core Tubes (3) 
Cap and Bracket Assembly 
Drill Stems ( 6) 
Drill Stc;m Caps and Retainers (2) 
SRC #2. Weigh Bags ( 2) 
Organic Control Sample 
SESC 
35 DSBD 
Core Tubes (3) 
Cap and Bracket Assembly 
Magnetic Sample Container 
SRC #3. Weight Bags (2) 
Organic Control Sample 
SESC 
35 DSBD 
Core Tubes (3) 
Cap and Bracket Assembly 
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AND LOCATION 
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TIR # 729-S-0018<S> 
JUNE 5, 1970 


UNIT LM-10 
ITEM NO NOMENCLATURE WEIGHT LRV STOWAGE 
LM-10 STOWAGE LOCATION 
QUANTITY STOWAGE L 1ST ZONE CODE LBS. ITEM NO AS OS t\REA 
AL~TC !WITH TOOL Sl 20.7 
1 ALHTC !TOOL CARRIER! 110.21 1 A4 G4035 ,/ MESA 
? CAP AND BRACKET ASSY, CORE TUBE !0 71 1 A4 I ME SA ISRC I 
I DISPENSER, 3 5-BAG (j . 61 I A4 
I v' MESA rSRCi 
1 I GNOMON •o. 61 1 A4 G4035.3 I ME SA 
- HAMMtR 12. 81 1 A4 G403 5. I I MESA 
HANDlE, EXTENSION 1]. 31 1 A4 G400B MESA i I 
SCOOP, SMALL !0.41 1 A4 G4035.4 I MESA 
' 
SCRIBE 'BRUSH 'LENS 10. 51 1 A4 G4035.5 I MESA 
I 'TAFf 'CAMERA MOUNT ro. 81 1 A4 G4035. 6 ./ MESA 
I 
' 10 TUBES. CORE iO .h' 3 A4 I MESA SRCl 
' ll t,~T[ ~NA HIGH GAIN +6. 6 1 F3 El002 I MESA I 
)." A"JTEr\NA, LOW GAIN 2. 5 1 C3 El 002 I I MESA 
1 f,AGS. WE"IGH 0. 6 4 L liST OWl/A !D&EIU SE I G401R I MESA SRC 
J ')Rl'"iH LUNAR DUST 1.4 1 L3 B!D4 5 I MESA 
CAMLRA, CLOSE-UP STEREO 10.7 1 AlF TBD I MESA "TBD\ 
• e CA'.'ERA SYSTEM, 16 MM DAC 8. 9 1 C4 I TBD 
l' '~AGAZINE, 16 MM (1. 0; 2 C4/R 3B-E AO!Dl.l I RHSSC 
CAMERA SYSTEM, LGEC 9. 3 
1 BRACKET, RCU *10.8) 1 C2 TBD I MESA 
! COVER. LGEC MAGAZINE 1 8 1 Rl G4030 I MESA 
LGEC !CAMERAl 16. 01 1 C2 G4021 ,I MESA I 
I 7l MAGAZINE, LGEC 12. 51 2 C2/R 1 G4024 I ME SA 
1. CAMERA SYSTEM, 70 MM 7. 6 
2? BRACKET, RCU 10. 61 1 Cl BlOOl. I I RHSSC 
2 2 CAMERA, 70 MM 13. ll 1 Cl Al015 I RHSSC 
?J HANDLE w. 51 I CJ AJ02B I RHSSC 
?S LENS, 60 MM (J. 81 l Cl AlD16 I RH"C 
.,. 'J.AGAZ I NE, 70 MM (] 41 2 CL1l2 ADIOS 1 I RHSSC 
,. TRIGGER 10. 21 1 Cl AID27 I RHSSC 
2':' CONTAINER, SPECIAL ENVIRONMENT SAMPLE ISESCl l 0 1 R3A ,I MESA ISRCI 
2lJ DISPENSER, 15-BAG 0. 2 1 cs OR C6 TBD 
DRILL, APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE 17.1 1 A2A G40D2. 2 I SEQ BAY 
'1 CAPS AND RETAINERS, CORE STEM 0.15 2 IPI<GSI A~E/A2F 
I 2 STEMS, CORE 0. 45 6 A 2CIE M PTYI/L21FU L L1 
BIT, CORE 0. 1 1 A2C -
3~ TREADLE 2. 7 1 A2B 
-5 WRENCH, DRILL STRING 0.4 2 A20 G4028 I SEQ BAY 
--f LCRU *54 .0 1 Fl El002 I MESA 
' i LINE, LUNAR SAFETY, WI8AG 1.3 1 R3F 81041181047 I MESA 
.. 1 '.1 AGNETOMETER, HAND-HELD *10. 1 1 AlA/AlB/AlC .; TBO 
~ l) \1APS, LUNAR SURFACE TBD A0114 13 I FLIGHT DATA Fll [ 
SCOOP, LARGE 1.3 1 TBO G4007 I MESA 
,, TO~GS *1.0 2 C 7 IL EFT 1/CBIRI GHTI G4035 2 I MESA 
~. TOOL TRENCHING 2. 1 1 AlG G4029 .; ME SA 
.] ~ TV S\SHM. LM COLOR *13 6 1 F2 ElDDl I MESA 
AZ ·EL UNIT *7. 0 1 F2 I MESA "" 
45 UMBILICAL, BUDDY SYSTEM, W.'BAG 10.9 1 A3 81052181053 I +Z27 BULKHEAD 
*ESTIMATED WEIGHT 
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LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE (LRV) 
STOWAGE CONCEPTS 
The Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV) will provide the astronauts with increased 
capability for exploration of the lunar surface after landing of the Lunar 
Module. Particularly, the LRV will allow the astronauts to range further 
and faster, thus utilizing the expendables of the crew's Portable Life Support 
Systems more for "active sample taking" rather than in "walking of the traverses." 
The LRV must serve not only as a "taxi" for the astronauts, but also as a 
"truck" to carry the crew equipment, tools and experimental equipment required 
for the planned traverses of the lunar surface. Due to the reduced gravity on 
the lunar surface, this "trucking" becomes a more complex design problem for 
a lunar surface vehicle. The stowed equipment has more "bounce" on the lunar 
surface than it would have in an earth environment. As a result, methods for 
restraint, containment and support are required for all stowed equipment on 
the LRV. 
This handbook illustrates proposed methods for stowing equipment on the 
LRV. Equipment items to be stowed on the LRV and their related data are listed 
for reference on the left-hand facing page 1. "Stowage areas" on the vehicle 
have been coded for ease of reference. The right-hand foldout (page 25) iden-
tifies all the coded area designations and related stowed items. The stowage 
concepts for the unique stowage areas are illustrated in detail on the follow-
ing pages that are arranged alphanumerically by area codes: 
CODES 
A Is 
GENERAL AREA DESCRIPTIONS 
Vehicle Areas Aft of Seats 
C's = Console Areas 
F's 
R's 
L's 
Forward Vehicle Areas 
Areas Under Right Seat 
= Areas Under Left Seat 
Page 2 
Al 
STOWAGE FRAME 
Al - AFT STOWAGE FRAME 
(STOWED} 
I 
I 
I 
STOWAGE 
PEDESTAL 
\ 
CAUTION 
THE Al AFT STOWAGE FRAME 
\ MUST BE UNFOLDED BEFORE 
\ 
UNFOLDING THE A2 STOWAGE 
PEDESTAL. 
Al - BAG HOLDER LOCKS IN 
PLACE IN HORIZONTAL POSITION 
I 
\ Al - AFT FRAME 
\ LOCKS IN PLACE IN VERTICAL 
"UPRIGHT" POSITION 
Page 3 
.. 
-
.. 
A] A LUNAR 
A 1 B SURFACE 
A 1 C MAGNETOMETER 
AlA 
LSM ELECT. PKG. 
NOTE: PKG. SITS IN BAG AT 
A 15° TILT FOR EASIER 
READING BY ASTRONAUT. 
LSM 
TRIPOD 
AND 
AFT TRIPOD SENSOR 
BRACKET 
CFOLDS FORWARD 
TO STOWl 
.-------.._ 
I ----.~~ ~----+, --..---,.~---. 
I 
• I 
• 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,..__,_....~J 
---
Page 4 
A 1 0 WEIGH BAG 
AlE <TEMP. STON. J 
Page 5 
.. 
A IF CLOSE-UP 
. STEREO 
CAMERA 
AlF - CL OSE-UP ST EREO CAMERA 
CLOSE-UP 
CAMERA CL~~EREO 
- CAMERA IS 
WITHIN SU p:5:i~~~ ~N PALETTE 
. ~b~sS VERTICALLy 
I AND LOCK I - THEN RACKETS 
N HORIZONTAL S CAMERA INTO CLIP T IS PLACED 
POSITION UNSTON POSITIO~D HAT HAS B TO HORIZON~~~ 
CAMERA BRACKET. RETAINER 
~CAMERA 
AlG 
TRENCHING 
TOOL 
AlG 
CLOSE-UP STEREO TRENCHING TOOL 
CAMERA CLIP 
HANDLE CLIP ROTATES 
90° FROM STOWED TO 
OPERATIONAL 
POSITION FOR 
)I 
TOOL HANDLE 
I 9 
~~ 
/ 
"'·. <:~C )) I'C> 
... 
.. 
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A2 STOWAGE PEDESTAL 
Al - AFT STOWAGE FRAME 
DRILL 
RETAINER 
SPRING 
~TIE-DOWN SPRING - DRILL 
, 1 /(!II I 1//fi/J:::::::::..._ ~ 
I /j I I I I I 
til~ 
I;.''///,'/ I' 
CAUTION: 
THIS Al AFT STOWAGE FRAME 
MUST BE UNSTOWED FIRST 
I BEFORE ERECTING THE 
I A2 PEDESTAL. / 
I 
I 
I ~ 
~ 
Page 8 
LUNAR 
A2 A SURFACE 
DRILL 
DRILL 
A2 - PEDESTAL BAG 
1 
DRILL TIE-DOWN 
- DRILL BASE IS 
PLACED ON 
PEDESTAL SO 
THAT SUPPORT 
PINS FIT 
INSIDE THE 
EDGE OF THE 
DRILL BASE. 
--
- DRILL IS THEN 
PLACED AGAINST 
PEDESTAL AND 
DRILL TIE-DOWN 
SPRING IS 
PULLED OVER 
TOP OF DRILL 
TO HOLD IT 
IN PLACE. 
Al - AFT STOWAGE FRAME 
.. 
... 
... 
Page 9 
A2B DRILL 
TREADLE 
BASE 
A2B - DRILL TREADLE 
BASE 
DRILL TIE-DOWN 
PUSH LATCH """""'""''"'""''''/r SPRING T 0 UNLOCK ----+--!--~LJ 
'"'"' I'•" 
.. 
•r llll(((ltll\\'.1\~u ''r,,VJ 
LATCH LOCKS INTO HOLE 
IN SIDE OF TREADLE TO 
RESTRAIN AND LOCK 
TREADLE INTO PEDESTAL 
1\ 
I~ \ ' I 
"\ \ 
' ·N========. I 
I ~~ 
~~~ I \~~~·//' ' 
l 
r 
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A2C CORE STEMS 
DRILL STRING 
A2DWRENCH 
PULL 
, TABS 
VELCRO HOOKS 
AND PILE 
A2C - CORE STEMS 
6 CORE STEMS 
ARE STOWED 
IN THE BAG TOP 
FOLDS OUTWARD A2 PEDESTAL BAG 
FROM PEDESTAL 
MOUNTING 
Al - AFT STOWAGE FRAME 
CORE STEM CAP 
AND BRACKET ASSY'S 
!STOWED IN SIDE POCKETS 
A2D - DRILL STRING WRENCHES (2) 
ARE STOWED IN OUTSIDE 
POCKETS OF THE 
A2 PEDESTAL BAG. 
WRENCHES PROTRUDE 
THRU HOLES IN BAG 
COVER 
L 
Page 11 
.. 
J 
A2E, A2F 
CORE STEM CAP 
AND BRACKET ASSY'S 
A2E, A2F 
CORE SITM CAP AND 
BRACKET ASSEMBLY 
TAB WITH 
VELCRO HOOKS 
AND PILE 
Al _ AFT STOWAGE FRAME 
l_ ______________________________________ JL __ :::_ ______________ ~P~age 12 
SNAP PINS SNAP INTO A3 
LRV BAG TO KEEP BUDDY SYSTEM 
CONTAINER FROM TOUCHING UMBILICAL 
BOTTOM OF LRV BAG 
BUDDY 
UMBILICAL 
AND STRAP 
THERMAL 
CONTAINER 
' ' l 
I 
BUDDY UMBILICAL SYSTEM IN 
THERMAL CONTAINER FITS INTO 
LRV BAG ON BACK OF RIGHT SEAT 
A3 
LRV 
BUDDY 
UMBILICAL 
SYSTEM 
BAG I 
STRAPS WITH 
SNAPS FIT 
AROUND SEAT 
TUBING AND 
SNAP IN PLACE 
PULL TABS ,. // ' ·.~1~-
. ' 
Page 13 
. 
. 
ALHTC CORE TUBE A4 
CAPS ASSY'S 
/' 
(TOOL 
CARRIER) 
I 
t.-----" TOOL CAR Rl ER LEG SUPPORTS 
-- .:---; ARE RETi<ACTED DURING LAUNCH 
""~ ... :...; .... 
I ,} "'• 
LEG SUPPORTS ARE 
EXTENDED PRIOR TO 
PLACING TOOL CARRIER 
ON THE LRV. BOTH 
SUPPORTS LOCK IN 
EXTENDED POSITIONS. 
f{P-
I 
, ; ~ 
i 
Page 14 
c CONSOLE 
BRACKET 
' \ \ 
\ \ 
', I 
'-~,, 
LGEC 
RCU - CAMERA 
BRACKET 
SLOT 
LOCK PIN IS 
FOR TRAINING 
PURPOSES ONLY 
BRACKET IS 
FOLDED FOR 
LAUNCH 
CONFIGURATION 
~/// 
< 
70 MM 
RCU - CAMERA 
BRACKET 
SLOT 
ASTRONAUT UNSTOWS 
BRACKET BY OVERRIDING 
LOCK PIN AND MOVING 
TO OPERATIONAL POSITION 
L 
.. 
.. 
Page 15 
C 1 70 MM 
CAMERA 
"UNSTOWED" 
POSITION OF 
CAMERA BRACKET 
SPRING-LOADED 
CAMERA POSITION OF 
TIE-DOWN TIE-DCMIN 
HANDLE HANDLE 
WHEN CAMERA 
IS STOWED 
ON LRV 
,-I CONSOLE 
RCU ADAPTER 
BRACKET FITS INTO 
SLOT IN CONSOLE 
BRACKET 
! 
l 
-
~"0'-. ---~ 
Page 16 
C2 LGEC 
CAMERA 
RCU ADAPTER 
BRACKET 
SLOT IN C~TS INTO 
BRACKET NSOLE 
C2 - LGEC 
CAMERA 
- lj - ___._ 
,r ~~UtI : r 
- ~- i :!])1 
--
'I 
' 
r .· 
l 
. I. 
_I 
. 
'--
Page 17 
... 
' 
C 3 LOW GAIN ANT 
C4 16MMDAC 
C3 
16 MM DATA ACQUISITION 
CAMERA 
C4 
LOW GAIN 
ANTENNA 
NOTE: 
THE CAMERA AND 
ANTENNA MAY BE 
INTERCHANGED BETWEEN 
C3 AND C4 STOWAGE 
POSITIONS ON HANDLES, 
IF REQUIRED, FOR 
BETTER LINE OF SIGHT 
COMMUNICATIONS 
TO ROTATE AZIMUTH 
SETTING, GRASP HANDLE, 
PUSH DOWN TO UNLOCK, 
TURN TO DESIRED SETTING 
AND RELEASE. STAFF LOCKS 
IN LAST POSITION. 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 
\ 
I 
' 
\ 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 
j 
l 
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C 5, C 6 - 15-BAG DISP. 
C 7, C 8 - TONGS 
C8 - TONGS 
(TYPICAL FOR C7 
LOCATION ON LEFT _,:::;--:::::====~-
SIDE OF CONSOLE 
~I 
FRONT 
TONGS 
CLIP 
C5 _ 15-BAG DISPENSER 
(ALSO TYPICAL FOR C6 LOCATION) 
ON LEFT SIDE OF CONSOLE 
19 
.. 
' 
' 
F 1 - LCRU 
F2 • COLOR TV CAMERA 
F3 • HIGH GAIN "S" 
BAND ANTENNA 
CONNECTION 
TO THE 
LOW-GAIN 
1:4--
~~ 
I 
TV CAMERA UNIT 
MOUNTING 
BRACKET 
( 
LCRU 
Fl 
\ 
! ' -
----
Page 20 
STOWED POSITION 
OF "L" CONTAINER 
AND SEAT SUPPORT 
e FOUR (4) FOLDED EMPTY WEIGH 
BAGS ARE STOWED IN THE 
"L" CONTAINER UNDERNEATH 
THE LEFT-HAND SEAT AT 
THE BEGINNING OF THE TRAVERSE. 
e TEMPORARY STOWAGE OF THE WEIGH BAGS 
IS ON THE AFT STOWAGE FRAME (AlD, AlE) 
DURING SAMPLE COLLECTION. 
e FILLED BAGS ARE RETURNED TO THIS "L" AREA 
AFTER SAMPLE COLLECTION FOR RETURN STOWAGE 
AND TRANSPORT TO THE LM. 
Ll 
Ll -WEIGH BAGS 
l2 - CORE STEMS 
BAG STIFFENER 
--------
Page 21 
LUNAR 
DUST 
BRUSH 
BUTTONS 
ATTACH TO 
FRONT OF 
Ul-2) BAG 
/ 
// 
' 
Page 22 
!3_?_- 70 MM CAMERA 
MAGAZINE 
/ 
/ 
FORWARD 
/ 
/ 
/ 
R 1 - LGEC MAG. 
R2- 70 MM MAG. 
R3 
STOWAGE 
BAG 
R 1 - LGEC 
- MAGAZINE AND 
,· -~ 
~__) 
COVER 
.-- -. 
I , 
: , .•• I I 
r'"'t. --. J 1:. ! ur~ 1 · 
' I 
Page 23 
R3 RIGHT SEAT 
FORWARD 
STOWAGE BAG 
R3A - SESC M MAG. 
R3B-E - 16 M 
R3F _ LUNAR 
SAFETY 
LINE 
R3G - CTBDl 
3R3B - R E INE 
16 MM MAGAZ 
STOWAGE 
LUNAR SAFETY 
LINE PKG. 
1 
f' r,~ ~ ~ 
t_ d 
l 
: 
STOWAGE AREA COOES 
Aft HH iClE UH OF S[,t, TS~ 
c·, co~sou ARt< 
fOftW"R!l V£HfClf AREAS 
l'> Ufl SlAT HEAS 
~·· RIGHT SEAT AREAS 
J MISSION 
OPERATIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON TRAVERSE PLANN lNG 
BY 
ROBERT J. \~lARD 
KEN THOMAS 
Enclosure 13 
lRV CDR DATE JUNE 16, 1970 
CREIN STATION BY GERARD VERKAIK 
CRITERIA DESIGN APPROACH 
HIGH GAIN ANTENNA 
HANDHOLD 
LR''/ STO\\lD PAYLOAD INSTALLAT!O~~ 
! 
DATE CDR JUNE 16, 1970 
CREW STATION BY GERARD VERKAtK 
DESIGN APPROACH 
. 
"-
· ...... 
.... ' .... 
-----
! 
lRV CDR D~\TE JUNE 16, 1970 
BY GERARD VERKAIK 
CRITERIA DESIGN APPROACH 
(ACTION ITEM SA-20) 
. STOWED PAYLOAD 
LOW GAIN 
ANTENNA ----...... 
16 MM 
~CAMERA 
C&D 
CONSOLE 
LGEC 
......,_ _ CAMERA 
i 
,-,_-_-_~~; U._--r 
f l 
-~' ___ j 
-- . -------- --
' 
lRV CD_R 
1DATE JUNE 16, 1970 
CREW STATION BY GERARD VERKAIK 
CRITERIA DESIGN APPROACH 
~HIGH GAIN ANTENNA 
TV CAMERA 
LRV CDR JUNE 16, 1970 
CHASSIS BY GERARD VERKAIK 
CRITERIA DESIGN APPROACH 
DIRECTIONAL GYRO UNIT FWD STEERING MOTOR 
VEHICLE ARRANGEMENT 
SEAT 
-
- 1: .. - 17'' 
~ 
·-----s:-rr' ------- · 
LRV CDR DATE .Q~/7',:?.M~ TH. 1 .. ~ A; .. i/l..J COM~ ANY 
r~~OBILITY PERFORMANCE BY 
LRV PERFORMANCE CHARACTER1 STICS 
LRV 
CHAR.l\CTER I STI CS REQU I REMENT CAPABlliTY 
SLOPE CLIMBING- DEGREES 25 30 
STEP OBSTACLES 30 30+ 
CREVASSE-- cr~~ 70 70+ 
TURN lNG RADIUS- M 3.1 3.1 
MAXIMUi'w1 SPEED ON. 0° SLOPE- 16 13.9- 15.4 
KM/HR 
MAX I rv1UM SPEED ON 60 SLOPE- 10 9.3-10.4 
KM/HR 
STAT I C STAB Ill TY - DEGREES 45 46 
Rl\NGE- KM 120 1C3 (86) 
~ 
.•. \ ~"'\ ~ LB .. ·. ·-~' i' - £~00 Ml. 9 (460. 9) 
l 
l 
j 
··-.,---·-··-----·-----
JUNE 17, 197 0 
JOHN ALLEN 
HOW 
DETER fA I NED 
TEST/ ANALYS I 5 
TEST/ANALYSIS 
TEST/ANALYSIS 
ANALYS I 5 
TEST/ANALYSIS 
TEST/ANALYSJ S 
ANALYSIS 
AN.4L YS: 5 
t~. \ -·d\ ' : ' -·: -
i 
t 
f 
J 
; 
l 
' l 
J 
. 
t 
/ 
,. 
LRV PERFORJ\~ANCE 
RANGE 
e REFERENCE MISS ION 
cSOIL TEST SCATTER 
VELOC lTV (ROUGH MARE) 
OCONTROLLA B I LITY 
oDUST 
\vr tl~l n 
•LRV AT DEPARTURE 
•PROJECTED PAYLOAD (+21#) 
eLUNAR SAMPLES (+60#) 
eLM-10 CAPABILITY FOR 
APOLLO 16 (66 HR STAY) 
(72 HR STAY) 
80-86 KM 
63-70 KM 
6 t0 8 KM/HR 
5 to 6 KM/HR 
TOTAL 
1409 # 
1430 # 
1490# 
111 # 
45# 
f\·'ARG IN 
-39 # 
-60 # 
-120 # 
! 
_lRV CDR 
MOBILITY PERFORN\ANCE 
DATE 
oy u 
JUNE 17, 1970 
JOHN ALLEN 
EFFECT OF SOIL TEST DATA ON RANGE 
SOIL DATA 
WES s1 
WES c2 
CLEVELAND 
TEST IN GROUND 
BASALT .(6-3-70) 
I 
DELTA RANGE FROM 
BEKKER N10 DEL (KILOMETERS) 
-22.9 
-21.4 
-16.4 
l 0\1 coo ~" '\! h DATE JUNE 17, 1970 
MOBIL lTV PERFORfV\ANCE BY JOHN ALLEN 
EFFECT OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON RANGE CAPABILITY i 
~-------P-0-W-ER--SP_E_C_TR_A_l------~-------RE-F-ER_E_N_CE-f-~-IS_S_IO-N--------------~ 
DENSITY RAi~GE CAPAS I L~TY 
LO \;'VE R RANCE 
1\11 D RAr·.}GE 
UPPER Rt\NGE 
(KILO::ITRS) 
71. 
0 
0 
REFERENCE NHSS10N LURP.ll~ 
1370 LBI\/1 LR\/ 
0 SOIL TYPE B 
0 
0 
8712 WATT-HOUR BATTER~ES 
PRORATED CONTINGENC..,:' 
+ 
DATE JUNE 17, 1970 LRV CDR 
MOBILITY PERFORMANCE BY JOHN ALLEN 
LRV SPEED LlfviiTS FOR CONTROLLABILilY 
(ACTION ITEM REF. P-6) 
SPEED 
40 LIMIT 
I 
TIME TIME 
WHEELS WHEELS 
ARE OFF ARE OFF 
20 20 GROUND GROUND 
(PERCENT) (PERCENT) 
10 
0~~~~~======~==~=-~~ 
0 5 10 15 5 10 15 
LRV SPEED {KILOMETERS PER HOUR) LRV SPEED (KILOMETERS PER HOUR) 
40 HUMMOCKY UPLANDS (;oo 
CRITERION 
30 
TIME •t4.E£.t.S 
.t: t OfF .. WHEELS ' ') ARE OFF 
~ ' ·•1! GROU~D \ ! • (PERCENT) J 
" 
f 
l 
f 
0 
ti: 
LlJ 
> 
C> 
C) 
-
.q: . ~ ~ 
== 
'-
.. 
·-
Q 0 
.?= 
-
. I 
r- J -J 
co 
«::: 0 ... l 
~ 
t ·-· .4 1 o::l t J l J 
a::: 
0 I I t I I ·I I 
a.. - .. 
~ 
. ~ 
1 
-
" ,..._ " -
-
c. .3J 
J-
z -
:...J 
I 
w 
-
-
u 
< 
-J 
c... 
V} 
-
0 
...... 
~ 
~ 
-
.::. 
'" 
X 
. 
' / 7 / '~ ~ 
~ . - ----~---- ----:-J --------=~ -~z =, ---- 5 ~ --- 12 
. .~--
:-
---
... "......11.-. ... •._, t 
D ;\ T E J u N E 17 I 19 70 
fv~OBILITY PERFORMANCE. [fi{ JOHN ALLEN 
EFFECT OF SPEED ON RANGE 
o 8712 WATT -HOUR BATTERIES 
o 1370 LBM LRV 
o SOJL TYPE B 
o MID RANGE POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY 
i o PRORATED CONTINGENCY 
150 !-
e REFERENCE MISSION 
G 
~ 
[ 
100 I ... 
r~tg~ETERS) r -. --,.,..------··.=:-'0'··-------_, .. i 
I 
• I 
REFERENCE 
50 
OLI 
.. MISStOi·i 
~ 
. ._.~.---...JII.-_ 
AVG. SPEED 
I. I 1 •• ": I I 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
LRV SPEED (KILOMETERS PeR HOUR) 
l_ -----. --. ~-- ·-------- ------....--..----~---·~··---------
__  
1 
' 
LRV FOLDED IN LM QUAD I 
SPACE SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (SSE) 
SSE THERMAL PROTECTION 
LRV DEPLOYED ON LUNAR SURFACE 
LRV PAYLOAD 
s. l. 
ITE·1 NO. 
B1024 & 81025 
Bl001 
81012 
81014 
81015 
B1Cl8 
81030 
81048 
81052 
B1053 
Eii2CO 
£Q203 
S:l2~5 
::·207 
::200 
F~~·2G. 6 & .7 
:·:-.-z 
. CREW SYSTEMS 
CREW 
PLSS (CHARGED) 
RCU-PLSS 
OXYGEN PURGE SYSTEM (OPS) 
LUNAR EVA VISOR ASSY. (LEVA) 
EVA GLOVES 
LUNAR OVERSHOES 
LIQUID COOLING GARMENT (LCG) 
IrJSUIT DRINKING DEVICE + WATER (2.1#) 
BUDDY Ui•lBILICAL (CHARGED) (7.2 UMB., 1.1 #H
2
0) 
BAG, BUDDY UMBILICAL 
PRESSURE GARMENT ASS. (PGA) 
BIOINSTRUMENTATION 
UCTA 
BIOaELT ASSY. 
PE~SONAL DOSU1ETER 
l·JAIST TETHER 
CHRONOGRAPH 
FECAL CONTAINMENT SUBSYSTEM 
459.9 
23.6 
1.5 
434.8 
(796.4) 
340.0 
201.0 
11.2 
69.6 
9.8 . 
4.4 
9.0 
13.8 
2.5 
8.3 
2.6 
118.0 
2.2 
1. 0 
0.4 
0.8 
1. 0 
0.2 
0.6 
LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE WEIGHT STATUS 
TYPICAL FOR APOLLO 16 
JUNE 15, 1970 
DOCUMENT NO. LRV-TS-2-67 (5/29/70) 
BATTERY ENERGY: 8,712 HATT-HRS. 
; 
1-22 
.. 
G'-1002.2 
G4007 
G4035 
G4035.2 
G4018 
G4029 
·G4033 
A!Jl5 
f;l0i5 
. A i 027 
Al028 
A1023 
81001.1 
?.01 08.1 
S402l 
:.::24 
- . -. ...., ~ 
;- ~ ,jQ 
~1G~l 
:.: :~s 
... · ..: .13 
SCIENCE EOUIPM~NT PAYLOAD 
APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE DRILL 
SCOOP, Lft.RGE 
A.L.H. TOOL CARRIER WITH TOOLS 
ro; .. ;Gs 
\·lEIGH BAGS ( 4) 
TRENCHING TOOL 
HAND-HELD MAGNETOMETER 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
CAMERA, LS ELECT. HASSELBLAD (E.H.C.) 
LENS, 6Ci'~1 
TRIGGER, E.H.C . 
Hl\llOLE, E. H. C 
PROTECTIVE COVER,RESEAU FOR E.H.C 
BRACKET, CA~ERA MOUNT 
r-~A G • 7 Ot·~i·1 ( 2 ) 
CA>~ERA ASSY. , LGEC 
HAG. ASSY., LGEC (2) 
COVER ASSY., SPARE-MAG, LGEC 
RCU MOUNTING BRACKET, LGEC 
SUPPORTING EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
SAFETY LINE, L. S. (100FT)+ B;\G (81047) 
BRUSH, LUNAR DUST 
TV SYSTEM, LM COLOR WITH AZ-El UNIT 
LUNAR COMM. RELAY SYSTEM (LCRU SS.G; ANTENNA 9.1: 
LEGS 1.4; TV PWR CABLE 0.8) 
L~NAR SURFACE MAPS 
(64.5) 
27.0 
1.3 
20.7 
1.0 
2.4 
2.1 
10.0 
(22.3) 
3. l 
1.8 
0.2 
0.5 
0.2 
0.6 
2. 8 
6.0 
4.6 
1.8 
0.7 
(90.7) 
1.4 
1. 4 
20. ~· 
66.3 
i.O 
LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE WEIGHT STATUS (Continued) 
JUNE 15, 1970 
1-23 
! 
A0155 
A0101.1 
J1 000 & Jl 001 
LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE vJEIGHT STATUS (Continued) 
JUNE 15, 1970 
TOTAL LRV AT DEPARTURE 1408.7 
LUNAR SAMPLES (EST.) 60.0 
TOTAL LRV PAYLOAD (CREW SYS. + EQUIP. + SAMPLES) 1033.9 
LRV PAYLOAD LIMIT 970.0 
CURRENT LRV PAYLOAD t!:ARGIN -- -- -- - - - -63.9 
PENDING: ITEMS NOT CURRENTLY IN APOLLO 16 STOWAGE LIST 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EOUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
DAC, 16~~ POWER PACK 
MAGAZINE, l6MM (2) 
APOLLO CLOSE-UP STEREO CA~iERA W/CASSETTE 
(20.2) 
7.9 
2.0 
11.3 
SUPPORTING EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD (1.2) 
15-BAG DISPENSER 0.2 
SPECIAL ENVIRONr1ENT SAMPLE CONTAINER 1. 0 
PROJECTED LRV PAYLOAD MARGIN - - - - - -- - .. 85.3 
1-24 
' LRV CDR ~DATE JUNE 17,1970 
MOBILITY PERFORMANCE _lBY JOHN ALLEN 
EFFECT OF WEIGHT ON RANGE 
8712 WATT-HOUR BATTERIES 
SOIL TYPE B 
REFERENCE MISSION 
MID RANGE P.S.D. 
PRORATED CONTINGENCY 
ONE ASTRONAUT. 
150 -. + 170 LBM CARGO 
+ 400 LBM LRV 
TWO ASTRONAUTS 
+ 170 LBM CARGO JCURRE-NT DESIGN 
:----------------+1 
+ 400 LBM LRV 
l I 
100 -
R..\NGE 
(KILOMETERS) 
II 
I II 
I 
ol-1, • t I I f 'nr i 
0 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 
TOTAl LRV WE \G:-rr (l_BM) 
I 
LRV CDR 
fv10BILITY PERFORMANCE 
SUMMARY 
DATE JUNE 17, 1970 
BY JOHN ALLEN 
0 REFERENCE MISSION RANGE PERFORMANCE 8D-86 KM, WITH SOIL 11 811 CHARACTER-
ISTICS IN BEKKER EQUATION. 
0 REFERENCE fi1ISSION RANGE PERFORMANC£ 63-70 KM IF SOIL REPRESENTATIVE OF 
THE GM AND WES SOIL TEST SCATIER ARE ENCOUNTERED. 
0 VEHICli PLI\CARDS BASED ON CONTROLLABILIJY, STABILITY,- DRIVER COMFORT, -
AND STRUCTURA~ CAPABILITY WILL BE ESTABLISHED. 
-
0 CURRENT VEHICLE \IVEIGHT AND RAN'GE CAPABILITY REPRESENT A DESIGN 
COMPROfv11 SE~ 
J MISSION 
3 EVA Is vs 4 EVA f s 
TOTAL LRV/SC IENCE 
(HRS) (HRS) 
G)EVA TIME 
.3 EVA •s (6-7-7) 66 HR STAY 20 15 
4 EVA •s (5-6-6-6) 72 HR STAY 23 1~ 1/2 
OPAYLOAD 
4 EVA •s 66* l 
LRV SORTIES LRV/SC JENCE 
! 
(HRS) (HRS/SORTIE) 
()FLEXIBILITY 
3 EVA •s 2 5 1/2 
4 EvA·s 3 4 1/2 
OCONSUMABLES 
72 HR STAY TIME LIMITED BY LM EPS 
J-MISSION LUNAR SURFACE TJMELINE. 
{3 EVA-.REST BEFORE LIFT-OFF) 
TOUCHDOWN 
(AWAKE 9 HRS) 
EVA (6 HRS) REST (8 HRS) 
POST DEBRIEF 
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 
EVA (7 HRS) REST l8 HRS) EVA t7 HRS) 
POST 
28 32 36 40 44 48 
LIFT- OFF 
POST DEBRIEF 
REST (8 HRS) 
52 56 60 64 68 72 
66 112 
HRS 
.. 
J-MISSION LUNAR SURFACE TIMELINE 
4 EVA'S - 72 HR STAY 
TOUCHDOWN 
(AWAKE 9 HRS) POST DEBRIEF 
8 . 12 16 20 24 
POST DEBRIEF 
~ (6 HRS) ! EA3 ! 
POST 
I REST (7 HRS) E3 PREP I EVA {6 HRS) 1l 
28 32 36 40 44 48 
Fi 
DEBRIEF 
POST DEBRIEF LIFTOFF EAT 
REST (7 HRS) EVA {6 HRS) 
52 56 60 64 68 72 76 
ll ~~~p ! REST~ 
80 
TIME BETWEEN REST PERIODS : 2!-12-12- 21 
'------- --------------------------------~------------------------------~./ 
MAJOR EVENT 
OPRE TRAVERSE ACTIVITY 
(!)DEPLOY ROVER/CHECKOUT 
CROVER EVALUATION 
eDEPLOY ALSEP 
OPOST TRAVERSE ACTIVITY 
J MISSION 
FIRST SURFACE EVA 
TOTAL 
TYPICAL TIME (MIN) 
70 
20 
60 
150 
60 
360 MIN 
6 HRS 
~ . 
H. F. PALLET 
LSfv1 
H. F. ELECTRONICS 
TOOLS 
ALSD 

J MISS ION 
2ND AND 3RD EVA •s 
OVERHEAD TIME (MIN) 
OPRE TRAVERSE ACTIVITY 45 
C5MINOR STOPS (4MIN/STOP) 20 
<D4 MAJOR STOPS (10 MIN/STOP) 40 
OPOST TRAVERSE ACTIVITY 45 
TOTAL OVERHEAD 150M IN 
SCIENCE TIME (MIN) 
05 MINOR STOPS (5 MIN/STOP) 25 
04 MAJOR STOPS (20 MIN/STOP) 80 
TOTAL SCIENCE 105 MIN 
REMAIN lNG RID lNG TIME (7 HR EVA) 165 MIN 
22 KM @ 8 KM/HR 
J MISSIOr~ 
METABOLIC EVALUATION FOR LRV TRAVERSES 
SURFACE ACTIVITY METABOLIC RATE 
0\ti/ORK lNG (OVERHEAD, SCIENCE) 
{)RIDING 
OEMERGENCY vVALKBACK (3. 3 :<M/HR) 
HEAT LEAK 
OSUN 
l 
CEQU I PMEr~T 
OLiOH 
2ND EVA 
":;r• D E\ '-'"· 1\1 vr. 
• 276 X MCTABOL~C RATE 
-7 PLSS CAPABILITY (FEED V\/ATER) 
1050 BTU/HR 
700 BTU/HR 
1200 BTU/HR 
PARASITIC RATE 
100 BTU/HR 
200 BTU/HR 
156 BTU/HR 
10,075 BTU 
r 
' 
j 
\ 
PLSS b~JALKBACt\ CONSTRAINT 
ROVER FAilURE 
3. 3 t(f~~iHR li:CD BTU/HR 
FrtE TRl\VERSE 
lr~GriESS 
r 
r 
l 
1 
l 
l 
i 
j 
! 
l 
l 
0 CAUSE 
C LRV RETURN SPEED 
0 OPS PURGE RATE 
8 OPS CAPABILITY 
f)MAX RADIUS 
J MISS ION 
BSLSS RIDEBACK CONSTRAINT 
PLSS FA I LURE 
1. 25 HRS TOTAL 
8 KM/HR 
3. 8 LBS/HR 
- .1 HRS TRANSFER 
- • 2 HRS INGRESS 
.95 HRS TRAVEL TIME 
8 K M/ H R X . 95 H R S = 7. 6 KM 
10 KM/HR X. 95 HRS = 9. 5 KM 
.. 
i 
( 
MARIUS HILLS NORTHWESTERN SITE 
CANDIDATE TRAVERSES 
E. w. Wolfe and J. P. Schafer 
u.s. Geological Survey 
22 June 1970 
Enclosure 14 
J-MISSION LRV TRAVERSES: 
EFFECTS OF METABOLIC RATES ON TRAVERSE ACTIVITIES 
BTU DISSIPATION RATES from Ken Thomas and R. J. Ward, LSRMP Meeting, 
5 June 1970. 
Mission timeline from J, W. Head and M. T. Yates, Bellcomm Memo B70 
06004, 2 June 1970. 
Total BTU capacity,-7 PLSS 
Electrical load 
Heat leak 
LiOH reaction factor 
LRV riding rate 
Working rate (overhead and 
science) 
Inclusive BTU dissipation rates: 
EVA I & II: 
Riding--(700 X 1.276) 
Working--(1050 x 1.276) 
EVA III: 
10,075 BTU 
156 BTU /hr 
100 BTU/hr, EVA I & 
200 BTU/hr, EVA III 
1.276 
700 BTU/hr 
1,050 BTU/hr 
+156 +100 = 1149 BTU/hr 
+156 +100 = 1596 BTU/hr 
II 
Riding --(700 x 1.276) +156 +200 = 1249 BTU/hr 
Working--(1050 x 1.275) +156 +200 = 1696 BTU/hr 
Differential between riding and working rates--447 BTU/hr 
BTU capacity available for traverse activities: 
EVA I (6 hrs) : 
Total BTU available 
Pre- and post-traverse activities, 
including MALSEP deployment and 
LRV preparation; 5 hrs x 1596 
Remaining BTU for 1 hr traverse 
EVA II (7 hrs): 
Total BTU available 
Pre- and post-traverse activities; 
1.5 hrs x 1595 
Remaining BTU for 5.5 hr traverse 
EVA III (7 hrs): 
Total BTU available 
Pre-and post-traverse activities; 
1.75 hrs x 1696 
Remaining BTU for 5.25 hr traverse 
10,075 
7,980 
2,095 
10,075 
2,394 
7,681 
10,075 
2,968 
7,107 
Points on graph determined by allotting BTU's for entire traverse 
at riding rate, and, with remaining BTU's,converting maximum 
possible time to working rate. 
-~; 
EVA II 
J-MISSION LRV TRAVERSES 
CALCULATION OF WALKBACK RESERVE 
Nominal post-traverse activities 
Ingress 
Extra time available in case of 
walkback 
- 35 minutes 
13 
22 minutes 
22 minute bonus @ 1596 BTU/hr = 585 BTU 
Walkback rate = 3.3 kph @ (1200 x 1.276) +256 BTU/hr = 
3.3 kph @ 1787 BTU/hr. = 542 BTU/km 
Required walkback reserve (BTU) ~ 542 (distance in km) -585 
EVA III 
Nominal post-traverse activities - 55 minutes 
Ingress 13 
Extra time available in case of 
walkback 42 minutes 
42 minute bonus @ 1696 BTU/hr = 1187 BTU 
Walkback rate = 3.3 kph@ (1200 x 1.276) +356 BTU/hr 
3.3 kph @ 1887 BTU/hr. = 572 BTU/km 
Required walkback reserve (BTU) ~ 572 (distance in km) -1187 
MARIUS HILLS NORTHWESTERN SITE 
PREVIOUS TRAVERSE STUDIES 
Elston, D. P., and Willingham, C.E., 1969, Five-day mission plan to 
investigate the geology of the Marius Hills region of the Moon: 
U.S. Geol. Survey Interagency Report, Astrogeology 14, 55 p. 
Karlstrom, T.N.V., McCauley, J.F., and Swann, G.A., 1968, Preliminary 
lunar exploration plan of the Marius Hillq region of the Moon: 
U.S. Geol. Survey Interagency Report, Astrogeology 5, 42 p. 
Strobell, J.D., May 1970, Geologic traverse study for Apollo 16-19 
mission planning, Marius Hills northwestern site: U.S. Geol. Survey 
unpublished report. 
ASSUMED LRV SPEED: 8 kph for map distances (=10 kph for ground distances) 
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MARIUS HILLS - NORTHWESTERN SITE - EVA III 
To H£g Time (min) Walkback 
BTU BTU BTU BTU Re~uired Cumulative 
From Dis nee di~~ance (riding) (working) (cumulative) remaining 
wa kback D1stance Ttme 
km 
ridtng worktng reserve (BTU) (km) (min 
LM 19 2.03 15 10 2.03 312 283 595 
6512 0 2903 25 
19 20 1.42 11 10 3.45 229 283 1107 
6000 786 3.45 46 
20 21 .66 5 30 4.11 104 849 2060 
5047 1164 4.11 81 
21 22 .71 5 5 2.64 104 142 2306 
4801 323 4.82 91 
22 23 1.78 13 5 1.70 270 142 2718 
4389 0 6.60 109 
23 24 1.47 11 10 1.85 229 283 3230 
3877 .0 8.07 130 
24 25 1.40 11 5 2.72 229 142 3601 
3506 369 9.47 146 
25 26 1.75 13 14 4.37 270 396 4267 
2840 1313 11.22 173 
26 27 1.32 10 25 5.18 208 708 5183 
1924 1776 12.54 208 
27 28 2.62 . 20 5 3.81 416 142 5741 1366 
992 15.16 233 
28 29 1.91 14 7 2.54 291 198 6230 877 
266 17.07 254 
29 30 .97 7 11 1.65 146 311 6687 
420 0 18.04 272 
30 31 .38 3 5 1.30 62 142 6891 216 
0 18.42 280 
31 LM 1.30 10 208 7099 
8 0 19.72 290 
-- -- --
19.72 148 142 3078 4021 
5 /I-·. Ji 
To Di~~~nce Time (min) From riding working kra 
L'1 2 2.31 17 6 
2 3 .61 5 15 
3 4 1. 91 14 20 
4 5 1.57 12 6 
5 6 .30 2 20 
6 7 .51 4 15 
7 8 .61 5 6 
8 9 .30 2 6 
9 10 .56 4 10 
10 11 2.31 17 10 
11 12 3.12 23 12 
12 13 .94 7 6 
13 14 .36 3 25 
1'• 15 1.63 12 7 
15 16 .18 1 7 
16 17 .86 6 7 
17 18 .36 3 9 
18 L~ .53 4 -
18.97 141 187 
Walkback BTU BTU BTU 
di~~ance (riding) (working) (cumulative) 
2.31 326 160 486 
2.92 96 399 981 
4.75 268 532 1781 
4.67 230 160 2171 
4.55 38 532 2741 
4.01 77 399 3217 
4.34 96 160 3473 
4.22 38 160 3671 
3.81 77 266 4014 
1.88 . 326 266 4606 
4.47 440 319 5365 
3.53 134 160 5659 
3.25 57 665 6381 
1.83 230 186 6797 
1.65 19 186 ' 7002 
1.07 115 186 7303 
.53 57 239 7599 
-- 77 -- 7676 
2701 4975 
BTU Reruired Cumulative 
remaining wa kback D1stance T1c.:.e 
reserve (BTU) (k!:1) (nin: 
7195 667 2.31 23 
h700 998 2.92 43 
5900 1990 4.83 77 
5510 1946 6.40 95 
4940 1881 6.70 117 
4464 1588 7.21 136 
-4208 1767 7.82 147 
4010 1702 8.12 155 
3667 1480 8.68 169 
3075 433 10.99 196 
2316 1838 14.11 231 
2022 1328 15.05 244 
1300 1177 15.41 274 
884 406 17.04 291 
679 309 17.22 299 
378 0 18.08 312 
82 0 18.44 324 
5 -- 18.97 328 
(. !'~ I'} 
MARIUS HILLS - NORTHWESTEfu~ SITE 
JNA II 
i 
i 
::'0::1 To 
LM 1 
1 111 
-
Map 
Distance Geologic 
em km 
6.0 1.52 low rimmed 
: 
6.0 1.52 
. 
Feature Operations 
crater en route 
long stop 
overhead, including TV, off-loading 
and sto~age, navigation update 
photographic panorama 
sample and photograph rocks on 
blocky rim; if accessible, do 
same on inside wall of crater 
trench, photograph, and sample 
materials of regolith near rim of 
crater 
magnetometer station 
gravity station 
emplace seismic charge 
en route 
A B 
To To 
2 
13 
10 
10 
3 
2 
Duration 
min 
15 
30 
15 
CL;~:_!lative 
Distance Ti:::e 
krn hr::::ir. 
1.52 0:15 
0:45 
3.04 1:00 
: 
7 c fl I c; 
MARIUS HILLS - NORTHWESTERN SITE 
EVA_L_ 
Page_l_ 
Dote June 19]( 
MARIUS HILLS NORTHWESTERN SITE 
Distance 
To 
Hap Operations • CT.:l Geologic Feature co k-:-:1 
...... ~ 2 9.1 2.31 en route 
high plateau short stop A 
overhead -3-
sample materials of slope 
of high plateau I 3 
. 
2 3 2.4 .61 en route 
small fissure short stop A 
cone overhead, including TV pre para- --
tion and navigation update 5 
gravity measurement 3 
. . photographic panorama 
·sample materials of ridge of cone; 
describe and photograph' important 
features 7 
3 4 7.5 1.91 en route 
impact crater in long stop A --discontinuous overhead, including TV prepara-
ridge, low dome, tion and navigation update 5 
and high plateau gravity measurement 3 
photographic panorama 
sample materials of crater rim at 
several places; describe and 
photograph important features 12 
B 
3 
3 
B -
5 
2 
8 
_1!_ 
6 
2 
12 
Cu:-:1ulative 
Duration Distance ~l.--e
min r:::l ~rs-::::
17 2.31 0:17 
6 0:23 
5 2.92 0:28 
15 - 0:43 
14 4.83 0:57 
20 1:17 
.
;; [~ 11 
EVA II 
Page 1 
Date ~e 1970 
 
. 
 
EVA II 
MARIUS HILLS NORTHWESTERN SITE Page _2_ 
Date June 1970 
Distance 
Cu:::-:-=.lative 
To 
Nap 
Operations Duration Distance I ~:.:::e ~O:l Geologic Feature CD k1 nin nrs-=: k::l 
4 5 6.2 1:57 en route 12 6:40 1:29 
impact crater in short stop A B 
disc on t i nu ous overhead 3 3 
ridge sample ·nate rials of crater 
I 
rim 3 3 6 1:35 
5 6 1.2 .30 en route 2 6.70 1:37 
discontinuous long stop . A B 
ridge, and impact overhead, including TV preparation -5- 6 
crater in fissure and navigation update 
cone gravi·ty measurement 3 
photographic panorama 2 
sample materials of ridge just to 
west and crater rim just to 
north; describe and photograph 
important features 12 12 20 1:57 
6 7 2.0 .51 en route 4 7.21 2:01 
small fissure short stop A B -- -cone overhead, including TV pre para-
tion and navigation update 5 5 
gravity measurement 3 
ascend slope of fis.sure cone to 8 7 . 
small impact craters on rim; 
sample materials of crater rim; 
describe and photograph imp or-
tant features 
photographic panorama 2 15 2:16 
•. 
EVA II 
MARTUS HILLS NORTHWESTER.J.~ SITE Page 3 Date ""'J'U'De 19 70 
t Nap Distance Cur.mlative 
rO'::l To Operations Duration Distance T1::.e kn Geologic Feature CD I win k:;; hrs-:::: 
7 8 2.4 .61 en route 5 7.82 2:21 
crater in dark short stop A B 
cone overhead -3- 3 
sample :nate rials of cra~er rim 3 3 6 2:27 
8 9 1.2 .30 en route 2 8.12 2:29 
impact crater short stop . A B 
in low dome overhead -3- 3 -
sample materials of crater rim 3 3 6 2:35 
9 10 2.2 .56 en route ·4 8.68 2:39 ·. 
impact craters sport stop A B 
in low dome ·overhead, including 4 4 
navigation update 
sample materials of crater rims; 6 6 
describe and photograph impor-
tant features 10 2:49 
10 11 9.1 2.31 en route 17 10:99 3:06 
fissure cone short stop A B -- -overhead, including TV prepara-
tion 4 4 
gravity measurement 3 
sample materials of slope of 6 3 
fissure cone; describe and 
photograph important features 10 3:16 
•. 
/t: c I-- ::I . 
11 
l2 
l3 
To 
12 
13 
14 
Nap Distance 
en I kn 
12.3 3.12 
3.7 .94 
1.4 .36 
Geologic Feature 
impact crater in 
high plateau 
impact crater in 
high plateau 
fissure cone 
and high plateau 
Operations 
en route 
short stop A B 
overhead, including TV prepara-
tion .and navigation update 5 5 
gravity measurement 1 
emplace seismic charge 
photographic panorama 
3 
2 
2 
sample materials of crater rim • 4 3 
en route 
short stop 
overhead 
sample materials of crater rim 
en route 
A 
3 
3 
long stop A 
overhead, including off-loading and----
stowage, TV preparation, naviga-
tion update 10 
gravity measurement 
emplace seismic charge 
photographic panorama 2 
sample materials of high plateau 3 
trench steep slope of fissure cone 
wall, collecting briefly docu-
mented samples 
sample rocks and unconsolidated 
materials of fissure cone~ 
describe and photograph important 
features 
B 
3 
3 
10 
3 
2 
10 
/I 
Duration 
r.tin 
2J 
12 
7 
6 
3 
25 
Cuc::mlative 
Distance I I1=e 
k:-~ h~s-=i 
14.11 3:39 
3:51 
15.05 3:58 
4:04 
15.41 4:07 
4:32 
•. 
II 
MARIUS HILLS NORTHWESTERN SITE 
EVA II 
Page 4 
Date J'ii'i1e 1970 
EVA II 
MARIUS lULLS NORTHWESTERN SITE Page 5 
Date June 1970 
Nap Distance 
Cc::::'...:lat!.ve 
To Operations Duration Distar.::e L~::e .c=l 
kn Geologic Feature I co r.1in tC:1 F.:-s-::: 
.4 15 6.4 1.63 en route 12 17:04 4:44 
impact crater short stop A B 
in linear trough overhead 3 3 
sample.materials of crater rim 
and adjacent trough floor 4 4 7 4:51 
~5 16 0.7 .18 en route 1 17.22 4:52 . 
impact crater short stop A B 
at edge of overhead,- including navigation -3- .4 
linear trough update 
emplace seismic charge 2 
photographic panorama 2 
sample materials of crater rim 3 7 4:59 
.6 17 3.4 .86 en route 6 18.08 5:05 
impact craters short stop A B 
in low cone overhead -4- 2 
emplace seismic charge 2 
sample materials of crater rims 
on either side and photograph 
craters 3 3 7 5:12 
•. 
I 
n [I /'/ "'-' 
... 
1 
l 
r'O':l To 
17 18 
18 LM 
Nap Distance 
Ct:l I kn 
1.4 .36 
2.1 .53 
Geologic Feature Operations 
en route 
impact craters short stop 
in low cone overhead 
emplace. seismic charge 
sample materials of crater rims 
on either side, and photograph 
crater 
en route 
-
time summary EVA II 
travel in LRV 
o:verhead 
science 
A B 
4 2 
2 
5 5 
. 
hr:min 
2:21 
1:11.5 
1:55.5 
5:28 
Cunulative 
Duration D~stance T1-:::e 
min K.':'l nrs-:::j 
3 113.44 5:15 
9 5:24 
4 18.97 5:28 
·. 
. 
I-.;_ l. f1 /<Cj 
MARIUS HILLS NORTHWESTERN SITE 
. 
EVA II 
Page 6 
Date --:JUne 1970 
MARIUS HILLS - NORTHWESTERN SITE 
}lap 
rom To Distance Geologic Feature Operations 
~::1. Nil 
LM 19 8.0 2.03 impact crater at en route 
contact between 
flat-topped dome short stop 
and low cone overhead 
navigat ior. update 
gravity m~asurement 
emplace seismic charge 
panoramic photography 
sample material of flat-
topped dome; document 
sample and special features 
'<vith Hasselblad 
19 20 5.6 1.42 blocky crater on en route 
high plateau 
short stop 
overhead 
gravity measurement 
emplace seismic charge 
sample blocks; document 
sample and special features 
with Hasselblad 
Duration 
min 
15 
A B 
3 3 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 4 
10 
11 
A B 
3 3 
3 
2 
5 4 
10 
/d (_::-
I 
v 
CuDJ lat ive 
Distance Tine 
km hr:min. 
2.03 0:15 
0:25 
3.45 0:36 
0:46 
lf 
1 
.t.VA~ 
Page___L_ 
Date Tune 1 970 
Nap 
Fro::1 To Distance 
en km 
20 21 2.6 .66 
21 22 2.8 .71 
22 23 7.0 1.78 
Geologic Feature Operations 
fissure cone en route 
long stop 
overhead, including off-loading 
and stowage ... TV preparation, 
navigation update 
conduct magnetometer station 
gravity measurement 
emplace seismic charge 
panoramic photography 
trench steep slope on fissure 
cone wall, collecting 
photographically and verbally 
documented samples 
sample rocks and unconsolidated 
materials of fissure cone; 
describe and photographically 
document important features 
impact crater on en route 
flank of small 
fissure cone short stop 
overhead 
sample materials of crater rim 
blocky rim crest en route 
on small fissure 
cone short stop 
overhead 
sample materials of blocky rim 
~ _B_ 
10 10 
10 
3 
2 
2 
10 
13 
A B 
3 3 
2 2 
A B 
-3- -3-
2 2 
Duration 
min 
5 
30 
5 
5 
13 
5 
;s- L·'! 
Cur.:u lat i ve 
Distance Ti::1e 
kr.t hr:r.1in. 
4.11 0:51 
1:21 
4.82 1:26 
1:31 
6.60 1:44 
1:49 
11 
MARIUS HILLS - .NORTHWESTERN SITE 
l:. VA _l.l.L_. 
Page____2_ 
Date June 197 
~~RIUS HILLS - 'NORTHWESTE~ SITE 
Distance 
'0:-2 To ::ao Grourd Geologic Feature Operations 
em k:a 
23 l 24 5.8 1.471 sharp rirrnned crate en route 
on low cone 
short stop 
overhead 
navigation update 
gravity measurement 
panoramic photography 
sample materials of crater rim 
24 25 5.5 1.40 impact crater on en route 
low dome 
short stop 
overhead 
sample materials of crater r~m 
25 26 4.5 1.75 impact crater on en route 
high plateau 
short stop 
overhead 
navigation update 
TV preparation 
gravity measurement 
emplace seismic charge 
panoramic photography 
sample, describe, and 
photograph materials and geologic . setting 
-
A B 
-3- -3-
1 
3 
2 
4 4 
A B 
3 -3-
2 2 
~ B 
3 3 
1 
2 
3 
2 
2 
6 6 
Duration 
min 
11 
10 
11 
5 
13 
14 
/I i'/ 
C·.:~·_: l .J t i ve 
Distance Ti.::-.~ 
km hr:::li:l 
8.07 2:00 
2:10 
9.47 2:21 
'2:26 
11.22 2:39 
2:53 
I'} 
.t.~t\~ 
Page __ 3_ 
D.1te June 1970 
-~~RIUS HILLS - NORTHWESTERN SITE 
-
Distance 
r'O::l To :rao Grou!1 d Geologic Feature Operations 
em km 
26 27 ) 5.2 1.32 impact crater, en route 
interior wall of 
fissure cone long stop A 
overhead, including off-loading and 10 
stowage, TV preparation, navigation 
update 
gravity measurement 
panoramic photography 
trench east crater wall,collecting 10 
photographically and verbally 
documented samples 
! 
sample rocks and unconsolidated 5 
materials of fissure cone; 
,describe and photographically 
document important features 
27 28 10.3 2.62 impact crater in en route 
low dome 
short stop _L 
overhead 3 
sample crater rim materials 2 
-
. 
Duration 
min 
10 
B 
10 
2 
2 
11 
25 
20 
_B_ 
3 
2 
5 
/7 c-f-
c-..~:-·~ l2t i ·:e 
Distance Ti.:::e 
km hr::::i:t 
12.54 3:03 
3:28 
15.16 3:48 
3:53 
' 
Jtj 
.. 
J:.'.J\~ 
Page---A_ 
Date June 197( 
i·1ARIUS HILLS - NORTHWESTER.l'\ SITE 
-
Distance 
ro:::t To :fao tGrourd Geologic Feature Operations 
em k:n 
28 29 
I 
7.5 1.91 impact crater at en route 
boundary between 
high plateau and short stop 
low dome overhead 
navigatior. update 
gravity measurement 
sample material of east crater rim 
29 30 3o8 .97 contact between en route 
low dome and 
bulbous dome short stop 
overhead 
navigation update 
TV' preparation 
photograph panorama 
explore; sample,and photograph 
nearby part of bulbous dome 
30 31 1.5 .38 impact crater on en route 
low dome 
short stop 
overhead 
sample crater material 
31 LM 5.1 1.30 en route 
TIME SUMMARY EVA III 
hr:min 
Travel in LRV 2:28 
Overhead 0:55.5 
Science 1:26.5 
4:50 
Duration 
min 
14 
A B 
3 -3-
1 
3 
4 
7 
7 
A B 
3 3 
1 
3 
2 
2 8 
11 
3 
A B 
-3- 3 
2 2 
5 
10 
J,f - ~ <: I 
C•_::-:---.: l::t: ':e 
Distance Ti::-_~ 
kn hr::::i:: 
17.07 4:07 
4:14 
18.04 4:21 
4:32 
18.42 4:35 
4:40 
19.72 4:50 
lt:j 
l:..•.h~ 
Page__s_ 
Date June 197( 
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Design Parameter 
1. Interface with existing 
Tool with minimum 
impact. 
2. Area ratio of lo% or less 
3. Integral Bit 
4. Area of Bit 1 to 2% less than 
inner area 
5. Capability of retrieving 
double core 
6. 
j. 
Piston type follower 
No resistance during sampling 
Lock capability after sampling 
Core extraction compatible ~ith 
LBL processing 
.. 
Core Tube Redesign 
Impact On Des·ign 
o 1.75 in. maximum tube O.D. 
o SRC stowage must be modified 
o 4x volume of existing Core Tubes 
o 4-6 Core Tubes on Carrier at one time 
o • 045 in maximum wall thickness 
o Possible without Liner 
o Approx. 30% area ratio minimum with Liner 
o Core Tube must b.e constructed of stainless steel to minimize 
rock damage 
o Liner, if used, can only be withdrawn from one end 
o Liner, if used, cannot extend full length of sample 
o Push on caps, similar to lunar surface, dr1ll used 
o Upper Core Tube must recompact material when tandem setup is 
used if Core Tubes are identical 
o Se::parate Adapter required larger diameter and is more difficult 
to install 
o Special upper section more compact and easier to install; 
assures continuous path for sample 
o Tapered Bit undesirable for upper tube 
o Considerably heavier than simple follower 
o Sample in Core Tube without Liner extruded into split·container 
for further processing 
o Sample in Core Tube with Liner processed in manner similar to 
existing Core Tube 
Enclosure l5 
l of' l NASA- MSC- Com I., Houston, Texas 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER 
REPLY TO 
ATTN OF: TM 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77058 
MEMORANDUM TO: See attached list 
FROM Chairman, Science Working Panel 
SURTECT Minutes of the Third Science Working Panel 
The third meeting of the Science Working Panel (SWP) composed of members 
of both the orbital and surface working panels convened at the Lunar 
Science Institute on August 26-27, 1970. The agenda and attendees were 
as shown in Enclosures 1 and 2. Action items as noted in these minutes 
are due at the next SWP Meeting (or as indicated), which is tentatively 
scheduled for October 1970. A firm date and agenda for the fourth 
meeting will be distributed two weeks prior to the meeting. 
3.1 Introduction 
The meeting was opened by the chairman who discussed the agenda and 
identified guidelines for the conduct of the meeting. 
3.2 Apollo 14 
A. Experiment Summary 
F. Herbert/TM presented a summary (Enclosure 3) of the scientific 
objectives assigned to Apollo 14. Due to the change in launch dates 
from December 1970 to January 31, 1971, Experiment S-178, Gegenschein 
from Lunar Orbit, was added to the experiment list. The S-band portion 
of the Bistatic Radar Experiment (S-170) has been eliminated due to 
lack of Goldstone 210 1 antenna coverage during the planned experiment 
period. The VHF portion of this experiment remains unchanged and the 
complete experiment will be included on Apollo 15. 
B. Samples Summary 
F. Herbert/TM discussed the planned lunar surface samples (Enclosure 4). 
There was considerable discussion concerning the tabulation of the 
samples in the presentation material. The principal objective was in 
the classification of samples under the Lunar Field Geology Experiment. 
An action item resulted from this discussion. 
2 
ACTION: Redefinition of FTO's related to samples selection under S-059· 
ASSIGNED TO: F. Herbert/TM and SWP Subgroup (see Appendix A). 
Objectives were also raised concerning the identification of "rock chips" 
in the presentation material because no differentation between rake or 
sieve chips, chiseled chips (from large rocks) or loose chips was made. 
It was explained that at the present time the sieve or rake was not 
planned for use on Apollo 14; consequently, the chips collected by those 
tools did not apply. The Apollo 14 LMP (E. Mitchell) commented that chips 
would be sampled from the lunar surface. However, only in cases where 
chips did not exist for unique large rocks would chip samples be taken 
from these rocks. The small hammer and chisel coupled with the EVA suit 
makes it difficult to obtain this type of sample. 
Some panel members stated that they did not have an opportunity to review 
the detailed objectives and requested that panel members be placed on 
distribution in order to review the document before the next SWP. 
ACTION: Add panel membership to distribution for subsequent MRD's. 
ASSIGNED TO: F. Herbert/TM 
In response to a recommendation that core tube bits be documented and 
returned as a sample, the panel agreed that only the core tube bit used 
with the triple core need be documented and returned. Also, it was 
agreed that the triple core tube sample be obtained from the lunar surface 
and not from the bottom of a trench. 
ACTION: Add the core tube bit sample from the triple core to the list of 
samples. The metal core tube bit and the fine material in the 
bit will be collected as one sample. 
ASSIGNED TO: R. Moke/TM3 and M. Miller/TM3 
C. Status of Rake Sieve 
M. Miller/TM presented the status of Apollo Lunar Sample Rake which was 
recommended to be used in lieu of the sieve at the SWP Meeting of 
June 22, 1970. This development cycle (Enclosure 5) was for Apollo 15, 
which caused considerable debate as to why it could not be ready in time 
for Apollo 14. A commitment was made by ASPO the following day to put 
the rake on Apollo 14 under a stepped up development cycle. The rake 
will be used to assist in collecting a larger (comprehensive) sample 
(4 kg versus 3 kg as previously stated in soil mechanics experiment) 
during the thumper period of the Active Seismic Experiment and as far 
away from the geophones as possible. 
. 
.. 
3 
) 
ACTION: Change soil mechanics MRD writeup to reflect 4 kg vice 3 kg. 
ASSIGNED TO: F. Herbert/TM 
D. Sample Selection, Criteria and Priority 
E. Mitchell presented a breakdown of time allocations for major tasks 
during EVA's land 2, identified a potential problem to the panel. 
The problem, as evident by the presentation material (Enclosure 6), was 
that the lunar surface timeline was so crowded that present estimates 
indicate that approximately 8 samples will be obtained during EVA l and 
ll samples on EVA 2. Mitchell suggested that since the Apollo 14 crew 
has trained extensively with the geologists in learning how to identify 
and describe geological features and samples, that perhaps additional 
time could be gained in the timeline if the requirements for the 
photographic documentation of the samples were relaxed. A sampling 
strategy was proposed (Enclosure 6c). Ed Mitchell further explained 
that without an EVA extension beyond the 4 + 15 hours now scheduled, it 
would be impossible to fill up the capacity of the SRC. A real-time 
decision will be made to extend the EVA at 3 + 30 hours. The weight of 
the additional samples is not a limiting factor, but that time is 
extremely critical. He would like some guidelines from the group as to 
when he should stop documenting samples and fill the box with selected 
samples. The panel decided that documentation of the samples is required 
and that additional time could be gained by reducing or downgrading 
(from a classification of mandatory to highly desirable) other lunar 
surface requirements. This discussion resulted in the following 
recommendations which would provide approximately an additional 
45 minutes in the nominal timeline for sampling: 
l. Lunar Field Geology (S-059) 
• Triple and double core tube samples are mandatory and the 
single core tube sample is highly desirable . 
• Near and far-field polarimetric measurement photographs 
are highly desirable rather than mandatory. 
• Gas analysis sample is highly desirable . 
• Magnetic sample is highly desirable. 
2. Lunar Portable Magnetometer (S-198) 
• Site point and one lunar traverse measurement are mandatory. 
The second traverse measurement is highly desirable. 
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The panel expressed the desire that every effort be made to accomplish the 
above listed items and based these recommendations on the possibility that 
additional time might be gained by the crew completing the assigned tasks 
earlier than planned and/or the EVA's may be extended during real-time 
planning. Ed Mitchell assured the panel that the crew would continue to 
train for all the tasks in order to be prepared to accomplish them. The 
need for photographically documenting the exhaust-contaminated sample was 
questioned. The following action resulted: 
ACTION: Review contamination sample documentation with the Principal 
Investigator. 
ASSIGNED TO: R. Pepin (University of Minnesota) and F. Herbert (TM) 
An SWP subgroup was formed to establish priorities and make recommenda-
tions on the specific samples to be collected on Apollo 14. 
ACTION: Recommendations and priorities of Apollo 14 samples are to be 
accomplished by September 9, 1970. 
ASSIGNED TO: Subgroup members as follows: 
R. Pepin, Chairman 
D. Strangway 
P. Gast 
w. Muehlberger 
I. MacGregor 
G. Swann 
P. Chapman 
The first meeting of the subgroup was to be held September 1, 1970 at MSC. 
(See Appendix A) 
E. Summary of Lunar Surface Closeup Stereo Camera (Gold Camera) Science 
Requirements 
M. Lopez/TM3 presented a summary of objectives requiring the use of the 
closeup stereo camera (esc) (Enclosure 7). However, due to the crowded 
timeline and the need to reduce requirements, a meeting between T. Gold 
and cognizant individuals (including the crew) will be set up to establish 
a list of requirements for the esc. 
ACTION: Review the CSC photographic requirements. 
ASSIGNED TO: F. Herbert/TM and M. Lopez/TM3 
) 
; 
F. 
5 
Directionality and ~nimum Distance for Deployment of Laser Ranging 
Retro-Reflector (LR ) 
T. White/TM3 presented L~ deployment requirements and rationale 
(Enclosure 8). The minimum acceptable deployment distance is 300 feet 
from the LM with no con3amination from the ASE. It was therefore 
recommended that the LR be moved 100 1 farther west of the ALSEP for a 
total distance of 4o0 1 from the LM. 
ACTION: NotifY FCOD and include this change into the Apollo 14 timeline. 
ASSIGNED TO: F. Herbert/TM and T. 1ifuite/TM3 
G. Requirements for the Hasselblad Data Camera and Assessment of the MSC 
Facility 
G. Swann/USGS discussed photographic procedures to be used in the Lunar 
Field Geology Experiment (S-059) and the methodology which will be used 
to determine photometric properties of the samples returned to the LRL. 
Since the LGEC (Gertz Camera) will not be qualified in time to satisfY 
mission schedules, the Hasselblad Data Camera will be used in its place. 
Five photographs are required for documented samples and the procedures 
are similar to those used on Apollo 12. The MSC photographic facility 
assessment was being conducted by H. Holt of USGS and information regarding 
the assessment was incomplete at the time of the meeting. 
The panel raised the question regarding the necessity of the gnomon for 
documenting samples due to a stowage problem on Apollo 16. Gordon Swann 
verified that the gnomon is extremely important for photography and 
photometric orientation and calibration. 
ACTION: Letter to ASPO from Apollo 16 P.I. (w. Muehlberger) to verify 
the use of the gnomon. 
ASSIGNED TO: R. Moke/TM to write letter for W. Muehlberger with 
G. Swann concurrence. 
H. Orbital and Surface Science Timelines 
R. Nute/CF and W. Teague/CF presented the subject timelines (Enclosures 9 
and 10). After considerable discussion, the contingency sample will be 
left as is in the Apollo 14 timeline. 
I. Summary of Sample P.I.'s Request for Vacuum/Non-Vacuum Sample 
Return Containers (SRC) 
The chairman, substituting for B. Erb/TL, stated that the hardware 
interfaces were too numerous and consequently, the SRC's could not be 
eliminated and replaced by other containers. The panel was asked to 
6 
decide on the number of vacuum SRC's required and the need for vacuum 
SRC's. Dr. Strangway stated that the Lunar Sample Analysis Planning 
Team (LSAPT) requires at least 2 vacuum SRC's and would prefer 3 SRC's. 
The rationale presented for the vacuum SRC's is that these containers 
protect the samples from contamination sources such as organic matterJ 
water and 0
2 
in the LMJ the CM and the terrestrial atmosphere. The 
panel decided that 2 SRC 1 s are required and the third is desirable. 
Every effort will be made to have 3 vacuum SRC's per mission. 
J. Peacock/PD presented a chart (Enclosure ll) showing SRC costs. 
Approximately 38K would be saved by deleting one vacuum SRC requirement. 
3.3 Apollo 15 
-7 PLSS Implications to Traverse Planning 
J. Peacock/PD presented background material (Enclosure 12) for the panel 
to use for deciding if ALSEP deployment would be planned for EVA's lor 2. 
Geology favors placing the ALSEP on the second EVA so that a long traverse 
(4 +50 hours) can be accomplished on the first EVA. The panel will make 
its decision after the Apollo 15 landing site has been selected. 
3.4 Apollo 16 and Subs 
W. N. Houston representing J. MitchellJ presented requirements 
(Enclosure 13) and a preliminary design working model of the proposed 
force versus depth penetrometer. The penetrometer is a self-recording 
device which will be able to accommodate 48 recordings and is planned to 
be available for use on Apollo 16. There was considerable discussion in 
reference to the simple penetrometer and its use on Apollo 14. The simple 
penetrometer is to be used as a stake for the geophone line of the Active 
Seismic ExperimentJ and it was a recommendation of the panel that the 
simple penetrometer not be used as a part of the soil mechanics experiment. 
(HoweverJ a subsequent TWX from Headquarters states the simple penetrometer 
will be used in one or two operations in and around the ALSEP on the first 
EVA.) 
B. Status of LRV Operational Constraints and Traverse Plans 
J. Sevier/PD stated that negative payload margins exist but are expected 
to be overcome. The LRV will be able to carry 60 pounds of samples per 
EVA. 
7 
C. Orbital Science Summary 
V. Dauphin/TM presented a summary of the orbital science for the various 
missions Apollo 16 thru 19 (Enclosure 14). Contamination of Sdence 
Instrument Module (SIM) bay experiments during the lunar surface activities 
was of major concern. The two major points of contamination are from the 
Reaction Control System (RCS) and urine dump. 
ACTION: The Apollo Support Program Office will write up a test c'bjective 
for determining contamination effects on Apollo 16. 
ASSIGNED TO: ASPO, J. Sevier/PD 
D. Apollo 16 - Science Timeline 
L. Riche/CF summarized the Apollo 16 events (Enclosure 15). 
E. Magnetometer Orientation Knowledge 
The orbital magnetometer orientation problem was discussed 1-dth Dr. 
P. Coleman and confirmed the requirement to have knowledge of the sub-
satellite spin axis orientation within 1° and the desirability of 
positive, non-model dependent measurements. 
~t.-~c \.-t.,. 
John G. Zarcaro 
Enclosures 15 
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AGENDA 
Science Working Panel Meeting No. 3 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
Building 2, Room 966 
August 25 and 26, 1970, 8:30 a.m. 
l. Introduct::.on 
2. Apollo 14 Experiment Summary 
3. Apollo 14 Samples Summary 
a. Define Requirement for the Special 
Environmental Sample in Relation to 
the P:·oposed Eight- Inch Deep Trench -
Apollo 14 
b. Sample Location for the Triple Core -
Apollo 14 
c. Status of Rake/Sieve 
d. Weigh Bag Identification Markings and 
Other Open Problem Areas 
4. Apoilo 14 Sample Selection, Criteria, 
and Priority 
5. Orbital Science Timeline - Apollo 14 
Surface Science Timeline - Apollo 14 
6. Apollo 14 Experiment Issues 
a. 
b. 
Summary of Lunar Surface Closeup Stereo 
Camera Science Requirements 
Directionality a9d Minimum Distance for 
Deployment of L~ (also update of mission 
effectivity and design status) 
c. Supply Definitive Requirements for the 
Hasselblad Data Camera and Assess MSC 
Facility 
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TM/M. Miller or 
TM/F. Herbert 
TM/M. Miller 
CF/R. Zedekar 
E. Mitchell 
CF/W. Teague 
CF/R. Zedekar 
TM/M. Lopez 
TM/T. White 
G. Swann 
7. Apollo 15- 7 PLSS Implications to 
Traverse Planning 
8. Summary of Samples PI's Request for 
Vacuum/Non-Vacuum Sample Return 
9. Vacuum/Non-Vacuum AI.SRC - Summary of 
Program Implications 
10. Discuss Landing Site for Apollo 15 
Traverse Studies - Hadley 
11. Requirement/Design New Penetrometer 
12. Define Ellipse Size and Scale of Mapping 
Products Required to Support LM Landing 
Point Determination and Traverse Planning 
for Apollo 15 through 19 
13. Status of J-Series LRV Operational 
Constraints and Traverse Plans 
14. LRV Experiment/Mission/Traverse Require-
ments for Apollo 16-19 
15. Orbital Science Summary 
16. Science Timeline - Apollo 16 
17. Discuss Science Priorities for J-1 
Mission (Apollo 16) 
18. Magnetometer Orientation Knowledge 
Requirement 
19. Cosmic Ray Detector 
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APOLLO 14 EXPERIMENTS 
CONTINGENCY SAMPLE COLLECTION 
SELECTED SAMPLE COLLECTION 
CSM ORBITAL SCIENCE PHOTOGRAPHY 
DIM LIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY 
APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE 
o PASSIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT (S-031) 
o ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT (S-033) 
o SUPRATHERMAL ION DETECTOR EXPERIMENT (S-036) 
o COLD CATHODE GAUGE EXPERIMENT (S-058) 
o CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT EXPERIMENT (S-038) 
o LUNAR DUST DETECTOR EXPERIMENT (M-515) 
LUNAR FIELD GEOLOGY (S-059) 
LASER RANGING RETRO-REFLECTOR (S-078) 
SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION (S-080) 
S-BAND TRANSPONDER (CSM/LM) (S-164) 
DOWN-LINK BISTATIC RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF THE MOON (S-170) 
PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER (S-198) 
SOIL MECHANICS (S-200) 
GEGENSCHEIN FROM LUNAR ORBIT (S-178) 
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EXPERIMENT/SAMPLE PLANNED EVA ON LUNAR SURFACE STORAGE I~ ASCENT STAGE 
Contingency 1 Contingency Sample Left-hand Side Storage Compt. 
(0+50 min) Return Container Alternate - Interim Storage 
Assembly (ISA) 
Selected (Documented) 1 Prenumbered Teflon Bags SRC 1!1 
After ALSEP Heigh Bags 
Lunar Field Geology 
Football Size 2 Heigh Bags? ISA or Left-hand Side Storage 
Compt. 
Rock Chips 2 Prenumbered Teflon Bags/ SRC i/2 
I.Jeigh Bags 
Assorted 2 Prenumbered Teflon Bags/ SRC tl2 
i>1eigh Bags 
Environment (Taken 2 Special Environmental SRC #2 
from bottom of Sample Container (SESC) 
trench) 
Contaminated (Taken 2 SESC ISA 
from under LM) 
Gas Analysis Sample 2 Gas Analysis Sample SRC /12 
Container (Crew would 
prefer SESC) 
Magnetic Sample 2 Hagnetic Shield ISA 
Sample Container (MSSC) 
Core Tubes (6) 
Triple 2 Core Tubes SRC 1!2 
Double 2 Core Tubes SRC If 2 
Singel 2 Core Tubes SRC ft2 
Core Tube Bits (6) 2 Sample Bags/1-Jeigh Bag SRC#2 
Soil Mechanics/Fine- Heigh Bag Interim Storage Assembly (ISA) 
grained Fragmental 
Haterial JKg 
Additional Storage: Additional Stowage Bags (2) 
Apollo 14 Lunar Surfac~ Sa~piLS 
' 
AFUllO LUNAR SAfill.£ RAKE. STAJUS 
REQU I RfilfHT 
• LlJ'lAR PAKE RECCJlf'ENIITI S\4P rimiNG JLNE 22, 1970 
• RECP INITIATED Ul'JAR r1ISSIONS OFFICE JULY 1, 1970 
• LlJ~R SA!'PL£ RAKE FEASIBILITY ~ffiHKJ JULY 15, 1970 
• PRESENlBJ TO CONFIGURATION COfffffiL P~[L JLIL Y 25, 1970 
• CONFIGUPATION CONTROL BOARD DI!tCTI\IE ISSLED ALK;UST 8, 1970 
SCHEJJUl£ 
POOTOlYPE UN IT CDr'Pl£TI ON ~1E 
II:SIGN SEPID13ER 8, 1970 
FABRICATION SEPID'IDER 23, 1970 
EVALUATION OCTOBER 29, 1970 
FLI GfT I ID-1 
APOLlO 15 JftNUARY 15, 1971 
APOLlO 16 FEBRUARY 26, 1S71 
A 0 L L 0 1 4: T I t·1 E B R E A K D 0 W N F 0 R E V A # 1 
TASK LMP CDR 
HOUSEKEEPING (INCLUDES FLAG? ETC.) 1+48 1+48 
GENERAL PHOTOGRAPHY 0+07 0+12 
CONTINGENCY SAMPLE 0+05 
SOLAR WIND COLLECTOR 0+05 
LR3 OFFLOAD AND DEPLOYMENT 0+05 0+05 
ALSEP OFFLOAD? TRAVERSE AND DEPLOYMENT 1+51 1+20 
THLJY\PER DEADTIME 0+08 
TRAVERSE TO LM 0+04 0+04 i 
4+00 3+43 
TIME REMAINING FOR SAMPLING 0+15 0+32 
4+15 4+15 
A P 0 L L 0 1 4: TI~,1E B R E A K D 0 W N F 0 R E VA li 2 
TASK U'-1P CDR 
HOUSEKEEPING 1+07 1+07 
WALKING TIME DURING TRAVERSE 0+50 0+50 
LPM OFFLOAD, 1 POINT & 2 TRAVERSE READINGS 0+37 0+03 
SO I L ME CHAI'H CS 0+02 0+18 
TDS 0+10 
CORES (1 EACH 1-CORE, 2-CORE, 3-CORE) 0+29 0+29 () 
GENERAL PHOTOGRAPHY (PANS, ETC.) 0+07 0+06 Ul 
DISTANT POL. & COL. SURVEY (CONE CP..ATER) 0+03 
BOULDER ROLL I NG 0+02 0+02 
GAS, SPEC. ENVIRON. & MAG. SfiMPLES 0+15 0+15 
BAG OF FINES, LARGE ROCK 0+04 
CONTfiMINATED SAMPLE 0+03 0+03 
CLOSE-UP POL. & COL. SURVEY 0+09 0+09 
3+41 3+39 
TIME REMAINING FOR SAMPLING 0+34 0+36 
4+15 4+15 
T I M E A L L 0 T T E D T 0 M A J 0 R T A S K S 
ALSEP 
WALKING TIME DURING SECOND TRAVERSE 
LPM 
CORES 
SPECIAL SAfvlPLES 
GENERAL PHOTOGRAPHY 
COLLECTING SAfvlPLES: FIRST EVA 
SECOND EVA 
D U R I N G E V A'S 
3+19 
1+40 
0+40 
0+58 
0+45 
0+32 
0+47 
1+10 
S A M P L I N G S T R A T E G Y 
IF DOCUMENTED SAMPLES ARE TAKEN AS RAPIDLY AS POSSIBLE, A i1AXIMUM OF EIGHT 
ARE EXPECTED FROM THE FIRST EVA, AND ELEVEN FROM THE SECOND EVA. EACH 
SAMPLE MAY CONTAIN SEVERAL ROCKS, DEPENDING ON THE DISTRIBUTIO~l IN THE PHOTO 
FIELD OF VIEW. IT IS CLEAR THAT, WITHOUT EVA EXTENSIONS, THE MAXIMUM WEIGHT 
OF OOCLJv1ENTED ROCKS WHICH CAN BE RETURNED IS A Si!:ALL FRACTION OF THE 
CAPACITY OF THE SRC'S. 
CREW JUDGEMENT, ENHANCED BY STUDYING SAMPLES IN THE LM BETWEEN EVA'S, TAKING 
TIME TO STUDY STRATIGRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS, AND EFFICIENT COMMUNICATIONS WITH 
THE SSR, CAN INCREASE PROBABILITY OF SELECTING ROCKS FROM MARE IMBRILJv1. ON 
THE OTHER HAND, PROBABILITY OF RETURNING DEEP OR SHOCKED IMBRIUM ROCKS AND 
STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESULTS MAY BE INCREASED BY SAMPLING MAXIMUM 
NUMBER. WHAT IS THE TRADEOFF BETWEEN THESE STRATEGIES? 
. 
PHOTOGRAPHIC OBJECTIVES FOR THE LUNAR SURFACE CLOSEUP STEREO CAMERA 
1. SURFACE PATTERNS 
a. Small grooves and other unusual surface striation patterns 
smaller than the camera field of view 
b. Ground that is patterned with small craters, described by the 
Apollo 12 crew as like "raindrop depressions after a light 
shower" 
c. Changes in surface color or texture, suggesting that gases or 
liquids have come from the interior 
2. ROCK SURFACE 
a. B.ock textures in rocks too large to be returned 
b. Views of fissures, apparent cleavage planes, structure suggest-
ing bedding crystallization, holes, junction lines between two 
different substances 
c. Rocks showing color or albedo differentiation 
3. CRATERS 
a. Small craters found in rocks and in the fine grain surface 
material 
b. The surface, bottoms and the ejecta blanket of small and medium 
sized craters 
c. Glazed areas and features observed in conjunction with craters 
4. ROCK-SOIL JUNCTION 
a. Fillets banked against rocks on the uphill and downhill sides 
on sloping surfaces 
b. Fillets banked around rocks on flat surfaces 
c. "Normal" ground adjacent to the fillet that is photographed 
Enclosure 7 
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5. UlilliSTURBED SURFACE 
a. Any contact between different appearing materials, if contact 
is sufficiently small to be in field of view of camera, such as 
between the light material just under darker material as at 
head crater in Apollo 12 
b. Photograph distinct types of soil 
c. The surface not swept by the descent engine 
6. DISTURBED SURFACE 
a. Surface swept by the exhaust of the descent engine 
b. Area under LM descent stage 
c. Photor;raph any flat surface on LM, rock box, etc., that has an 
adhering layer of dust 
'(. ~;OIL MECHA.LIJICS 
a. Photograph surface in undisturbed state and again after 
(1) Stepping on it 
(2) Scraping off a very thin layer 
b. In connection with the hand excavated trench, photograph 
(l) Bottom of the trench 
(2) Surface pile of excavated material 
c. Photograph the track left by the l-1ET 
8. 1HSCELLA.LIJEOUS 
a. Document, when feasible, the large scale features surrounding 
the CSC photograph with a Hasselblad photograph 
b. Orient the camera in same direction, for example into or away 
from sun, or north, etc. 
Enclosure 7a 
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E'..JA 1 APOLLO 14 TIMELINE 
10 20 30 40 50 1 +(j 1+10 1+20 1+30 
I I 
MET ET-5 TRAI;SFER S-BAND DEPLOY -S>'IC FLI\G Ll·I + SIT: r~z·r 
OFF- TV DEPLOY DEPLC' PHOTl' DEPLOY H~SPECT DEPLC 
CDR DEPRESS EGRESS FAM LOAD PHOTO 
'--
:EG- FAt•I ,ri("' \..~0 S-EA:m TP~ -.~.......;J.l._) FLI\G TV P.I\IJ I~ lET 
GRESS COLLECTIO~T SvJITCH OFF- "!JEPLOY SITE DEPLOY 
ASSIST CDR LeAD DEPLOY 
-~ 
1+40 1+50 2+0 2+10 2+20 2+30 2+40 2+50 3+0 
I I J LR...) ALSEP OFFLOAD ALSEP SITE ALSEP P~-3E SU::SEI~LD ALSEP' PSE 
TRAVERS I· S1JR\/EY SY~:Jl'Eivl OF?- DEPl.OY AITTEI~;IP1 DEPLOY DEPLOY 
D CDR IIIT::;:RCO~\H"EC'J LOAD I:TSTALL 
ALSEP OFFLOAD ALSEP SITE ALSEP THUM/ r•TORTAR PACK SIDE/CCIG GEOFt-IOI'\E 
LMP TRAV"ERJr SURVEY SYSTEM GEOP & CPLt~E DEPLOY DEPLOY 
INTERCONNEC" OFF- DEPLOY 
LO.AD 
-i+lO 3+20 3+}J 3+40 3+50 4--rO 4+10 
1 I 
ALSEP SAMPLES COLLECTION RE':'URi: EVA CL0
1 I 
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SRC COST - APOLLO 15 THROUGH 19 
SRC PREPARATION UNION CARBIDE LRL TOTAL 
1 SRC VACUUM 
2 SRc•s VENTED 
lOOK 36K 136K 
2 SRC'S VACUUM 
1 SRC VENTED 
1 08K 60K l68K 
3 SRC'S VACUUM ll7K 89K 206K () 
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~i-4 EVA r.fltv\E FOR -7 ~)LSS 
OPTION 1 
-7 PLSS 
ALSEP 
OVERHEAD 
TRAVERSE 
2:10 
2:00 
2:50 ~, 
1:10 , 
-2:20 
7:00 3:30 
OPTION 2 
-7 PLSS 
ALSEP 
OVERHEAD 
TRAVERSE 
2:10 
4:50 --
2:10 
1:10 
:10 -
7:00 3:30 
NOTE: 1. PLSS CONSUMABLE ANALYSIS BASED ON AN AVERAGE METABOLIC 
RATE OF 1050 BTU/HR INDICATES THESE DURATIONS ARE CON-
SERVATIVE AND rf',AY BE EXTENDED 30 MINUTES DURING THE 
MISSION BASED ON REAL TIME CONSUMABLE DATA. 
2. EVA-2 FOR THE -7 PLSS IS LIMITED BECAUSE OF LM-9 OXYGEN 
SYSTEM PRESSURE LIMITATIONS. 
OBJECTIVE: 
SOIL MECHANICS EXPERIMENT S-200 
USE RESULTS OF: 
REAL TlllJ.E OBSERVATIONS 
PHOTOGRAPHIC RECORDS 
SIMPLE ON-SITE TESTS 
TESTS ON RETURNED LUNAR SAMPLES 
SIMULATION STUDIES 
FOR DETERMINATION OF: 
PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 
- DENSITY 
- FRICTION 
- COHESION 
- POROSITY 
COMPRESSIBILITY 
- TEXTURE 
VARIATIONS OF PROPERTIES WITH DEPTH 
AND LOCATION 
Enclosure 13 
SIGNIFICANCE 
SCIENCE: 
DEVELOP UNDERSTANDING OF: 
LUNAR SURFACE MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 
VARIABILITY 
LUNAR SURFACE PROCESSES 
INFLUENCES OF LOW GRAVITY AND VACUUM ON SOIL BEHAVIOR 
ENGINEERING: 
IMPROVE THE LUNAR SURFACE MODEL USED FOR ANALYSIS OF 
SUBSEQUENT LUNAR SURFACE OPERATIONS: 
ASTRONAUT MOBILITY 
LUNAR ROVING VEHICLES 
EMPLACED SCIENTIFIC STATIONS 
STORAGE CHAMBERS 
SHELTERS 
Enclosure l3a 
S'l'RESS 
__________ _!_ 
SELF-RECOP~ING CONE PENETROMETER 
USES: 
l. DETERMINATION OF PROPERTY VARIATION WITH DEPTH 
NON-HOMOGENEITIES IN THE SOIL PROFILE .ARE REFIJECTED IN THE 
PENETROMETER STRESS-PENETRATION CURVE: 
2. DETERlvliNATION 0}' PA,PJiMETE:f~S NEEI:ED FOR EVAUJATION OF UW 
PEHFORMANCE 
A MEASlf.fo:E CiF THE SCJIL PENE1'IiATICN HESISTANCE IS USEJ IN TILAFFIC-
ABILITY ANALYSES TO PH EDICT VEHir'LE PEHFORMAJ''l"CE 1Tl'IT1ill V JIJU 1RJS 
CONDITIONS. 
3. DETERMINATION OF BASIC MECHANICAL PROPERTIES TJlliOUGH CORRELATION 
COMPRESSIBILITY, STRENGTH, AND STRESS-STRAIN PARAMETERS HAVE BEEN 
CORRELATED WITH CONE AND PLATE PENETRNriON RESISTANCE FOF SIMU-
LATED LTJNAR SOIL OF A SPECIFIED PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION. 
SIJULAR LABORATORY TESTS ON RETURNED LU:N.AR SOIL MAY BE EXPECTED 
TO PROVIDE A BASIS FOR PREDICTING THESE BASIC PRCPER'riES FROM 
MEASURED PENE'I'RATION RESISTANCE. 
Enclosure l3b 
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REQUIREMENTS 
1. FORCE VS. DEPTH OF PENETRATION RECORD 
2. DATA RANGES AND ACCURACIES 
FORCE 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
- DOUBLE CONCENTRIC SPRING MEASUREMENT 
- 15 POUNDS FORCE AT 3/4 of FULL DEFLECTION 
- 35 POUNDS FORCE AT FULL DEFLECTION 
- LOAD REPEATABILITY SHALL BE ± 1% OF FULL 
SCALE RECORDING DRUM ROTATION 
PENETRATION SENSITIVITY 
+ 0.25 INCH FOR CONES 
- ± 0.10 INCH FOR PLATES 
RECORD CAPACITY 
- 48 READINGS 
TEST DEVICES 
CONES 
- 30° Bi 0.2, 0.5, 1.0 AND 2.0 SQUARE INCH 
PLATES 
- 1" X 5" AND 0.5" X 2.5" 
SHAFT 
- CONE BASE DIAMETER > SHAFT SIZE 
DEPTH MARKINGS ON SHAFT, IF ALUMINUM 
RECORDING DRUM RETURN, WITH PROTECTION 
HAND OPERATED 
SELF-CON'I'AINED 
ATTACH TO HAND TOOL EXTEiifSION HANDLE 
Enclosure 13c 
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l. 
C) 
L • 
DESIGN AND OPERATION FEATURES 
FORCE - PENETRATION CURVES ARE RECORDED WITH A STYLUS WHICH 
BEARS AGAINST A ROTATING DRUM. 
AFTEH EACH READING THE ASTRONAUT MANUALLY ROTATES AN INDF.JCING 
RING ON THE OUTSIDE OF THE RECORDING UNIT, THEREBY ADVANCING 
THE STYLUS TO A NEW POSITION ON THE RECORDING DHUM. 
3. EXTRA CONES AIID/OR PLJ\TES AHE STORED IN A SMALL UNIT WHICH 
WILIJ ALLOW EXCHA.l\lGE OF COI'iJES WITHOUT JIJEED FOR THE ASTHONAWL' 
TO TOUCH THE CONES. 
!1-. WEIGHT: 
OUTBOUND - 5 POUNDS MA.XIMTJ1v! 
INBOUND - 2 POUNDS MAXIMUM 
5. LENGTH: 
IF CONSTRUCTED AS ONE UNIT, ABOUT 43 INCHES. 
IF CONSTRUCTED AS 'IWO illUTS, ABOUT 12 INCHES FOR RECORDITTG UNI'r 
AND ABOUT 31 INCHJ~S FOR SHAFTo 
Enclosure 13d 
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LUNAR ORB.IT Al EXPERIMENTS 
MISSION ASSIGNMENTS 
APOLLO 
14 15 16 17 18 19 
S-158 MULTI-SPECTRAL PHOTOGRAPHY X 
S-176 
S-177 
S-178 
CM WINDOW METEOROID 
UV PHOTOGRAPHY-EARTH & MOON 
GEGENSCHEIN PHOTOGRAPHY 
CM PHOTOGRAPHY 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
p 
X 
X 
X X X 
S-160 
S-161 
S-162 
S-164 
S-164 
S-164 
S-165 
GAMMA-RAY SPECTROMETER 
X-RAY FLUORESCENCE 
ALPHA PARTICLE SPECTROMETER 
CSM S-BAND TRANSPONDER 
LM S-BAND TRANSPONDER 
SUBSATELLITE S-BAND TRANSPONDER 
MASS SPECTROMETER 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X = SCHEDULED 
P = PROPOSED . 
APOLLO 
S-169 FAR UV SPECTROMETER 
14 15 16 17 18 19 
X X 
S-170 BI-STATIC RADAR X X 
S-171 IR SCANNING RADIOMETER X X 
trJ 
:::> 
0 
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SHADOWS/BOUNDARY LAYER 
X X 
f---J 
0 
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PANORAMIC CAMERA 
lUNAR ORBITAl EXPERIMENTS 
MISSION ASSIGNMENTS {CONT) 
(1) COMBINED EM SOUNDER AND SOUNDING RADAR EXPERIMENTS (STUDY UNDERWAY). IF BOTH 
THE LUNAR SOUNDER AND THE 24-INCH PANORAMIC CAMERA CANNOT FLY ON APOLLO 19 
BECAUSE OF VOLUME RESTRICTIONS, THE CAMERA WILL BE DELETED. 
X = SCHEDULED 
P = PROPOSED 
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Purpose 
REVISED MRD - PREPARED BY SWP SUBGROUP 
MISSION H-3 
SAMPLE COLLECTION, DOCUMENTATION, 
AND STUDY OF SURFACE MORPHOLOGY 
Conducted by Apollo Field Geology Experiment Team 
(S-059), in conjunction with the Science Working 
Panel reoresenting the requirements of Principal 
Investigators chosen for sample analysis and study. 
DRAFT 
To obtain a better understanding of the nature and develooment of 
the Fra Mauro area in the central lunar highlands, and the processes which 
have modified the highlands surface, through the study of documented lunar 
topographic features and returned lunar samples. 
The functional test objectives in order of priority are as follows: 
FTO 1) Examine, describe, photograph and collect lunar rock and 
soil samples for return to earth. 
FTO 2) Examine, describe and photograph field relationships (such 
as shape, size, range, patterns of alignment or distribution) 
of all accessible types of lunar topographic features. 
Test Conditions 
FTO 1). This overall objective can be subdivided into several more 
specific tasks: 
A. To obtain samples that represent different morphologic 
and petrologic features within the landing area: for 
example, samples from a large fresh crater, a small 
-2-
fresh blocky crater, and a subdued crater, and a 
collection of all rocks that are present in a selected 
area of relatively flat surface (the comprehensive 
sample area). The localities and associations of these 
samples are to be reconstructed from documentary 
ohotographs. 
B. To obtain several large rocks, collected with photographic 
documentation that makes it nossible to reconstruct their 
exact orientation on the lunar surface. 
l) At least one large, roughly e~uidimensional rock 
about 6-8 inches on a side (football size) preferably 
showinq clear evidence of erosion. 
2) Several smaller roughly equidimensional rocks (at 
least 5 in number) in the size range 3-6 inches on 
a side, representing various stages of erosional 
rounding. 
C. To obtain the following special soil sa~oles: 
l) One trinle len~th core tube sample, one double 
length core tube sample, and one single length core 
tube sample. 
2) 
~ A~kilogram soil sample collected from the comore-
hensive sample area. 
3) Soil samples collected from the bottom, top and 
wall of a trench. 
! 
D. 
-3-
To obtain the following samples, collected in special 
containers: 
1) A vacuum~sealed subsurface soil sample collected 
far away from the LM. 
2) A vacuum-sealed surface soil sample collected 
from underneath the LM. 
3) A vacuum-sealed surface rock sample collected far 
away from the LM. 
4) A surface rock sample packaged in a magnetically 
shielded container. 
Test Conditions 
FTO lA) Geologic samples along the traverse will be photograph-
ically documented and collected. Smaller specially 
selected samples will be placed individually in prenumbered 
bags and the bags placed in the sample return container. 
Samples too large to fit in the bags will be stored loose 
in the SRC or in the weigh bag. These samples will be 
obtained from each of the major geological sites on the 
traverse. The following kinds of samples are required: 
1 In each sample site the exoosed rocks and soil will be 
examined for variations in color, texture, shape and 
degree of rounding, and possible mineral composition 
where obvious differences occur. Samoles of the differ-
ent types l'llill be collected. Where rocks are too large 
to be collected, it will be highly desirable to remove 
chips by chipping or prying from the large rocks· The 
number and location of chips to be taken will be determined 
by rock texture, mineralogy, and structure. 
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• Samples which appear to represent local bedrock collected 
from around blocky .. rimmed craters, including the largest 
blocky-rimmed crater accessible in the landing site area. 
• Comprehensive sample area collection: a flat region uo 
to 100 square feet in area will be selected to obtain all 
rocks occurring within this samoling site. All rocks 
larger than l/2 inch in diameter visible on the surface 
of the comrrehensive samrle area will be collected and 
placed in a sinqle bag. Additional bags m~y be used if 
a single ba~ is inadeouate. Rocks too hig to be bagged 
may be stored loose in the SRC or the wei~h ba~. The 
size of the comorehensive samole area will be deoendent 
on astronaut assessment of the task. 
In addition, the following samoles are highly desirable: 
• Diametric sampling of a fresh crater in relatively flat 
territory, to include 7 soil-plus-rock samples. Samples 
will be collected from the followin1 locations: one 
crater diameter outward from the crater rim; one-half 
crater diameter outward from the crater rim; the crater 
rim: the crater center; the diametrically opposite crater 
rim; one-half crater diameter outward from this crater 
rim. Samples will be placed in numbered bags. Full 
photo~raphic documentation is not required, but it would 
be highly desirable to obtain partial photographic documen-
tation in the form of two partial pans of the sampling 
area. 
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• chips from a rock too large to be 
in 
ground if coming from 
the large rock. to be taken, by 
chipoinq or number 
and be taken will be 
texture, mineralogy, and structure. 
Each of the above samples, if size permits, will be placed 
in a separate rrenumbered sample bag whose identify vdll be 
called out at the time the sample is placed in the bag. 
The magnetic sample container may be substituted for a 
sample bag at the discretion of the crew. If it is used in 
this way, it is highly desirable that this sample should 
' 7 
c:/VLe v:-D 6/(. ' 
consist of one breccia and magnetic sample. Additional 
samples judged by the crew to be of particular interest 
1t1ill be stowed loose in the SRC or in the weigh bag. At 
the discretion of the crew, near the end of the available 
sampling time, additional samples will be placed in any 
remaining volume of the SRC available for samples, and in 
the weigh bags, to maximize the amount of material returned. 
The priority of these additional samples in descending order 
is as follows: 
1 Small rocks (similar in size to bagged documented rocks}. 
1 Rock chips (up to approximately one inch in diameter). 
1 Soil. 
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Sin~le geologic samnles will he ohotogranhically documented 
to show their orientation on the lunar surface and to show 
their relationshin to geologic features on the lunar sur-
face such as other rocks, craters, fillets, and lineaments. 
The fo ll wi nq procedure \vi ll be used: 
1 Position onomon down-sun from the samnle. 
• Three photographs will be taken before sampling. One 
ohotograph will be taken down-sun at a distance of 
ll feet. A stereo-oair will be taken cross-sun at a 
distance of 7 feet. 
1 T1·10 nhotograDhs v.Jill be taken after samolinCJ. One cross-
sun nhotoqraph of the sampled area will be taken at a 
distance of 7 feet. A localization photograph will be 
taken approximately cross-sun at a distance of 15 feet 
and will include some identifiable landmark or object. 
FTO 18) The large rock samoles may be collected at anv noint on the 
traverse and may be used to 
• The larqe equidimensional 
a relatively flat area. 
satisfy FTO lA as well. 
(foc1"hd/ ~">ILe) 
rockAshould be collected from 
It should be a crystalline rockJ 
if this characteristic can be distinguished. It is 
highly desirable that this rock be partially buried at 
the time of collection. 
• The ~maller rocks (3-6 inches on a side) should include 
examnles of the most angular and the most rounded rocks 
., 
. 
;; 
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observed on the surface. If crystalline rocks and 
breccias can be distinguished, most of these rocks should 
be of the crystalline type. 
In addition, the following samples are highly desirable: 
t The large equidimensional rock and some of the smaller rocks 
should have fillets associated with them, preferably fillets 
which surround the entire rock. In at least one case (and 
more if timeline constraints permit), after photographing 
the fi 11 et and rock all the way around the rock with the 
Hasselblad Electric Data Camera, a sample of the fillet 
should be taken along with the rock. Care should be 
exercised to sample just the fillet material and not the 
deeper soil under the fillet. The fillet material should 
be placed separately in a prenumbered bag. 
t A second large, roughly equidimensional rock 6-8 inches 
on a side . 
These large rock samples will be documented to show their 
exact orientation on the lunar surface; in particular, it 
will be necessary to determine how they were oriented with 
respect to the sun and the lunar vertical. The following 
procedure will be used: 
1 Position ~nomon down-sun from the sample. 
1 Three photographs will be taken before samrling. One 
photograph will be taken down-sun at a distance of 
11 feet. A stereo-pair will be taken cross-sun at a 
distance of 7 feet. 
---' 
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1 Two Photographs will be taken after sampling. One cross-
sun photograph of the sampled area will be taken at a 
distance of 7 feet. A localization ohotograph will be 
taken approximately cross-sun at a distance of 15 feet 
and will include some identifiable landmark or object. 
FTO lC) 1. The core tube soil samples will be collected from 
nlaces that rerresent different occurences of layering in 
the lunar surface material, as follows: 
1 A triple core tube sample of an intercrater area (between 
craters) at a distant point on the traverse. It is 
desirable that this core be taken in the vicinity of the 
Soil Mechanics trench. The core tube bit will be 
individually bagged and stored in the SRC. 
1 A double core tube samole of a multiple layer area (such 
as the bottom of a subdued crater). 
In addition, the following samnle is highly desirable: 
• A single core tube at a tarqet of opportunity, e.g., 
natterned ground or a mound. 
Photographic documentation of core tube sample locations 
will be as follows: .. ' 
1 Place anomon near core tube. 
• A cross-sun stereo-pair of the core tube in contact with 
the lunar surface will be taken from a distance of 7 feet 
with 7 foot focus. 
.. 
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1 A localization photograph including the core tube and 
horizon will be taken from a distance of 15 feet with 
74 foot focus. 
The serial number and order of multiple core tubes will be 
reoorted. The multiple core tubes will be separated and 
stored in the sample return container. 
2. A 4 kilogram soil sample will be taken from within the 
comprehensive sample area and placed in a single bag whose 
identity wi 11 be called out when it is fi "11 ed. The standard 
photographic documentation procedure carried out at the 
comprehensive sample area will suffice for this sample as 
well. 
3. Separate soil samples will be taken from the bottom, 
side, and top of a trench in the lunar surface material, at ----..... 
a location far away from the LM. The samples will be placed 
in prenumbered bags whose identities will be called out 
when the bags are filled. The samples should include both 
soil and small rocks, if encountered. The Soil Mechanics 
trench mav be used for these samoles. The sample area will 
' 
be documented photographically in the same manner as the 
Soil Mechanics trench photography. If the Soil Mechanics 
..........___. 
trench is used, photographs taken in support of that experi-
ment will suffice. 
- l 0-
FTO lD) l. A lunar environment soil sample will be collected at 
least 300 feet from the L~ from the bottom of a trench. 
The trench will be a minimum of eight inches deea (the 
Soil Mechanics trench may be used). It is highly desirable 
that the trench not be located under the LM flight path. 
It is highly desirable that the excavation be as deep as 
'lossible within timeline constraints, cre1·1 caoability, or 
until an impenetrable stratum is encountered. The sample 
will be sealed in a special environment samnle container 
(SESC) vJhose identitv i2_ called out at the time _t_h~_ con-
tainer i2_ filled, and placed in the sample return container. 
The samnle area will be documented photographically in the 
same manner as the Soil Mechanics trench ohotography. If 
the sample is taken from the Soil Mechanics trench, Photo-
graphs taken in support of that experiment will suffice. 
2. An exhaust-contaminated sample of lunar soil will be 
collected from under the LM with the small scoop and sealed 
in an SESC whose identity will be called out~ the time the 
container is filled. The container will be stored in the 
ISA. The material in the top layer of surface material is 
of orimary interest. It is highly desirable that sufficient 
sample material be collected to fill the SESC. If the 
material under the LM is too hard to be collected with the 
small scoop, the samole shall not be collected. 
In addition, the following samples are highly desirable: 
: 
FTO 2) 
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3. A gas analysis rock sample, of lunar surface material 
as free of soil as possible, will be collected at least 
300 feet from the LM. The sample material may be glass 
spherules, glass-splattered rocks, or combinations of 
different kinds of rocks. The sample will be sealed in an 
SESC whose identity wi 11 be ca 11 ed out at the time the 
container is filled, and placed in the sample return 
container. It is highly desirable that the SESC be filled 
with the samnle material. The sample will be Photograph-
ically documented in accordance with the procedure identi-
fied in FTO lA for single documented sample photography. 
If the sample is taken in a documented sample area, photo-
graphs taken of that area will suffice. 
4. Two residual magnetic rock samples from the lunar 
surface will be collected at least 300 feet from the LM 
and placed in the magnetically shielded sample container. 
The container will be stored in the ISA. If they can be 
distinguished, one each of a breccia and a crystalline 
rock should be collected for this sample. The samples will 
be photographically documented in accordance with the 
procedure identified in FTO lA for single documented sample 
ohotography. 
Lunar surface features and field relationships will be 
examined, described, and photograohically documented. Such 
features and relationships include: 
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t Surface patterns of small grooves or linear features. 
t Rock surfaces that show textures and structures too 
large to be returned. 
• Craters that show the range of size, freshness, and 
degradation. 
t Rock-soil junctions such as fillets that are banked 
against rocks. 
t Disturbed and undisturbed surface material. 
Small examoles of these features will be documented 
accordina to the procedures for sin9le sample documentation 
in FTO 1. Large examoles will be documented simply by 
extending the amount of stereo photography. 
In addition to the above, it is highly desirable that the 
following photographs be taken with the Lunar Surface 
Close-uo Camera (LSCC): 
1. Patterned Ground. 
a) Small grooves or other linear features smaller than 
the camera field-of-view. 
b) Ground that is patterned with small craters like 
"raindrop depressions" after a light shower. 
2. Fillets banked against rocks (also see FTO lB). 
3. "Normal" ground adjacent to fillet that is photographed. 
4. Rock textures in rocks too large to be returned. 
5. Surface where swept by the descent engine. 
.. 
' 
6. Surface similar to item 51 except not swept by the 
descent engine. 
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7. Any contact between different-appearing materials, if 
contact is sufficiently small to be in the field-of~ 
view of the camera, such as between light material 
1 ~arker material. 
The location of each LSCC photograph will be documented and 
the LSCC frame number reported. The camera orientation will 
be documented for items l, 2, 5, and 7 above. The Hasselblad 
Electric Data camera nositioned 10 feet away from the LSCC, 
\vill be used to take stereo pairs of the "footprint" made by 
the LSCC. This will permit both location and extrapolation 
of LSCC information on the Hasselblad photograph. 
Large areas of the landing site are to be documented by 
oanoramic photography as follows: 
Up to twelve sets of panoramic photographs will be taken. 
Each set will consist of at least 12 photographs, over-
lapoed to orovide 360-degree coverage. The far-field (74 
foot) detent will be used for all panoramic ohotographs. 
The astronaut will aim the Hasselblad Electric Data Camera 
so that the horizon will appear near the top of each 
photograph. 
Three sets of panoramic photographs will be taken in the 
immediate proximity of the LM (i.e., at locations 
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approximately 20 feet from LM quad 2, from LM quad 3, and 
the LM +Z strut}. Up to nine additional panoramics of 
areas of interest and prominent distant features will be 
taken during the traverse. These photographs will be 
based on the following criteria and as defined in the 
Photographic and Television Procedures Plan and Lunar 
Surface Procedures Document. 
t Geological features of scientific interest along the 
planned traverse. 
t From high elevation points along the traverse from which 
the unobstructed horizon can be seen. 
1 Items of crew interest. 
The following polarimetric and colorimetric photography 
is hiahly desirable and, for efficiency, can be combined 
with the documentation for sample areas described in 
FTO 1. 
Near-field ohoto oolarimetric measurements will be obtained 
to provide local calibration data. The film data will 
provide new 11 in situ 11 measurements of the photometric 
oroperties of the fine-grained material and rock fragments 
and will provide stereo-coverage of the samole area. 
following procedure will be used: 
1 Locate an area of several rocks. 
The 
/ 
• Place gnomon beside rocks wh~re it cs clearly visible) 
L~,-rl be (H t:uwcru pc:v 
i 
l 
f 
l 
• LMP takes a 70 mm picture of the area down-sun (10 
degree phase angle) at 10 feet, f/11, l/250. 
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1 CDR, with 70 mm camera attaches polarizing filter, sets 
f/5.6 camera aperture, l/125 shutter, and 7 foot focus. 
Takes one picture through each of the three filter 
positions at a ohase angle of 90 degrees. Repeats 
ptcttfure sequence at phase angles of 110 and 130 degrees 
(total of 9 pictures through filter). Removes polarizing 
filter. 
1 At least four rock samnles will be collected from the 
rock area which has been photographed. 
1 LMP takes a 70 mm picture of the collection site down-
sun at 10 feet, f/11, 1/250. 
Distant photo polarimetric measurements will be obtained 
of an area such as a rocky area or an inn~--~~~ \'Ia 11 
(crater diameter will be greater than 12 meters) by taking 
a picture of such an area at least 12 meters from the 
crewman through each filter position. The following 
orocedure will be used: 
• Select far-field area of interest and maneuver to about 
cross-sun so that the central area is observed at a 
phase angle between 50 and 130 degrees . 
CDR, with the 70 mm camera attaches polarizing filter to 
camera lens, moves filter control to left-most position, 
sets camera aperture to f/5.6, and shutter to 1/125, and 
focus to 74 feet. 
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Takes three pictures of the field of interest through the 
filter, moving the filter control between pictures from 
the left oosition, to center position, and then to right 
position. Does not change f/stop and shutter soeed between 
nictures taken during a polarization sequence. 
Maneuvers to about 20 degrees down-sun from first nosition 
such that the same area is viewed at a rhase an~le 20 degrees 
different from the phase angle used for the first series of 
nhoto9ranhs nnd rereats above two stens. 
The close-un nhoto colorimetric survev will be obtained by 
the followin~ procedures: 
t Select a rocky area with different color materials. 
1 Place the color chart next to a rock that is larger 
than chart ~ith the chart facing directlv uo-sun and 
olace gnomon close to samrles to be taken. 
1 CDR, with 70 mm camera, takes one photo down-sun at 
7 feet, f/ll*, moves to 45 degrees from down-sun and 
takes another ohoto at 7 f/ll. 
*Note: On first survey for each position, CDR takes 
three additional rhotos at f/16, f/8, and f/5.6. 
• Collect at least four samples, retrieve and stow color 
chart (if chart is to be used again). 
1 L~P takes 70 mm photo down-sun 7 feet, f/ll. 
1 Reoeat above steps for any unusual appearing rocks or 
fine-grained materials as time and observation permit. 
FTO 1) 
FTO 2) 
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Additional photographs of lunar surface sample areas and 
of the samnles will be obtained without use of the polarizing 
filter or ohotometric charts. Details of these nhotograohic 
requirements are as shown in the Photographic and Television 
Procedures Plan. 
The position of the landed LM will be determined in real-
time by the following techniques: 
1 LM position as indicated with the LM RR locked onto the 
CSM, and with the CSM tracking the control landmark. 
1 LM oosition as determined by use of the LM alignment 
optical telescone and the direction portion of the gravity 
vector. 
1 LM position as determined by the O~P using the sextant or 
the scanning telescope. 
• The LM position as indicated by PGNCS. 
• The LM position as indicated by AGS. 
1 Crew observations during the descent phase and after 
landing are highly desirable. Lunar features will be 
related to area maps carried in the LM. 
Success Criteria 
FTO 1) Verbally and photographically documented samnles will be 
collected, placed in the proper containers, and returned 
with the film data to the LRL. 
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FTO 2) Lunar surface features shall be observed, described and 
Evaluation 
FTO 1) 
photographed and the film data shall be returned to the LRL. 
Samples will be returned to the LRL for preliminary study 
by the LSPET. These investigations will be conducted in 
the LRL at MSC. the LSPET shall provide a complete catalog 
of all returned samrles and distinguishing characteristics 
of these samples to MSC for use in distribution to samole 
Principal Investigators, who will make further investiga-
tions in their own laboratories. 
FTO 2) The Principal Investigator and the Field Geology Team will 
locate returned samQles and emplaced instruments on photo-
graphs and traverse maps. They will integrate geological 
information obtained from the transcript of voice communi-
cation, from debriefing of the crew, from all photographs, 
and from the pre 1 imina ry ex ami nation of the returned 
samples. 
Data Reauirements 
1) Telemetry measurements 
Measurement 
Number Description TM Mode Priori tv 
CG 0001 V ComDuter Digital Data 40-bits PCMD+ 2 r~* 
GG 0001 X PGNS Downlink Data (to TM) PCM 1 M** 
GI 0001 X AGS Downlink Data (to TM) PCM HD*** 
: 
y 
/ 
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*Required for periods when the CSM tracks the control landmark after LM 
landing and when the CSM tracks the LM at the landing site. 
**Required from initiation of POI through touchdown, during the first 
H1U fine alignment after touchdown, during the period when the Lunar 
Surface Navigation Program (P22) is accomplished, and during the period 
when the PGNCS Lunar Surface Align Program (P57) is performed. 
***Required for initiation of PDI through touchdown until the AGS Lunar 
Surface Gyro calibration is performed. 
2) Astronaut Loqs or Voice Records: 
a) Comments and identification of samples and photographs. 
b) Records of where samrles were obtained (location and depth). 
c) Geologic observations of lunar surface. 
3) Still Photograohs: 
Photographs of lunar surface sam~le areas and of the samples as 
defined in the Photograrhic and Television Procedures Plan for 
this mission to include: 
Photographs of the samples and 
• At least four photographs of 
individual sample areas.~ 
each soecific samole. The 
I . 
mandatory photographs of the individual sample areas v.Jill 
include two cross-sun (stereo pair), one down-sun before 
retrieving the samole, and one cross-sun after retrieving 
the samole. 
• A fifth photograph to show the location of the general 
samole area with respect to the LM or some prominent 
feature. 
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b) Near-field and distant polarimetri~ surveys. (HD) 
c) Near-field colorimetric survey. (HD) 
d) Three sets of oanoramic ohotographs near the u~. (M) 
e) Uo to nine sets of panoramic photograohs taken durinl) the 
traverse. 
o At least one oanorama per major site as identified in the 
Lunar Surface Procedures Document. 
o Remainder of Danoramas are highly desirahle. 
f) Photograohs taken by the LSCC. 
']) Contin')enC'' SarnDling Photograohy. 
5) Sequence Photogranhs from the Data Acquisition Ca~era. 
a) Descent to touchdown. 
b) EVA activities. 
c) Ascent from lunar surface. 
6) Lunar Sa~nles 
7) Lunar surface TV; real-time and video tapes. 
( '·~) 
(HD) 
( HC) 
(HD) 
(HD) 
8) Postfli1ht evaluation of landed LM position on lunar surface.(M) 
9) Astronaut debriefinq data during ouarantine oeriod. (r~) 
10) Annotated ohotomaos returned from moon. (HD) 
11 ) RTCC Data: 
Location of the landed U~ as determined in real-time from the 
followin9: 
\ 
J 
l -
a) 
b.} 
c) 
d) 
e) 
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Rendezvous radar and CSM SXT tracking data. (M) 
LM alignment opti_ca 1 telescope and Ute di.recti on portion 
of the gravity vector. (M) 
CMP using the CSM SXT. ( t~) 
As indicated by PGNCS. (r~) 
As indicated by AGS. (HD) 
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LUNAR FIELD GEOLOGY 
Background and Justification 
The fundamental objective of the Lunar Field Geology Experiment is 
to orovide data for use in the interpretation of the geologic history of 
the moon in the vicinity of the landing site. Apollo lunar landing missions 
offer the opnortunity to correlate carefully collected samples with a 
variety of observational data on at least the upper nortions of the mare 
basin filling and the lunar highlands, the two major geologic subdivisions 
of the moon. The nature and origin of the maria and hiqhlands will bear 
directly on the history of lunar differentiation and differentiation 
orocesses. Frofll the lunar bedrock, structure, land forms and snecial 
materials, information will be gained about the internal rJrocesses of the 
moon. The nature and origin of the debris layer, or regolith, and the 
land forms suoerimoosed on the maria and highland regions are a record of 
lunar history subsequent to their formation. This later history oredomi-
nately reflects the history of the extra-lunar environment. \~ithin and 
on the regolith, there will also be fllaterials that will aid in the under-
standing of geologic units elsewhere on the moon and the broader aspects 
of lunar history. 
The primary data for the Lunar Field Geology Experiment come from 
ohotogranhs, verbal data, and returned lunar sam~les. The value of 
ohotograohs taken according to specific procedures is, in general, that 
they supplement and illustrate crew commentary, they constitute a record 
of details not discussed by the crew and provide a framework for debriefing, 
and most importantly, they are records of a wealth of lunar surface infor-
mation that cannot be returned or adequately described by any other means. 
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In any Hasselblad picture taken from the lunar surface, as much as 
90 percent of the total image information may be less than 100 feet from· 
the camera, depending on topography and on how far the camera is depressed 
below horizontal. Images of distant surface detail are so foreshortened 
that they are difficult to interpret. Therefore, it is imrortant that 
oanoramas be taken at intervals during the traverse and at the farthest 
excursion of the traverse. This procedure will extend the hioh resolution 
ohotogranhic coverage to the areas examined and discussed by the astronaut, 
and will show the re9ional context of areas of soecific interest that have 
been discussed and ohotoqranhed in detail. 
The rolarizing filters, built into the LGEC stereo camera, will permit 
the measurement of the degree of polarization and orientation of the plane 
of polarization contained in light reflected from the lunar surface. Dif-
ferent lunar materials, i.e., fine-grained glass and/or fragments, strongly 
shocked rocks, slightly shocked rocks and shock-lithified fragmental materi-
al, have different nolarimetric functions, in other words, different polari-
metric "signatures." Comparison of the polarimetric function of known 
material, such as returned samples and close-up lunar surface measurements, 
with materials photograPhed beyond the traverse of the astronaut will allow 
the classification and correlation of these materials even though their 
textures are not resolvable. The polarimetric properties of lunar materials 
and rock types are a useful tool for correlation and geologic mapping of 
each landing site, and for extrapolation of qeologic data from site to site 
across the lunar surface. 
The Photometric chart carried on the tool carrier and the color filters 
built into the LGEC will be used to establish more accurate photometric and 
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colorimetric constants ("signatures") than is possible with the gnomon. 
The "in situ" photometric rroperties of both fine-grained materials and 
coarse rock frag~ents will serve as a basis for delineating, recognizing, 
describing, and classifying lunar materials. The ohotometric chart will 
be olaced in a picture at least once, and, if feasible whenever different-
annearinn lunar materials are encountered. Thus, the photometric chart 
'"i 11 be nhotoaraohed beside a reoresentative rock and if practical beside 
anv rock or fine-grained material 1vith unusual features. The ohotometric 
chart measurement ~a~ be combined with the documented samrle and oolari-
zatinn measurements. 
Documented samnle collection and geological observations of the 
lunar surface in mare areas were accomolished on Anollo 11 and 12, the 
orime landing site designated for Anollo mission 14 is Fra Mauro in the 
rough central highlands area. This site, in the center of the moon's 
face as seen from the earth, is of different geologic interest from the 
Aoo-lo 11 and 12 landing sites. It is expected that the crewmen will 
be able to insoect, document and collect lunar material which originally 
came from deeo inside the moon and was thrown out onto the lunar surface , 
durino the formation of the very large Imbrium crater. 
The Fra Mauro formation is a blanket of ejecta surrounding Mare 
Imbrium. The develooment of Mare Imbrium and related features, including 
the Fra Mauro formation, forms one of the focal points of lunar chronology. 
A mission to Fra Mauro is highly desirable to resolve questions concerning 
the chronologv of major events in lunar history, the nature of those events, 
and the comoosition of deen-seated materials. 
Previous Mission Exoeriments 
Experiment 
Number Title Mission 
S-059 Lunar Field Geology 11 
S-059 Lunar Field Geology 12 
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REPLY TO 
ATTN OF: 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77058 
OCT 2 9 1970 
TM 
MEMORANDUM TO: See attached list 
FROM Chairman, Science Working Panel 
SUBJECT Minutes of the Fourth Science Working Panel 
The fourth meeting of the Science Working Panel (SWP) composed of 
members of the surface working panel convened at Kennedy Space 
Center on October 20, 1970. The agenda and attendees were as shown 
in Enclosures l and 2. 
4.1 Introduction 
The meeting was opened by acting chairman, Richard A. Make. 
4.2 Apollo 14 
The entire SWP spent the morning and early afternoon 
Apollo 14 prime crew practicing the EVA #2 traverse. 
questions were asked concerning the EVA exercise and 
were resolved during the meeting. 
observing the 
Specific 
these questions 
There was considerable discussion on the Lunar Portable Magnetometer 
and the time required for the site and traverse measurements. The 
rolling up of the flat cable was awkward and a recommendation was 
made to look into other types of cables for Apollo 16. A question 
was asked concerning the third reading or second traverse reading of 
the Lunar Portable Magnetometer as to whether this reading would 
become higher priority as a result of information learned from the 
first two readings. Palmer Dyal stated that it is conceivable the 
first two readings might indicate conditions to increase the priority 
of this third reading. 
During the EVA exercise the crew was observed bagging the double core 
tube bit. The panel agreed that the double and single core tube bits 
would be highly desirable for biological sampling. 
ACTION: Document formally the request for the double and single core 
tube bits. - F. Herbert 
2 
Frank Herbert presented a list of the Apollo 14 experiments (Enclosure 3). 
The word "Investigation" should be added to the title of the Lunar 
Geology Investigation Experiment. 
ACTION: Add the word "Investigation" to title in Mission Requirements 
Document - F. Herbert 
The selected sample writeup is now a part of the Lunar Geology Investi-
gation writeup, and was taken out as a separate item. The approximately 
5 smaller rocks listed under mandatory samples (Enclosure 3a) are to be 
documented by photographs and if too large for the prenumbered bags will 
go in the weigh bag or the SRC. Emphasis was placed on the larger rocks 
rather than the full documentation in a prenumbered bag. 
ACTION: Clarify the MRD to reflect the above. - F. Herbert 
There was considerable discussion concerning the priority of the highly 
desirable sample list (Enclosure 3b) and when and where these items 
would be taken in the timeline. 
ACTION: Investigate the EVA extension time and how this time is to be 
used in relation to the highly desirable priority list. -
Swann, Pepin, Chapman and Herbert 
The single core tube which is a highly desirable item should be taken 
into a mound, fillet, or patterned ground area. 
ACTION: Change the MRD accordingly. - F. Herbert 
The comprehensive sample will be taken on EVA #1 and will be done 
during the Active Seismic Experiment thumping operation. The mortar 
package will not be armed immediately if there is an extension to the 
EVA and the crew is to come back to the Doublet area for investigation. 
The crew has stated that it is virtually impossible to pull this lan-
yard and hold the alignment of the mortar package. It was then recom-
mended by the panel that if the mortar package can be realigned, the 
astronaut should do so. However, if this cannot be done due to safety 
precautions, then is it possible to have a photograph of the mortar 
package showing the orientation after the lanyard has been pulled. 
The alignment of the geophone cable should ~e between South and South-
east of the Central Station with deployment to the south being the 
preferred direction. 
ACTION: What are the safety precautions of the mortar package after 
the lanyard has been pulled and will a photograph show the 
orientation of the mortar package with sufficient accuracy? -
R. Nute and P. Chapman 
ACTION: Change the ASE deployment to reflect the preferred geophone 
direction. - F. Herbert 
3 
The Apollo 14 timeline (Enclosure 4) was explained by Bob Nute. The 
contingency sample is now taken at 35 minutes in the timeline. This 
saves approximately 10 minutes but the Hasselblad camera will not be 
available for photo documentation. However, the area picked for the 
sample should be photographed from the LM during the general LM vicinity 
pictures. 
The Science Working Panel made the following recommendation: The Thermal 
Coating Degradation objective should be done as late in the timeline as 
possible and preferably in the extension period. 
Apollo 15 
The five landing points in the Hadley-Apennine area (Enclosure 5) were 
shown by Mr. J. Sevier. Points l and 5 are preferred from the scien-
tific world and Mr. Sevier was asking the panel if there was a strong 
preference for either site. He stressed that consideration should be 
given to a walking as well as a riding traverse in the Hadley site. 
The LRV delivery date is set for April 1, 1971; however, this may be 
delayed. The Apollo 15 launch might be delayed as much as 30 days in 
order to include the Rover. Mr. Sevier also pointed out if there was 
not a strong recommendation from the science community for either point 
l or 5, then ASPO would consider both sites from operational standpoints. 
Jim Head from Headquarters presented the pros and cons of sites l and 5 
(Enclosure 6). After considerable discussion there seemed to be a lean-
ing toward Point No. l; however, no clear cut recommendation for.Point 
l or 5 was made. 
ACTION: Traverse planning for Points l and 5 will continue. - R. Baldwin, 
USGS, Bellcomm 
Mr. R. Baldwin handed out a preliminary Apollo 15 writeup of the Lunar 
Geology and Soil Mechanics Experiment (Enclosures 7 and 8). 
ACTION: The SWP subgroup headed by Dr. Pepin is to review the Lunar 
Geology Investigation and return comments by October 30, 1970. 
Enclosure 9 is a summary of the Apollo 15 spacecraft weight status and 
includes the payload summary of the Lunar Roving Vehicle (LRV). 
Action items are due by November 23, unless otherwise noted. 
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APOLLO 14 EXPERIMENTS 
CONTINGENCY SAMPLE COLLECTION 
APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE 
LUNAR GEOLOGY INVESTIGATION 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF A CANDillATE EXPLORATION SITE 
CSM OXYGEN FLCM RATE 
LASER RANGING RETRO-REFLECTOR 
SOIL MECHANICS 
PORTABLE MAGNEI'OMEITER 
VISIBILITY AT HIGH SUN ANGLES 
MODULAR WUIPMENT TRANSPORTER EVALUATION 
SELENODETIC REFERENCE POINT UPDATE 
CSM ORBITAL SCIENCE PHGrOGRAPHY 
DOWNLINK BISTATIC RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF THE MOON 
EMU WATER CONSUMPI'ION MEASUREMENT 
TRANSEARTH LUNAR PHOTOORAPHY 
SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION 
THERMAL COATING DEGRADATION 
EVA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
GEGENSCHEIN FROM LUNAR ORBIT 
DIM LIGHT PHGrOGRAPHY 
S-BAND TRANSPONDER ( CSM/LM) 
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APOLLO 14 
LUNAR SAMPLE COLLECTION 
Mandatory Samples 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Geologic Samples 
• Rocks, Soil and Chips 
• Local Bedrock Samples 
• Comprehensive Sample 
Special Soil Samples 
• Triple Core Tube 
• Double Core Tube 
• 4 Kilograms Soil Sample from Comprehensive Area 
• Trench Soil Sample 
Large Rock Samples 
• 
• 
One (l) Large Equidimensional Rock (6-8 inches on a side) 
(football size) 
Five (5) Smaller Equidimensional Rocks 3-6 inches on a side 
Special Container Samples 
• Lunar Environment Soil Sample 
• Exhaust - Contaminated Sample 
Change to existing Mission Requirements Document 
Enclosure 3a 
APOLLO 14 
LUNAR SAMPLE COLLECTION 
HIGHLY DESIRABLE SAMPLES IN ORDER OF PRIORITY 
l. FILLEr ASSOCIATED WITH LARGE ROCKS 
2. NEAR/FAR FIELD POLARIMEIT'RIC MEASUREMENT 
3. GAS ANALYSIS SAMPLE 
4. RADIAL/DIAMETRIC SAMPLING 
5. SECOND TRAVERSE LUNAR PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER 
6. SINGLE CORE TUJ3E 
7· MAGNEI'IC SAMPLE 
8. SECOND LARGE EQUIDIMENSIONAL ROCK (FOOTBALL SIZE) 
EXTENSION TO EVA 1 S 
FIRST EVA - DOUBLET 
SECOND EVA - RIM OF CONE CRATER/TRIPLET AREA 
.. 
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HADLEY APENNINE LANDING POINT 1 
ROVER TRAVERSES 
Enclosure 5a NASA-MSC 
HADLEY APENNINE. LANDING POINT 5 
ROVER TRAVERSES 
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HADlEY lANDING POINT 1 
WALKING TRAVERSES 
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BELLCOMM. INC. 
955 L'ENFANT PLAZA NORTH, S.W. WASHINGTON, D. C. 20024 
SUBJECT: An Analysis of the Scientific 
Objectives and Proposed Landing 
Sites in the Hadley-Apennine Region 
Case 340 
ABSTRACT 
B70 10029 
DATE: October 13, 1970 
FROM: J. W. Head 
The possible scientific objectives at the Hadley-
Apennine region are outlined and include the Apennine Mountains, 
Hadley Rille, mare material, Hadley C crater, volcanic land-
forms associated with the mare, and secondary crater clusters. 
Each objective is examined in terms of where in the Hadley-
Apennine region it might be best achieved, based on different 
interpretations of the origin of these various features. Five 
landing points are evaluated in terms of the ability to achieve 
the scientific objectives both on a rover and a walking mis-
sion. 
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BELLCOMM. INC. 
955 l'ENFANT PlAZA NORTH, S.W. WASHINGTON, D. C. 20024 
SUBJECT: An Analysis of the Scientific 
Objectives and Proposed Landing 
Sites in the Hadley-Apennine Region 
Case 340 
MEMORANDUM FOR FILE 
I. GENERAL 
Hadley-Apennine 
B70 10029 
DATE: October 13, 1970 
FROM: J. W. Head 
The Apennine Mountains rise up to 2 km above the 
relatively young mare surface of Palus Putredinis and might 
contain material exposed during excavation of the Imbrium 
basin (Figure 1). Sampling of such Apenninian material might 
provide ancient rocks whose origin predates both the formation 
and the filling of the major mare basins. Rima Hadley is a 
V-shaped lunar sinuous rille which parallels the Apennine 
Mountain front along the eastern boundary of Mare Imbrium. 
The rille originates in an elongate depression in an area 
of associate~olcanic domes and generally maintains a 
pwidth of about 1 km and a depth of 200-300 meters until it 
~ merges to a second rille approximately 75 km to the north. 
The origin of sinuous rilles such as Rima Hadley is enigmatic 
but probably involves some type of fluid flow and/or collapse. 
Thus, the study of the process of sinuous rille formation 
may yield data on the history of lunar ? 
II. DETAILED SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES OF THE HADLEY-APENNINE 
REGION 
1. Apennine Mountains 
The Apennine Mountains form part of the southeastern 
boundary of Mare Imbrium and are believed to have been formed 
at the time of origin of the Imbrium basin. The Apennines 
are analogous to the Cordillera Mountains in the fresher 
Orientale basin on the western limb of the lunar frontside. 
Study of these analogcus regions in the Imbrium and Orientale 
basins suggests that the impact event ultimately responsible 
for the formation of the multi-ringed structures also resulted 
in deposition of a thick blanket of ejecta around and on the 
rim of these basins. This ejecta would mantle large areas 
around the Imbrium basin, thinning away from the basin interior, 
and overlying preexisting topography probably similar in 
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morphology to highland regions of the moon. The basinward 
scarps of both the Apennine and Cordillera Mountain chains 
probably represent fault planes along which inter-ring 
blocks subsided after relaxation of the initial compression 
assumed to be associated with the event (Figure 2). The 
material exposed on the scarps or mountain fronts could 
represent a cross section of lunar crust several thousand 
meters thick. Several factors, however, combine to reduce 
the amount of ancient crustal material which might actually 
be exposed on the scarps. 
(1) Mare flooding, subsequent to the origin of the basin 
and formation of the scarps, will progressively 
cover the lower and probably older parts of the 
exposed section (see Figure 3,2 b,c). Thicknesses 
of this mare fill at the base of the Apennine Front 
are uncertain but the meter depth of Hadley 
Rille suggests that this figure is a minimum. 
(2) A second factor concerns the ejecta thrown out of 
the Imbrium Basin at the time of its origin (Fra 
Mauro Formation). This unit forms a blanket which 
mantles the preexisting ancient crustal material 
and decreases in thickness away from the basin 
center. Estimates of the thickness of this blanket 
are plotted along with that of Orientale in Figure 4. 
One estimates the thickness at the Hadley-Apennine 
region at approximately 800 meters. Therefore, 
the upper ~BOO meters of the Apennine Front is 
probably composed of Imbrium basin ejecta rather· 
than a section of in-situ pre-Imbrium crustal 
material (Figure 3). 
(3) An additional possibility suggests that no section 
of in situ pre-Imbrian crustal material exists 
along the Front. In this case, the Fra Mauro 
Formation would have blanketed the front area and 
would have been deposited subsequent to the formation 
of the front. Evidence for this possibility can be 
seen by looking at the relatively fresher Orientale 
Basin, in which the Cordillera Mountain scarp 
(analogous to the Apennine Hountain Front) appears 
to be draped by the Orientale ejecta blanket (Lunar 
Orbiter IV, 181, 3H, 2H) along many portions. The 
ejecta blanket is virtually continuous in the area 
between the outer ring (Cordillera Mountains) and 
the next inner ring (Rook Mountains). Therefore, an 
i 
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ejecta blanket underneath the present Imbrium mare 
surf"ace and draped over the Apennine Mountain Front~ 
cannot be ruled out. In this case, the in-situ 
pre-Irnbrian crustal material would be blanketed 
along the mountain front unless subsequent faulting 
exposed portions of it (Figure Sc). 
(4) An additional possibility, and perhaps the most likely 
one, suggests that the Apennine Front is obscured by 
a talus pile consisting of mixed debris of the Fra 
Mauro Formation and pre-Irnbrian crustal material 
derived from the scarp (Figure Sb). In this case, 
differentiation of the two units might be difficult 
and assignment of any material to a particular 
depth or portion of the crustal section on stratigraphic 
grounds would be virtually impossible. 
In summary, a number of possible interpretations exist 
for the relationships along the Apennine Front, and each inter-
pretation has varied ramifications for different parts of the 
Apennine area. Accepting the general model of crater ejecta 
distribution, Fra Mauro Formation deposited at the top of the 
Apennine Mountains in the Hadley region should have originated 
from deeper within the interior than material deposited at the 
Apollo 14 landing site. However, a talus pile derived from the 
complete section of Fra Mauro deposited at the front would probably 
consist of a mixture of material from all depths. 
Apennine Mountain Subdivisions 
(1) Apennine Mountain Front - the region directly along 
the frontal mountain scarp constitutes the most likely 
area for sampling in-situ pre-Imbrian crustal materials. 
(2) Apennine Front Spurs - These features, the most 
prominent of which is located near the origin of 
Hadley Rille just south of landing point 5 (Figure 1) , 
do not achieve the elevation characteristic of the 
( 3) 
Apennine Front scarp itself. If, in fact, they are 
downfaulted portions of the Apennine Front, sampling 
of these structures may yield only Fra Mauro Formation 
(Figure 6) . 
Apennine Ridge West of Rima Hadley - This region, 
although physically connected with the Apennine 
Mountain front, may have undergone a different history 
than the front area itself. First, since the elevation 
of this structure is also lower than the front, it 
is more apt to be completely mantled by Fra Mauro 
Formation. Furthermore, the areas around the edge of 
this structure, such as the bench-like area to the east, 
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may have been obscured or covered by mare material 
before final settling of the lava cover. (For 
example see southern portion of Orientale central 
mare basin (NW quadrant of LO IV 195-H3] for a mare 
bench around probable ejecta or fall-back. This 
bench appears to have formed as magma evacuated 
the central basin causing settling and collapse.) 
2. Hadley Rille 
Hadley Rille is a sinuous rille originating in the 
vicinity of several elongate depressions near the Apennine 
Mountain front (Figure 1). The origin of these widespread 
lunar features has long been debated and has variously been 
attributed to flowing water, nues ardentes, tectonism, lava 
channels, and collapsed lava tubes. Whatever their detailed 
origin, they appear to be related to volcanic processes 
associated with mare basin filling. Investigation of Hadley 
Rille could shed light on the origin of these ubiquitous mare 
features. Since Hadley has a rather V-shaped cross section, as 
opposed to flat floored rilles such as Schroeters Valley and 
Rimae Prinz, it appears that the floor has been filled in by 
collapse or talus slump. The approximate slope of the side of 
the rille is ~25° and it averages 250-325 m in depth. Numerous 
outcrops and apparently layered material are seen along and 
just below the rille rim. These layers may represent lava 
flows and interlayered regolith. Numerous large blocks have 
rolled to the bottom of the rille and several large boulder 
tracks can be seen. Examination and sampling of the rille floor 
in the area of intersection of the sinuous rille and the elongate 
depression would be extremely valuable. Examination of the rille 
floor elsewhere along its course would also be valuable, if 
access is possible. If access is not available, sampling of 
the rille rim and photography of the walls would be highly 
desirable. Optimum photographic situations for photography of 
the opposite side of the rille are <45° either side of the down 
sun direction. With the sun to the-astronaut's back, photography 
of the rille side on which the astronaut is standing will produce 
marginal results because of sun angle and slope. Photography of 
either rille wall from the downsun or western side will result in 
pictures with low image brightness and high glare (H. W. Radin, 
personal communication) 
3. Mare Material 
The major portion of the flat terrain between Hadley 
Rille and the Apennine ridges consists of mare material forming 
an embayment into this area from Palus Putredinis to the west. 
This unit has been mapped as Imbrian in age. Using the method 
J 
) 
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devised by Soderblom, the Hadley area mare material appears 
relatively younger than both Apollo 11 and 12 sites (Figure 7). 
Examination of high resolution photographs reveals a large 
number of blocky craters in the 100-250 m range, particularly 
in the northern part of the area, which should make sampling 
of this unit very easy. 
4. Hadley C Crater 
The origin of Hadley C Crater has been a matter of 
controversy for some time. Its lack of distinctive and wide-
spread ray and secondary crater patterns, combined with its 
association with the mare material, sinuous rille, and apparent 
constructional volcanic features, has led to the suggestion 
that the crater might be of volcanic origin, possibly a maar. 
An alternate explanation suggests that the crater is of impact 
origin and Eratosthenian age, its ray pattern having been 
eroded and subdued. Ejecta from Hadley C covers the Imbrium 
mare material and parts of the rille, suggesting that whatever 
its origin, it is younger than Imbrium. Since Hadley C is 
approximately 5.5 km in diameter, an impact origin would imply 
that a considerable section of mare material was excavated. 
Sampling radially along the ~jecta blanket could provide a 
spectrum of samples indicating the ages and compositional 
changes characteristic of mare filling. A volcanic origin 
for Hadley C, particularly as a maar, would suggest the 
Possibility of samples originating in deeper reg.ions of the 
ll.IDar interior. 
5. Volcanic Landforms Associated with the Mare 
A wide spectrum of domes, domical hills, and 
associated structures exist in various places between the 
Apennine Front and Apennine Ridge to the west of Rima Hadley. 
Most of these features appear to be superimposed on the mare 
material and their morphology suggests that they are constructional 
volcanic landforms. In particular, these structures abound 
around the origin of Rima Hadley near the elongate depression 
and are also found along the Apennine Front and on the northeast 
bank of Rima Hadley where it turns northwest toward Rimae Fresnel. 
Investigation of this spectrum of landforms may provide important 
geochemical and age data on late stages of mare basin fill. 
6. Secondary Crater Clusters 
Secondary crater clusters from the Copernican age 
craters Autolycus and Aristillus, located approximately 150 -
300 km to the north, are widespread in this region. Examination 
of a cluster large enough to yield rocks f~om these craters 
ld . d ' f ' b h t:MICW.E- r'tC.. f th ' cou prov1 e 1n ormat1on a out t e anso~ute age o ese Copern1can 
events, as well as samples from another part of the Imbrium Basin. 
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III. Possible Landing Sites and Their Relation to Scientific 
Objectives 
The location of several possible landing sites is 
shown in Figure 1 and the relationships of these to the accessi-
bility of various scientific objectives on both riding and 
walking missions is summarized in Figure 8. For riding 
missions a maximum radius of operations of 9.5 km was accepted 
based on a Portable Life Support System (PLSS) failure. For 
walking missions, a maximum radius of operations of 3.l~~as 
accepted based on the Buddy Secondary Life Support System (BSLSS) 
walkback limit. 
Landing Point 1 -
Riding mission - This landing point provides ready 
access to the widest variety of major objectives of all the 
points considered. A short EVA could be devoted to any of the 
four major objectives just to the south of the landing point 
(Apennine Front material, Rima Hadley, mare material, and a 
secondary crater cluster) . A second longer EVA could be 
devoted to the Apennine Front itself and a third EVA to the 
rille and volcanic complex several kilometers to the northwest. 
Although access to the rille may not be possible at this point, 
a bend in the rille near the landing point provides an 
excellent opportunity for observational and photographic studies. 
In addition, two craters occur in and along the edge of the 
rille and one of these may provide access to parts of the rille 
walls. A crater approximately 2 km in diameter may have 
excavated blocks of Apennine Front material which should be 
accessible to the astronauts. It appears that the features of 
interest at this site, particularly the Apennine Front, will be 
sunlit (except for parts of the rille) during all three EVA's. 
Walking mission - A mission from this landing point 
would be able to reach all the objectives of a riding mission, 
with the exception of access to the volcanic landforms to the 
northwest. 
Landing Point 2 -
Riding mission - This landing point provides access 
to the Apennine Ridge west of Rima Hadley, to Rima Hadley rim 
and possibly the wall and floor, to the mare material and to 
the crater Hadley C. A single EVA could be spent sampling 
the fresh-looking scarp several kilometers to the northwest 
of the landing site. As previously noted, however, the material 
composing this feature may have a different origin than that 
material available at the Apennine Front proper. A second EVA 
could be directed toward Hadley Rille and the crater Hadley C 
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and would largely traverse the ejecta blanket of that crater. 
It is possible that access to the floor of the rille could be 
gained where the ejecta from Hadley C lowers the slope to 
the bottom of the rille. However, it is quite possible that 
the same ejecta which provides access to the rille could also 
cover large areas of the rille floor and walls. The equivocal 
nature of the objectives at the rille and the Apennine ridge 
tend to place this landing point in a lower priority. 
Walking mission - A walking mission from this landing 
point provides access to the mare material and the outer ejecta 
of Hadley C. The distances to the rille rim and to the Apennine 
ridge appear to just exceed the 3.1 km BSLSS walkback limit. 
Landing Point 3 -
Riding mission - A riding mission from this landing 
point could reach the Apennine Front in a single EVA. One could 
spend considerable time examining and sampling the area. A 
single EVA could also be spent investigating the complex of 
volcanic 1~mes and plains to the south. Alternatively, these 
two objectives could be combined into a single EVA in a south-
easterly direction. A second (or third) EVA could concentrate 
on the sinuous rille rim, particularly in the area where 
several craters may have excavated material from the rille wall. 
A traverse to the northeast along the rille rim could possibly 
get to the outer fringes of the Hadley C ejecta blanket (on 
the eastern side of the rille) but access to the rille floor 
would still lie several kilometers to the north. 
Walking mission - From this landing point, a walking 
mission could reach the rille rim but the Apennine Front would 
lie just beyond the 3.1 km BSLSS walkback limit. 
Landing Point 4 -
Riding mission A riding mission for this landing 
point could provide access to the rille rim, the elongate 
depression associated with the rille origin, the Apennine 
ridge west of Hadley, mare material and associated volcanic 
landforms, and a possible secondary crater cluster. A single 
EVA could be devoted to the exploration and sampling of 
material from the Apennine Ridge to the west. A second EVA 
might concentrate on entering the elongate depression to the 
southwest of the landing site, while a third EVA might be 
spent along the rille rim and in the constructional volcanic 
domes and hills to the east and southeast of the site. The 
Apennine Ridge material is equivocal in its origin, as previously 
mentioned, but its proximity should allow sufficient time for 
detailed investigation. 
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Walking mission - A walking mission from this 
landing point would probably result in loss of access to the 
Apennine Ridge but one could reach the rille rim and some of 
the constructional volcanic units. 
Landing Point 5 -
Riding mission - A riding mission from this landing 
point provides access to an Apennine Front spur, to the rille 
rim and possible blocks of wall material, and to mare material 
and associated volcanic landforms. The Apennine Front proper 
is approximately 10 km due east of the landing area. The 
Apennine Front spur may provide access only to the Fra Mauro 
Formation (Figure 6). A single EVA could be spent along the 
rille and in the volcanic domes to the northeast and northwest 
of the landing region. A second or third EVA might combine 
exploration of the Apennine Front spur with examination and 
sampling of the rille and volcanic forms to the southwest 
of the site. 
Walking mission - A walking mission from this landing 
point would have access on separate EVA's to the rille rim, 
the Apennine Front spur, and to a mare dome structure. Probably 
only two 0f these three features could be visited. 
J..V. Conclusions 
Based on the detailed scientific objectives in the 
Hadley-Apennine region and the broad operational constraints, 
Landing Point 1, followed by Landing Point 5, appear to off~r 
the best chance of-achieving the scientific goals of anLRV 
mission to this region. In addition, the scientific objectives 
at Landing Point 1, and to a lesser extent at Landing Point 5, 
are so arranged that a walking mission would still maintain 
an adequate chance of achieving the major scientific objectives 
of the mission. Although Landing Points 3 and 4 offer adequate 
LRV traverses, each is degraded significantly scientifically 
if a walking mission is undertaken. 
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Purpose 
LUNAR GEOLOGY 
Sample collection, documentation and the study of 
surface morphology conducted by the Apollo Lunar 
Geology Experiment Team (Experiment S-059) for 
Apollo mission J-1, in consultation with the. Science 
Working Panel representing the requirements 
of Principal Investigators for sample analysis. 
The purposes are to obtain a better understanding of the nature and 
development of the Apennine Mountains area and the processes which have 
modified the highland surface, through the study of documented lunar 
geologic features and returned lunar samples. 
The functional test objectives are as follows: 
FTO 1) Return an organic control sample in each SRC. 
FTO 2) Examine, describe, photograph, and collect lunar geologic 
samples for return to earth. 
FTO 3) Examine, describe, and photograph field relationships (such 
as shape, size, range, patterns of alignment, or distribu-
tion) of all accessible types of lunar features. 
FTO 4) Collect special soil samples from the lunar surface and sub-
surface. 
FTO 5) Collect large equidimensional rock samples from the lunar 
surface. 
FTO 6) Collect special container samples from the lunar surface 
and subsurface. 
Test Conditions 
FTO 1) The organic control sample will be sealed by the crew at the 
end of an EVA prior to sample loading of an SRC. 
FTO 2) Geologic samples which represent different morphologic and 
petrologic features will be photographically documented and 
collected. These will include samples from the mare surface 
in the landing site, from the base of the Apennine front, 
and from near the edge of Hadley rille. At least some of 
these samples will be taken from crater ejecta that is 
representative of local bedrock below the regolith. A 
collection of all fragments larger than 1/2 inch will be 
taken from a relatively flat area by screening. Specially 
1 
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selected samples will be placed individually in prenumbered 
bags and the bags placed in an SRC. Samples too large to fit 
in the bags will be stored loose in an SRC or in a collection 
bag. Samples will be obtained from each of the major geolo-
gical sites on the traverse. The following kinds of samples 
are required: 
• In each sample site the exposed rocks and soil will be 
examined for variations in color, texture, shape and 
degree of rounding, and possible mineral composition 
where obvious difference occurs. Samples of the different 
types will be collected. Where rocks are too large to be 
collected, it is desirable to remove chips by chipping or 
prying from the large rocks. The number and location of 
chips to be taken will be determined by rock texture, 
mineralogy, and structure. 
• Samples which appear to represent local bedrock will be 
collected from around blocky-rimmed craters, including the 
large blocky-rimmed crater at the base of the Apennine 
front/or the ridge extending from the Apennine front. 
• Comprehensive sample area collection will be accomplished 
from a flat region and will be selected to obtain all 
rocks within this sampling site. The size of the compre-
hensive sample area will be dependent on astronaut assess-
ment of the task; however, an area up to 100 square feet 
is desirable. Material from the surface of this area 
will be screened, and all rocks larger than 1/2 inch 
placed in a collection bag. A 4-kilogram soil sample will 
be taken from within the comprehensive sample area and 
placed in the rock collection bag. Additional bags may be 
used if a single bag is inadequate. 
Each of the above samples with the exception of the compre-
hensive sample, if size permits, will be placed in a sepa-
rate prenumbered sample bag whose identity will be called out 
at the time the sample is placed in the bag. Additional 
samples judged by the crew to be of particular interest will 
be stowed loose in an SRC or in a collection bag. At the 
discretion of the crew, near the end of the available 
sampling time, additional samples will be placed in any re-
maining volume of an SRC available for samples, and in the 
collection bags to maximize the amount of material returned. 
The priority of these additional samples in descending order 
is as follows: 
• Small rocks (similar in size to bagged documented rocks). 
• Chi s from rocks too large to be returned (up to approxi-
mately 1 inch in diameter • 
2 
• Soil 
In addition, the following samples are highly desirable: 
• Radial sampling of a fresh crater c~ 10 meters or larger) 
in relatively flat territory will be accomplished to in-
clude three soil-plus-rock samples from the following 
locations: the crater rim; one-half the crater diameter 
outward from the crater rim, and one crater diameter out-
ward from the crater rim. If time and crew assessment of 
the task permits, the crew will continue and perform 
diametric sampling of the crater from the following 
locations: the crater center; the diametrically opposite 
crater rim; one-half crater diameter outward from this 
crater rim; and one crater diameter outward from this 
crater rim. Full photographic documentation is not re-
quired, but two stereoscopic panoramas covering the 
sampling area should be obtained. 
Single geologic samples will be photographically documented 
to show their orientation on the lunar surface and to show 
their relationship to geologic features on the lunar surface 
such as other rocks, craters, fillets, and lineaments. The 
Documented Sample Photographs will be taken with the Hassel-
blad electric data camera using the following procedure: 
• The gnomon will be positioned down-sun from the sample. 
• Three photographs will be taken before sampling. One 
photograph will be taken down-sun at a distance of 
11 feet. A stereo-pair will be taken cross-sun at a 
distance of 7 feet. 
• Two photographs will be taken after sampling. One cross-
sun photograph of the sampled area will be taken at a 
distance of 7 feet. A localization photograph will be 
taken approximately cross-sun at a distance of 15 feet 
and will include some identifiable landmark or object. 
FTO 3) Lunar surface features and field relationships will be 
examined, described, and photographically documented. Such 
features and relationships include: 
• Surface patterns of small grooves or linear features. 
• Rock surfaces that show textures and structures too large 
to be returned. 
• Craters that show the range of size, freshness, and de-
gradation. 
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• Rock-soil junctions such as fillets that are banked 
against rocks. 
• Disturbed and undisturbed surface material. 
Small samples of these features will be documented according 
to the procedures for documented sample photography in FTO 2). 
Large samples will be documented simply by extending the 
amount of stereo photography. 
Large areas of the landing site will be documented by pano-
ramic photographs. Each set will consist of at least 12 
photographs, overlapped to provide 360-degree coverage. The 
far-field (74 foot) detent will be used for all panoramic 
photographs. The astronaut will aim the Hasselblad electric 
data camera so that the horizon will appear near the top of 
each photograph. 
Three sets of panoramic photographs will be taken in the 
immediate proximity of the LM (i.e., at locations approxi-
mately 20 feet from the LM quad 2, from LM quad 3, and the 
LM +Z strut). Additional panoramics of areas of interest 
and prominent distant features will be taken during the 
traverse. These photographs will be based on the following 
criteria and as defined in the Photographic and Television 
Procedures and in the Lunar Surface Procedures. 
• Geological features of scientific interest along the 
planned traverse, 
• From high elevation points along the traverse from which 
the unobstructed horizon can be seen. 
• Items of geological interest at the discretion of the 
crew. 
The polarimetric and colorimetric photographs can be com-
bined with the documentation for sample areas described in 
FTO 2). 
Near-field polarimetric measurement photographs will be 
obtained with an HEDC to provide local calibration data. 
The film data will provide new "in situ" measurements of 
the photometric properties of the fine-grained material and 
rock fragments, and will provide stereo-coverage of the 
sample area. The following procedure will be used: 
• An area of several rocks will be located. 
• The gnomon will be placed beside the rocks (where it is 
clearly visible). 
4 
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• One photograph will be taken of the area down-sun 
(10-degree phase angle) at a distance of 11 feet • 
• Nine photographs with the polarizing filter will be 
obtained at a distance of 7 feet. One photograph through 
each of the three filter positions at a phase angle of 
90 degrees will be obtained. 
This procedure will be repeated at phase angles of 110 and 
130 degrees. 
Following the near-field polarimetric measurements, at least 
four rock samples will be collected from the rock area which 
has been photographed. Samples will be placed in a documented 
prenumbered sample bag. After the samples are collected, one 
photograph will be taken of the collection site down-sun at a 
distance of 11 feet. 
Far-field polarimetric measurement photographs will be ob-
tained with an HEDC of an area such as a rocky area or an 
inner crater wall (crater diameter will be greater than 
12 meters). If the photographs are of a rocky area, the 
camera will be at least 12 meters from the scene. If the 
photographs are of an inner crater wall, the camera will be 
used from the edge of the crater wall opposite the photo-
graphed wall. The following procedure will be used: 
• The astronaut will select a far-field area of interest 
and maneuver to about cross-sun so that the central area 
is observed at a phase angle between 50 and 130 degrees. 
The polarizing filter will be attached to the camera lens, 
and positioned at the left-most position. The camera will 
be focused at 74 feet. 
Three photographs will be taken of the field of interest 
through the filter, moving the filter control between photo-
graphs from the left position, to center position, and then 
to right position. The f/stop and shutter speed between 
photographs will not be changed during a polarization 
sequence. 
The astronaut will maneuver to about 20 degrees down-sun 
from the first position such that the same area is viewed 
at a phase angle 20 degrees different from the phase angle 
used for the first series of photographs, and will then re-
peat the preceding steps. 
Near-field colorimetric survey photographs will be obtained 
with an HEDC by the following procedures: 
• A rocky area with different color materials will be 
selected. 
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• The gnomon with color chart attached will be placed next 
to a rock that is larger than the chart, with the chart 
facing directly up-sun. 
• One photograph will be taken down-sun at 7 feet*. The 
astronaut then will move to 45 degrees down-sun and take 
another photograph at 7 feet. 
• After completing the near-field colorimetric survey, four 
samples will be collected and the color chart (if chart is 
to be used again) will be stowed. Samples will be placed 
in a documented prenumbered sample bag and stowed in the 
SRC. After samples are collected, one photograph of the 
collection site will be taken down-sun at a distance of 
7 feet. 
The above steps will be repeated for any unusual appearing 
rocks or fine-grained materials as time permits. Additional 
photographs of lunar surface sample areas and of the samples 
will be obtained without use of the polarizing filter or 
photometric charts. Details of these photographic require-
ments are shown in the Photographic and Television Procedures. 
FTO 4) The following special soil samples will be collected and 
photographically documented. The Hasselblad electric data 
camera will be used for all photographs. 
a) Core tube soil samples will be collected from places 
that represent different occurrences of layering in the 
lunar surface material, as follows: 
• A triple core tube sample will be obtained from an 
intercrater area (between craters) at a distant 
point on the traverse. It is desirable that this 
core be taken in the vicinity of the trench excavated 
as part of Soil Mechanics Experiment S-200. 
• A double core tube sample will be obtained from an 
expected multiple layer area (such as the ejecta 
from a fresh crater). 
• Single core tubes at targets of opportunity, e.g., 
patterned ground or a mound. 
The following procedure will be used for photographic 
documentation of core tube sample locations: 
*Note: On first survey for each position, three additional photographs 
at other £/stops will be taken. 
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• The gnomon will be positioned near the core tube. 
• A cross-sun stereo-pair of the core tube in contact 
with the lunar surface will be taken from a distance 
of 7 feet. 
• A localization photograph including the core tube and 
horizon will be taken from a distance of~ feet. 
The number and order of the multiple core tubes will be 
reported. The multiple core tubes will be separated and 
stored in an SRC. 
b) Separate soil samples will be taken from the bottom, 
side, and top of a trench in the lunar surface material, 
at a location at least 300 feet from the LM. The samples 
will be placed in prenumbered bags whose identities will be 
called out when the bags are filled. The samples should 
include both soil and small rocks, if encountered. The 
Soil Mechanics Experiment trench may be used for these 
samples. The sample area will be documented photographi-
cally in the same manner as the Soil Mechanics trench 
photography. If the Soil Mechanics trench is used, 
photographs taken in support of that experiment will 
suffice. 
c) The Apollo lunar surface drill will be used to obtain a 
3-meter drill core. The drill will be used in the 
vicinity of the deployed ALSEP during the first EVA. 
Specific location for the drill is TBD. The six drill 
stems will be stowed in the SRC No. 1. Photography re-
quirements are TBD. 
d) Small trenchs will be dug by the crew using hand tools. 
The number of trenchs, sampling and photographs required 
are TBD. 
FTO 5) Large rock samples will be collected and photographically 
documented at any point on the traverse and may be used to 
satisfy FTO 2) as follows: 
• At least two large, roughly equidim~nsional rocks about 
6 to 8 inches on a side (football-size) preferably showing 
clear evidence of erosion will be collected from a rela-
tively flat area and placed in a collection bag. It 
should be a crystalline rock, if this characteristic can 
be distinguished. It is highly desirable that this rock 
be one that is partially buried at the time of collection. 
• Several smaller roughly equidimensional rocks (approxi-
mately 5 in number) representing various stages of 
erosional rounding will be collected and placed 
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individually in prenumbered bags and the bags placed in an 
SRC. It is desired that these samples include examples 
of the most angular and the most rounded rocks observed 
on the surface. If crystalline rocks and breccias can be 
distinguished, most of these rocks should be of the 
crystalline type. 
• The large equidimensional rock and some of the smaller 
rocks should have fillets associated with them, preferably 
fillets which surround the entire rock. In at least one 
case, photograph the fillets from all four quadrants at 
a distance of about 5 feet with the Hasselblad electric 
data camera. In addition, a sample of the fillet will be 
taken along with the rock. Care should be exercised to 
sample just the fillet material and not the deeper soil 
under the fillet. The fillet material will be identified 
and placed separately in a prenumbered bag. 
Rock samples will be photographically documented, using the 
Documented Sample Photographs procedure listed under FTO 2). 
FTO 6) The following samples will be collected and placed in 
special containers: 
• A lunar environment soil sample will be collected from 
the bottom of a trench at least 300 feet from the LM. 
The trench will be a minimum of 8 inches deep (the Soil 
Mechanics trench may be used). It is highly desirable 
that the trench not be located under the LM flight path 
and that the excavation be as deep as possible within 
timeline constraints, crew capability, or until an 
impenetrable stratum is encountered. The sample will be 
sealed in a special environment sample container (SESC) 
whose identity will be called out at the time the con-
tainer is filled, and placed in an SRC. The sample area 
will be documented photographically in the same manner 
as the Soil Mechanics trench photography. If the sample 
is taken from the Soil Mechanics trench, photographs 
taken in support of that experiment will suffice. 
• An exhaust-contaminated sample of lunar soil will be 
collected from under the LM with the small scoop and 
sealed in an SESC whose identity will be called out at 
the time the container is filled. The container will be 
stored in an SRC. The material in the top layer of sur-
face material is of primary interest. It is highly 
desirable that sufficient sample material be collected 
to fill the SESC, and that one photograph be taken before 
and after sampling. If the material under the LM is too 
hard to be collected with the small scoop, the sample 
shall not be collected. 
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FTO 1) 
FTO 2) 
FTO 3) 
FTO 4) 
FTO 5) 
FTO 6) 
FTO 1) 
FTO 2) 
FTO 3) 
FTO 4) 
FTO 5) 
FTO 6) 
• A gas analysis rock sample, of lunar surface material as 
free of soil as possible, will be collected at least 
300 feet from the LM. The sample material may be glass 
spherules, glass-splattered rocks, or combinations of 
different kinds of rocks. The sample will be sealed in 
an SESC whose identity will be called out at the time the 
container is filled, and placed in an SRC. It is highly 
desirable that the SESC be filled with the sample 
material. The sample will be photographically documented 
in accordance with the procedure identified in FTO 2) for 
Documented Sample Photographs. If the sample is taken in 
a documented sample area, photographs taken of that area 
will suffice. 
• Two residual magnetic rock samples from the lunar surface 
will be collected at least 300 feet from the LM, and 
placed in the magnetically shielded sample container. The 
container will be stored in an SRC. If they can be dis-
tinguished, one each of a breccia and a crystalline rock 
should be collected for this sample. The samples will be 
photographically documented in accordance with the pro-
cedure identified in FTO 2) for Documented Sample Photo-
graphs. 
The position of the landed LM will be determined in real 
time. 
• Deleted 
• Deleted 
• Deleted 
• Deleted 
• Deleted 
• Deleted 
The priority of stowage of returned lunar samples in the 
SRC's is as follows: 
1) Organic Control Sample 
2) Drill Stems 
3) Core Tubes 
4) En vi ron men tal Sample (SESC) 
5) Gas Analysis Sample (SESC) 
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6) Exhaust Contaminated Sample (SESC) 
7) Documented Samples 
8) Magnetic Sample (MSSC) 
9) Comprehensive Sample (Rocks and 4 kg of soil) 
10) Large Rocks 
Success Criteria 
FTO 1) 
FTO 2) 
FTO 3) 
FTO 4) 
FTO 5) 
FTO 6) 
FTO 3) 
Evaluation 
FTO 1) 
FTO 2) 
FTO 3) 
FTO 4) 
FTO 5) 
FTO 6) 
Verbally and photographically documented samples shall be 
collected, placed in the proper containers, and returned 
with the film data to the LRL. 
Lunar surface features shall be observed, described and 
photographed, and the film data shall be returned to the LRL. 
Samples will be returned to the LRL for preliminary study 
by the Lunar Samples Preliminary Examination Team (LSPET). 
These investigations will be conducted in the LRL at MSC. 
The LSPET will provide a complete catalog of all returned 
samples and distinguishing characteristics of these samples 
to MSC for use in distribution to sample Principal Investi-
gators, who will make further investigations in their own 
laboratories. (Lunar samples). 
The Field Geology team will locate returned samples and ern-
placed instruments on photographs and traverse maps. They 
will integrate geological information obtained from the 
transcript of voice communication, from debriefing of the 
crew, from all photographs and from the preliminary examina-
tion of the returned samples. (Astronaut records, still and 
sequence photographs, video tapes, landed 1M location 
telemetry data, debriefing data, photomaps, CG 0001 V, 
GG 0001 X, and GI 0001 X) 
Data Requirements 
1) Real-Time Data: 
a) Telemetry Measurements: 
Position of the landed LM as determined from the follow-
ing: 
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Measurement 
Number 
CG 0001 V Computer Digital Data 40 bits PCMD+ 2 M* 
GG 0001 X PGNS Downlink Data (to T/M) PCM 1 M** 
GI 0001 X AGS Downlink Data (to T/M) PCM 1 HD*** 
b) 
Description 
Voice Comments: (M) 
TM Mode Priority 
I 
(1) Comments and identification of samples and photo-
graphs. 
(2) Records of where samples were obtained (location 
and depth). 
(3) Geologic observations of lunar surface. 
c) Lunar Surface TV. (HD) 
2) Postmission Data: 
a) Telemetry Data: 
Position of the landed LM as determined from the following: 
Measurement 
Number Description TM Mode Priority 
CG 0001 v Computer Digital Data 40 bits PCMD+ 2 M* 
GG 0001 X PGNS Downlink Data (to T/M) PCM 1 M** 
GI 0001 X AGS Downlink Data (to T/M) PCM 1 HD*** 
*Required for periods when the CSM tracks the control landmark after LM 
landing and when the CSM tracks the LM at the landing site. 
**Required from initiation of PDI through touchdown, during the first 
IMU fine alignment after touchdown, during the period when the Lunar 
Surface Navigation Program (P22) is accomplished, and during the period 
when the PGNCS Lunar Surface Align Program (P57) is performed. 
***Required from initiation of PDI through touchdown until the AGS Lunar 
Surface Gyro calibration is performed. 
b) Astronaut Logs or Voice Records: (M) 
(1) Comments and identification of samples and photo-
graphs. 
(2) Records of where samples were obtained (location 
and depth). 
(3) Geologic observations of lunar surface. 
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c) Astronaut Debriefings: (M) 
One copy each of astronaut postmission scientific and 
photographic debriefing transcripts pertaining to both 
mandatory and highly desirable experiment objectives. 
d) Still Photographs: 
Photographs of lunar surface sample areas and of the 
samples as defined in the Photographic and Television 
Procedures for this mission to include: 
(1) Photographs of the samples and individual sample 
areas: (M) 
• At least four photographs of each specific sam-
ple. The mandatory photographs of the individual 
sample areas will include two cross-sun (stereo-
pair), one down-sun before retrieving the sample, 
and one cross-sun after retrieving the sample. 
• A fifth photograph to show the location of the 
general sample area with respect to the LM or 
some prominent feature. 
(2) Near-field and far-field polarimetric surveys. (M) 
(3) Near-field colorimetric survey. (M) 
(4) Three sets of panoramic photographs near the LM. (M) 
(5) Panoramic photographs taken during the traverses. 
• At least one panorama per major site as identi-
fied in the Lunar Surface Procedures. (M) 
• Remainder of panoramas are highly desirable. (HD) 
(6) Contingency sample photography. (HD) 
e) Sequence Photographs from the Data Acquisition Camera: (HD) 
(1) Descent to touchdown. 
(2) EVA activities. 
(3) Ascent from lunar surface. 
f) Lunar Samples. (M) 
g) Lunar surface TV video tapes. (HD) 
h) Annotated photomaps returned from the moon. (HD) 
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LUNAR GEOLOGY 
Background and Justification 
The fundamental objective of the Lunar Geology Experi-
ment is to provide data for use in the interpretation of the geologic history 
of the moon in the vicinity of the landing site. Apollo lunar landing missions 
offer the opportunity to correlate carefully collected samples with a 
variety of observational data on at least the upper portions of the mare 
basin filling and the lunar highlands, the two major geologic subdivisions 
of the moon. The nature and origin of the maria and highlands will bear 
directly on the history of lunar differentiation and differentiation pro-
cesses. From the lunar bedrock, structure, land forms and special materials, 
information will be gained about the internal processes of the moon. The 
nature and origin of the debris layer, or regolith, and the land forms 
superimposed on the maria and highland regions are a record of lunar history 
subsequent to their formation. This later history predominately reflects 
the history of the extra-lunar environment. Within and on the regolith, 
there will also be materials that will aid in the understanding of geologic 
units elsewhere on the moon and the broader aspects of lunar history. 
The primary data for the Lunar Geology Experiment 
come from photographs, verbal data, and returned lunar samples. The value 
of photographs taken according to specific procedures is, in general, that 
they supplement and illustrate crew commentary, they constitute a record 
of details not discussed by the crew and provide a framework for debrief-
ing, and most importantly, they are records of a wealth of lunar surface 
information that cannot be returned or adequately described by any other 
means. 
In any Hasselblad picture taken from the lunar surface, as much as 
90 percent of the total image information may be less than 100 feet from 
the camera, depending on topography and how far the camera is depressed 
below horizontal. Images of distant surface detail are so foreshortened 
that they are difficult to interpret. Therefore, it is important that 
panoramas be taken at intervals during the traverse and at the farthest 
excursion of the traverse. Tnis procedure will extend the high resolution 
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photographic coverage to the areas examined and discussed by the astronaut, 
and will show the regional context of areas of specific interest that have 
been discussed and photographed in detail. 
The polarizing filters will permit the measurement of the degree of 
polarization and orientation of the plane of polarization contained in 
light reflected from the lunar surface. Different lunar materials, i.e., 
fine-grained glass and/or fragments, strongly shocked rocks, slightly 
shocked rocks and shock-lithified fragmental material, have different 
polarimetric functions, in other words, different polarimetric "signatures." 
Comparison of the polarimetric function of known material, such as returned 
samples and closeup lunar surface measurements, with materials photographed 
beyond the traverse of the astronaut will allow the classification and 
correlation of these materials even though their textures are not resolv-
able. The polarimetric properties of lunar materials and rock types are 
a useful tool for correlation and geologic mapping of each landing site, 
and for extrapolation of geologic data from site to site across the lunar 
surface. 
The photometric chart will be used to establish more accurate photo-
metric and colorimetric constants ("signatures") than is possible with 
the gnomon. The "in situ" photometric properties of both fine-grained 
materials and coarse rock fragments will serve as a basis for delineating, 
recognizing, describing, and classifying lunar materials. The photometric 
chart will be placed in a picture at least once and, if feasible, whenever 
different-appearing lunar materials are encountered. Thus, the photometric 
chart will be photographed beside a representative rock and, if practical, 
beside any rock or fine-grained material with unusual features. The photo-
metric chart measurement may be combined with the documented sample and 
polarization measurements. 
Documented sample collection and geological observation of the lunar 
surface in mare areas were accomplished on Apollo 11 and 12. The prime 
landing site designated for Apollo Mission H-3 is Fra Mauro in the rough 
central highlands area. This site, in the center of the moon's face as 
seen from the earth, is of different geologic interest from the Apollo 11 
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and 12 landing sites. It is expected that the crewmen will be able to 
inspect, document and collect lunar material which originally came from 
deep inside the moon and was thrown out onto the lunar surface during 
the formation of the very large Imbrium crater. The prime landing site 
designated for Apollo Mission J-1 is Apennines-Hadley. Sampling of 
Apenninean material should provide very ancient rocks, the origin of which 
predates the formation and filling of the major mare basins. 
Lunar samples collected on Apollo 11 contained traces of propellant 
combustion products exhausted from the LM descent engine. A sample of 
material from the top layer of the lunar surface will be taken from under 
the LM on Apollo Mission J-1 to determine the level of contamination 
resulting from the LM landing on the lunar surface. This level will serve 
as a baseline for comparison with contamination levels of materials 
obtained from other areas on the lunar surface, 
The development of Mare Imbrium and related features, including 
the Apennine mountains, forms one of the focal points of lunar chronology. 
A mission to Apennines-Hadley is highly desirable to resolve questions 
concerning the chronology of major events in lunar history, the nature of 
these events, and the composition of deep-seated materials. 
The organic control sample,one of which is carried in each SRC, is 
analyzed postmission i.n the Lunar Receiving Laboratory to determine the 
level of contamination in each SRC. This is then compared to an organic 
control sample which was removed from the SRC prior to the SRC being 
shipped to KSC for loading onto the LM. 
Previous Mission Experiments 
Experiment 
Number 
S-059 Lunar Field Geology 11 
S-059 Lunar Field Geology 12 
S-059 Lunar Geology H-3 
Title 
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SOIL MECHANICS 
Conduct the Soil Mechanics Experiment (S-200). 
Purpose 
The purpose is to obtain data on the characteristics and mechanical 
behavior of the lunar soil at the surface and subsurface and the variations 
of these properties in a lateral direction. 
The functional test objectives are as follows: 
FTO 1) Obtain data on the lunar surface and subsurface characteristics 
relative to the origin and nature of the lunar soil and its 
mechanical properties. Such data are to be indicative of 
the compositional, textural, and mechanical behavior, and 
the variation of these· characteristics with depth and laterally. 
FTO 2) Obtain penetrometer data to maximum depth ·wftnln -c-rew ·c-apahili_ty_ .... 
(no greater than 30 inches) and plate load.:..sinkage- dat·a·· at 
the surface. 
FTO 3) Obtain data on the lunar soil-LRV interaction. 
Test Conditions 
FTO 1) 
FTO 2) 
Lunar surface activities will include excavating a trench, 
recording cre>v observations and biomedical data, and obtain-
ing photographs. At the trench excavation site located at 
least 100 feet from the lk1, a penetrometer test will be 
performed on a level surface. Immediately adjacent to the 
penetrometer test location, a narrow trench (approximately 
8 inches wide) aligned 10 degrees off the sunline will be 
excavated to a level of 6 to 8 inches, and another penetro-
meter test and a plate load test will be performed at the 
bottom of the trench. After these tests, it is highly desir-
able that the trench be excavated as deeply as possible with-
in the timeline constraints and crew capability, or until a 
wall fails or an impenetrable stratum is encountered. 
If a wall does not fail during excavation, a plate load test 
will be performed at the top of the wall in an effort to induce 
a wall failure. 
Trenching activities will be documented photographically 
according to the following procedure: 
a) The gnomon will be placed near the trench site (up-sun). 
b) Three Hasselblad electric data camera photographs will 
be obtained of the trench site before excavation. One 
photograph will be taken at a distance of 15 feet to show 
site location with respect to the LM or a prominent ter-
rain feature, and a stereo-pair will be taken cross-sun 
from a distance of 7 feet. 
c) 16 mm data acquisition camera sequence photographs will 
be obtained down-sun during excavation. 
d) A stereo-pair will be obtained up-sun of the trench inter-
ior, at a distance of 7 feet, using the Hasselblad electric 
data camera. 
e) Two stereo-pairs will be taken from a distance of 7 feet, 
cross-sun, of both sides of the trench, using the Hassel-
blad electric data camera. (Field-of-view to include 
excavated material.) 
f) A stereo-pair of the trench will be taken down-sun, at 
a distance of 7 feet, using the Hasselblad electric data 
camera. 
• Photographs Unique to S-200 
a) Hasselblad electric data camera photographs of the lunar 
surface shmving erosive craters caused by DPS exhaust 
impingement. A photograph will be taken cross-sun at 
about 11 feet from the center of the landed LM. 
• Photographs Not Unique to S-200 
The following photographs are of interest to S-200 and are expected 
to be taken in the course of other experiments: 
a) Two Hasselblad electric data camera photographs of an 
astronaut's footprint showing interaction between astro-
naut boots and the lunar surface and the adjacent undis-
turbed lunar surface, 
b) Hasselblad electric data camera photographs of natural 
slopes, boulders, ridges, rills, crater walls and 
embankments in the vicinity of the landing site. 
• Off-Nominal Photographs 
The following photographs are to be taken only if the conditions 
are significantly different from previous missions: 
a) Hasselblad electric data camera photographs of the landing 
gear to show the stroking of the primary and secondary 
strut assemblies. One photograph is required for each of 
1. 
the eight secondary strut assemblies and the adjoining 
primary strut assembly. A total of eight photographs 
is required. The line-of-sight from the camera should 
be approximately perpendicular to the plane containing 
the strut assembly. Each field-of-view should be as 
small as possible, but should include all of the secon-
dary strut assembly at or below the attachment of the 
secondary assembly. (Data on landing gear stroking 
are mandatory only if the inspection of the landed LM 
reveals that any strut stroked 4 inches or more.) 
b) Hasselblad electric data camera photographs of each LM 
footpad and the surrounding lunar soil. Photographs 
will be taken cross-sun at a distance of about 7 feet. 
(Data on footpad-lunar soil interaction are mandatory 
only if the footpads have penetrated the soil or moved 
laterally more than 6 inches.) 
c) Hasselblad electric data camera photographs of the LM 
exterior vertical surfaces shmving any visible soil 
accumulation. Photographs will be taken cross-sun if 
possible at a distance of 7 to 15 feet depending on 
the surface to be photographed. 
FTO 2) Lunar surface activities will include probing the surface 
with the hand penetrometer to provide· load-penetration and 
plate load-sinkage data at locations of differing soil 
consistency, texture or type, and obtaining photographs. 
The penetrometer tests are summarized below: 
Location 
At 5 core tube sites 
Test Type 
0.5 in. 2 cone 
No. of 
Tests 
5 
2. At one of the above sites 1 in.; cone, 0.2 in
2 
or 
2 in, cone* and 
3 
3. 
4. 
At trench 
a. On bottom 
b. At top of vertical 
cut 
c. Adjacent to trench 
At small crater ( 10 m) 
a. Bottom, center 
b. Side, lower 
c. Slide, upper 
1 in. x 5 in. plate 
2 0.5 in. cone and 1 
plate 
1 in. x 5 in. plate 
0. 5 in. 2 cone 
2 0.5 in. 
0.5 in. 2 
0.5 in. 2 
cone 
cone 
cone 
in. X 5 in. 
• 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
Location 
4. (Continued) 
d. Rim 
5. For LRV evaluation 
a. In track** 
b. Adjacent to track** 
Test Type 
0.5 in. 2 
0.5 in. 2 
0.5 in. 2 
cone 
cone 
cone 
No. of 
Tests 
1 
2 
2 
Total 20 
* To be determined on basis of Apollo 14 results. 
**Extreme conditions e.g., shallow and deep tracks should be chosen. 
Penetration/plate load tests at each site will be documented 
according to the following procedures: 
• Cone Penetrometer. Tests 
a) A Hasselblad electric data camera photograph of each 
test to show site location with respect to LM or a 
prominent terrain feature, and to shm>' the maximum 
depth to which the astronaut was able to push the 
penetrometer. The gnomon will also be in the field-of-
view. 
• Plate Load-Sinkage Tests 
a) The gnomon will be placed up-sun near the plate load site. 
b) A Hasselblad electric data camera photograph which shows 
the plate load site prior to performing the test. The 
photograph will be taken cross-sun at a distance of 7 
feet. 
c) A Hasselblad electric data camera photograph of the test 
surface after the plate load is removed. The photograph 
will be taken cross-sun at a distance of 7 feet. 
d) A Hasselblad electric data camera photograph of the site 
location with respect to the LM or a prominent terrain 
feature. This photograph is required only if plate 
load tests are conducted at sites other than the trench 
or core tube sites. 
FTO 3) During the riding phases of the traverses the crew will per-
f?.rm the following functions: 
a) Drive the LRV at speeds selected as maximum safe speeds 
for various types of lurrain encountered. • i 
• 
b) Record stopping distances as encountered during the 
traverses. 
c) Record the battery, steering motor and drive motor temp-
eratures and the average bettery current related to speed, 
lurrain type, soil condition and slope during the traverses. 
d) Record the affect of soil, lurrain type, slopes and speeds 
on turning capability. 
e) Comment on the amount of lunar dust generated at various 
speeds. 
f) Comment on the amount of LRV/wheel slippage at end of the 
traverse. 
In addition, penetrometer tests listed under FTO 2) will 
be obtained adjacent to wheel tracks at four locations 
where LRV performance data are available. 
Photographs Not Unique to S-200 
The following photographs are of interest to S-200 and are 
expected to be taken in the course of other experiments: 
a) A Hasselblad electric data camera photograph of the LRV 
wheel tracks at four locations, at the crew's discretion, 
where LRV performance data are available. Photographs 
will be taken cross-sun at about 7 feet from the track. 
b) 16 mm data acquisition camera sequence photographs of 
the LRV in motion. 
Success Criteria 
FTO 1) Data shall be obtained on lunar surface and subsurface 
characteristics relative to the origin and nature of the 
lunar soil. The data shall include the ability of an astro-
naut to excavate the lunar surface, the natural slope of 
the excavated material, the integrity of the sidewalls of 
the excavation, and the resistance of the soil at the bot-
tom of the trench and in the sidewalls to penetration and 
plate loads. Data shall be obtained on the mechanical 
behavior of lunar surface material including texture, con-
sistency, density, color compressibility, cohesion, and 
adhesion. 
FTO 2) Data shall be obtained from penetrometer and plate load tests. 
FTO 3) Data shall be obtained on LRV performance, from pene~rometer 
tests and from photographs of LRV-soil interaction, 
Evaluation 
FTO 1) Lunar surface and subsurface characteristics will be evaluated 
through analysis of the crew comments and photographs of the 
excavation and material excavated and penetration test results. 
The excavation and excavated material will provide data of 
subsurface strata, sidewall crumbling, density and natural 
slope of the subsurface material, An estimation'of th~ work 
required to excavate the lunar surface will be made through 
analysis of the astronaut metabolic rates while the excavation 
is in progress. Penetrometer and plate load data (force 
versus penetration or sinkaie) will yield quantitative data 
on strength, density, and stress-deformation characteristics. 
These data will be used for scientific analysis of the origin 
and nature of l~~ar surface material. (Astronaut records, 
debriefing transcripts, photographs, lunar samples data, and 
GT 9991 U ) 
The mechanical behavior of the lunar surface material Hill 
be assessed through ana]~ses of the LM footpad-lunar soil 
interactions, soil accumulation on the LM vertical surfaces, 
~oil mechanics data obtained during EVA, lunar soil-LRV 
interactions and the returned lunar surface samples data. 
The footpad-soil interaction Hill be determined from photographs 
ancl from analysis of the landing gear stroking and touchdm·.rn 
conditions as determined from lunar trajectory data, descent 
engine thrust and vehicle mass properties. TI1e Soil Mechanics 
Team \vill analyze data from the soil samples returned to the 
LRL and \vill debrief the astronauts on the basis of the results 
of examination of the returned data. (Astronaut records, 
photographs, LM mass, GG 0001 X, GG 2112 V, GG 2113 V, GG 2142 V, 
GG 2143 V, GG 2172 V, GG 2173 V, GH 1313 V, GH 1314 V, GH 1461 V 
through GH 1463 V, GQ 6510 P, and GQ 6806 H ) 
FTO 2) Lunar soil strength and deformation characteristics and the 
existence of any hard stratum or subsurface boulders will 
be evaluated by comparing the effort required to push the 
penetrometer and bearing plate into lunar soil \vith that 
required to probe terrestrial soil analogs. (Astronaut 
records, photographs, penetrometer calibration data, and 
penetrometer recording drums ) 
FTO 3) Lunar soil-LRV interactions will be analyzed using available 
trafficability theories. 
Data Requirements 
1) Premission Data: 
a) Penetrometer Calibration Data: (M) 
Calibration data from penetrometer tests will be obtained 
by TBD for the Principal Investigator. 
b) Photographs: (M) 
Photographs of the landing gear to show the stroking 
of the primary and secondary strut assemblies. One 
photograph is required for each of the eight secondary 
strut assemblies and the adjoining primary strut 
assembly. A total of eight photographs is required. The 
line-of-sight from the camera should be approximately 
perpendicular to the plane containing the strut assembly. 
Each field-of-view should be as small as possible, but 
should include all of the secondary strut assembly at 
or below the attachment of the secondary assembly. 
2) Real-Time Data: 
a) Voice Comments: (M) 
(1) Comments on the ability to dig in lunar soil and 
estimates of depths of any layers (or strata) detected. 
(2) Estimate of the excavation depth, description of 
the excavation, and time required to complete the 
excavation. 
(3) Comments on the effort required to push the penetro-
meter and bearing plate into the lunar surface and 
on the depth and firmness of any subsurface obstructions. 
3) Postmission Data: 
a) Telemetry Measurements: 
(1) LM Position, Velocity, and Acceleration: (M) 
LM mass, position, velocities and accelerations 
with respect to the LM landing point during the 
last 2 minutes before touchdown, to be provided 
to the PI by TED. The following telemetry is 
required: 
Measurement 
Number TM Hode Priority 
GG 0001 X 
GG 2112 V 
PGNS Down Link Data (To T/M) 
Volt, IG lX Res Output, Sin 
PCM 
PCM 
1 
2 
M 
M 
GG 2113 V Volt, IG lX Res Output, Cos PCM 2 M 
GG 2142 V Volt, MG lX Res Output, Sin PCM 2 M 
GG 2143 V Volt, MG lX Res Output, Cos PCM 2 M 
GG 2172 V Volt, OG lX Res Output, Sin PCM 2 M 
GG 2173 V Volt, OG lX Res Output, Cos PCM 2 M 
GH 1313 V 
GH 1314 V 
GH 1461 V 
Volt, Pitch GDA Pos (Ret/Ext) 
Volt, Roll GDA Pos (Ext/Ret) 
Volt, Yaw RG Sig (,8 KC) 
PCM 
PCM 
PCM 
2 
2 
2 
M 
M 
M 
Gil 1462 V Volt, Pitch RG Sig (.8 KC) PCM 2 M 
GH 1463 V Volt, Roll RG Sig (.8 KC) PCH 2 M 
GQ 6510 P Press, Thrust Chamber PCH 2 M 
GQ 6806 H Pos, Variable Injector Actuator PCH 2 M 
(2) 1M Position: 
Measurement 
Number 
GG 0001 X 
The following TH measurement is required from LH 
touchdmvn until the first IHU fine alignment is 
completed. 
Description TH Hode 
PGNS Dmvn Link Data (To T /H) PCH 1 
Priority 
M 
(3) Astronaut Metabolic Rate: 
Measurement 
Number Description TM Mode Priority 
GT 8124 J 
GT 8154 T 
GT 8170 T 
Electrocardiogram No 1 
Temp LCG H20 Inlet No 1 
Temp PLSS No 1 Subl 02 Outlet 
FM/FM* 
FM/FM* 
FM/FM* 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
M 
M 
M 
GT 8182 P 
GT 8196 T 
Press PLSS 02 Supply No 1 
Del T, LCG H20 In/Out No 1 
FM/FM* 
FM/FM* 
N/A 
N/A 
M 
M 
GT 8224 J Volt, PLSS No 2 EKG FM/FH* N/A M 
GT 8254 T 
GT 8270 T 
Temp, LCG No 2 H20 Inlet 
Temp, PLSS No 2 Subl 02 Outlet 
FM/FM* 
FM/FM* 
N/A 
N/A 
M 
M 
GT 8282 P 
GT 8296 T 
Press, PLSS No 2 02 
Delta T, LCG No 2 H20 In/Out 
FM/FM* 
FM/FM* 
N/A 
N/A 
M 
M 
GT 9991 U EHU TH Outputs FM/FM* N/A M 
The following TH measurements are required to 
determine astronaut metabolic rates when the 
astronaut is performing functions related to this 
experiment. Periods of interest are digging a 
trench, carrying ALSEP for deployment, walking, 
running, driving of core tubes and riding the LRV. 
*Measurements GT 8124 J through GT 8296 T are part of measurement GT 9991 U. 
b) Astronaut Logs or Voice Records: 
One copy of each astronaut log and voice records contain-
ing: 
(1) Comments on visibility affects due to any lunar 
dust erosion during the final approach, on the 
severity of the landing and on the vehicle stability 
during touchdown. (M) 
(2) Comments on LM footpad-lunar soil interactions to 
include estimates of the amount of penetration 
(depth of 6 inches or greater), soil displacement 
and footpad skidding (6 inches on a side). (HD) 
(3) Comments on slope and roughness of the terrain. (HD) 
(4) Comments on lunar soil erosion caused by the DPS 
exhaust impingement during landing to include 
depth, diameter and shape of any erosion crater 
(visible craters deeper than 3 inches). (HD) 
(5) Comments describing the descent engine skirt 
ground clearance. (HD) 
(6) Estimate of walking distance, weight carried, time 
required, and description of terrain traversed 
during traverses for ALSEP deployment or lunar 
geology sampling. (HD) 
(7) Comments describing the variations in depth of boot 
prints in the lunar surface. (M) 
(8) Comments on the color and texture of both undisturbed 
areas of the lunar surface and areas disturbed by 
LM landing and by the astronauts. (M) 
(9) Comments on the ability to dig in lunar soil and 
estimates of depths of any layers (or strata) 
detected. (M) 
(10) Estimate of the depth, description of the excavation, 
and time required to complete the excavation. (M) 
(11) Estimate of the natural slope of the pile of excavated 
lunar soil. (HD) 
(12) Comments on the effort required to push the penetro-
meter and bearing plate into the lunar surface and on 
the depth and firmness of any subsurface obstructions. 
(M) 
? 
(13) Comments on soil behavior (i.e., texture, consistency 
and adhesiveness) during collection of samples or 
other surface activities, including LRV operations. 
(HD) 
(14) Estimate of the amount of stroking of each primary 
and secondary strut assembly if the landing gear 
strut assembly photographs cannot be obtained. (HD)*. 
(15) Comments on tendency of surface adjacent to penetro-
meter and bearing plate test location to sink, bulge, 
or crack. (M) 
c) . A~tronaut pebriefings: 
One copy each of astronaut postmission scientific and 
photographic debriefing transcripts pertaining to 
both mandatory and. highly desirable experiment functions. 
(M) 
d) Photographs: 
.7-/ 
.~ copies each of the following photographs: 
(1) Hasselblad electric data camera photographs of the 
landing gear to show the stroking of the primary 
and secondary strut assemblies. One photograph 
is required for each of the eight secondary strut 
assemblies and the adjoinirrg primary strut assembly. 
A total of eight photographs is required. The line-
of-sight from the camera should be approximately 
perpendicular to the plane containing the strut 
assembly. Each field-of-view should be as small 
as possible, but should include all of the secondary 
strut assembly at or below the attachment of the 
secondary assembly. (HD) 
(2) Photographs of the LM exterior showing any soil 
accumulation on the vertical surfaces. (HD) 
(3) Photographs of the lunar surface showing DPS exhaust 
impingement erosion crater. (M) 
., ' 
(4) Photographs of each LM footpad and surrounding 
lunar soil exhibiting evidence of 1M footpad-lunar 
soil interaction. (HD) 
*Data on landing gear stroking are mandatory only if the inspection of 
the landed LM reveals that any strut stroked 4 inches or more. 
r 
(5) Photographs of the course traversed before and after 
traverses for ALSEP deployment, including photographs 
of an astronaut footprint showing interaction between 
astronaut boots and lunar surface, (M) 
(6) Photographs of the excavation area before and after 
the excavation, using the Hasselblad electric data 
camera, (M) 
(7) Photographs at each penetrometer test site to show 
site location and the maximum depth to which the 
astronaut was able to push the penetrometer. (M) 
(8) Photographs of the plate load test area before and 
after each plate load test is conducted. (M) 
(9) Photographs of the area where each plate load test 
was conducted. to show the location with respect to 
the LM or a prominent terrain feature. (M) 
(10) Photographs of natural slopes, boulders, ridges, 
rills, crater walls and embankments in the vicinity 
of the landing site. (HD) 
(11) Photographs obtained by the 16 mm battery operated 
camera of the trenching operations. (HD) 
(12) Photographs of the lunar soil-LRV interactions, 
using the Hasselblad electric data camera. (M) 
(13) Photographs obtained by the 16 mm battery operated 
camera of the LRV in motion. (M) 
e) Lunar Sample Data: 
Lunar soil mechanics data derived from the returned 
lunar samples, as provided by the Lunar Sample Pre-
liminary Examination Team. (M) 
f) Penetrometer recording drum. (M) 
SOIL MECHANICS 
Background and Justification 
The Soil Hechanics Experiment will provide data that will enable 
determination of the compositional, textural, and mechanical properties 
of lunar soils and their variations with depth, in lateral directions, 
and between Apollo landing sites. These data are essential to the 
verification or modification of existing theories or to the formulation 
of new theories of lunar history and lunar processes. The "in-situ" 
characteristics of the unconsolidated surface materials can provide an 
invaluable record of the past influences of time, stress, and environment. 
Of particular importance are such characteristics as particle size and 
shape, particle size distribution, density, strength and compressibility, 
and their variations from point to point. 
The Soil Hechanics Experiment and several of the other Apollo 
experiments, e.g., Lunar Field Geology, Passive Seismic Experiment, and 
Heat Flow Experiment, are mutually interdependent in the sense that data 
analysis and interpretation in one experiment me1y depend to a significant 
extent on the results from another. Any satisfactory neH hypothesis for 
lunar history a11d processes must be compatible with the ~indings from 
all of them, 
Data obtained from Apollo 11 and 12, in conjunction with that planned 
to be obtained from Apollo Hissions H-3 and J-1, will be used to correlate 
terrain features and properties, and to predict soil mechanical properties 
and probably behavior during later Apollo missions. These data are 
essential for improving methods for site selection and the development 
of design criteria and performance prediction techniques for roving 
vehicles. The accumulated data will be needed for development of lunar 
construction techniques for roving vehicles. The accumulated data will 
be needed for .development of lunar construction techniques should lunar 
basing be undertaken in the post-Apollo period. 
Direct observation and testing (in the LRL) of returned lunar soils 
are essential to the success of this experiment. Some of the neeped 
properties such as grain size, grain shape, grain size distribution, and 
specific gravity cannot practicably be determined on the moon. Studies 
in the LRL of such characteristics as strength, modulus of deformation, 
compressibility, density, and adhesion ~.er_ve ·v~tal functions: namely, 
(1) development of a "feel" for the behavior of the real material; (2) 
direct measurement of some properties that otherwise could only be deduced 
indirectly, and the dependence of these properties on such factors as 
stress, disturbance, and densification; (3) determination of the influences 
of environmental changes on behavior; and (4) evaluation of the suitability 
of terrestrial, lunar soil simulants that are being used for a variety of 
baseline studies. 
Apollo Mission J-1 will provid~ additional data on lunar soil 
mechanical properties and terrain features to include penetrometer and 
plate load test data and lunar soil-LRV interaction data. These data are 
essential for meeting the objectives of the Soil Ne.chanics Experiment. 
Previous Flight Objectives/Experiments 
Objective/Experiment 
Number 
B 
D 
E 
B 
H 
S-200 
Title 
Lunar Surface EVA Operations 
Landing Effects on LM 
Lunar Surface Characteristics 
Lunar Surface EVA Operations 
Lunar Surface Characteristics 
Soil Mechanics 
Mission 
11 
11 
11 
12 
12 
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WEIGHT lt'DDEl 
REPORTING ASSIWTI~S PI'. 1- 1 
Sl.H'.ARY Pn. I- 3 
lJIII P£RFM"'.ANCE STATUS Po. 1-4 
,.ISSIOfl PERFOR!WiC£ STATUS PQ. 1- 1 
CHAJIGES Pel. 1-39 
PDmlll& HARDWM£ CHANGES ~. 11·1 
• CAPACITY • TANKED & TRAPP£D OUTSIDE TA~KS 
ASSUMPTION REVISIONS 
Actual tank capacities have been incorporated for LM-8, Ascent and 
Descent stage. Class Isp data was revised for 11 J 11 Mission Descent 
Engines. The Descent Delta V budget was also modified to allow 
additional terrain clearance. Results of these changes are shown 
on the Mission Performance curves. 
) 
APOLLO SPACECRAFT WEIGHT STATUS 
REPORTING ASSUMPTIONS - EARTH LAUNCH 
OCTOBER 1~, 1970 
MISS ION 
LAUNCH DATE 
SITE 
LUNAR STAY TIME - HOURS 
CONSUMABLES LOADINGS- LBS. (1) 
CM WATER - POTABLE 
- WASTE 
LM WATER - AIS 
- DIS 
SM CRYOGENICS (7) 
LM OXYGEN - AIS 
- DIS 
TANKED PROPELLANT LOADINGS (2) 
CM RCS 
SM RCS 
LM RCS 
SM SPS 
LM APS 
LM DPS 
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA (6) 
SM 
~V REQ.(fps) - LM ATTACHED 
- WITHOUT LM 
lsp (sec) 
LM - AIS (5) 
H-3 
1131/71 
FRA MAURO 
32 
36.0 
18.0 
85.0 
250.0 
886.5 
4.8 
48.0 
242.1 
1335.4 
605.6 
40593.7 
5207.6 
18348.6 
J-1(4) 
7/26/70 
HADLEY 
66 
36.0 
18.0 
85.0 
36 5.0 
1 032.6 
4.8 
96.0 
242.1 
1335.4 
604.6 
40593.7 
5220.2 
19525.5 
3299.0 3170.9 
3882.7 3388.8 
313.8±1 .59 313.8±4.6 
J-2(4) 
1/18/72 
DESCARTES 
66 
36.0 
18.0 
85.0 
365.0 
1032.6 
4.8 
96.0 
242.1 
1335.4 
604.6 
40593.7 
5220.2 
19525.5 
3067.0 
301S. 9 
313.8+4.6 
1- I 
J-3(4) 
66 
H'-'. (J 
36~.0 
1 032. G 
tl.H 
%.0 
24? .I 
133~.4 
604.6 
40593.7 
5220.2 
19~2S.S 
~V REQ.(fps) NORMAL LANDING 
MISSION 
6182.7 6183.9 6183.9 E.l2·~.c 
- TOUCHDOWN ABORT 
lsp (sec) 
6107.0 6108.3 6108.3 61Uc.~ 
309. 4±4. 1 309. 4±4. 1 309.414. l 309.4 111. I 
LM - DIS (5) 
~v REQ. (fps) 
lsp(sec) 6964.5 7004,1 7004.1 7004.1 302.3±5.1 302.3+3.0 30?..3+3.0 302.3+3,() 
(1) ALL TANKS ARE FULL EXCEPT CM WATER & LM D/S WATER 
(2) ALL TANKS ARE FULL 
(4) RELAXED FREE RETURN TRAJECTORY 
(5) LIMIT WEIGHT ~V BUDGET 
(6) REVISED H-3 FOR MISSION REVIEW OF 7/8/70 
(7) THIRD 02 TANK OFFLO/\D TO 60% FOR H-3 
APOLLO 14 ALTERNATE LAUNCH DATE 
OCTOBER 15, 1970 
MISSION 
LAUNCH DATE 
SITE 
LUNAR STAY TIME - HOURS 
CONSUMABLES LOADINGS - U3S. (1) 
CM WATER - POTABLE 
- WASTE 
L~1 WATER - AIS 
- DIS 
SM CRYOGENICS 
LM OXYGEN - AIS 
- DIS 
TANKED PROPELLANT LOADINGS (2) 
01 RCS 
SM RCS 
U~ RCS 
St-1 SPS 
L~1 APS 
LM DPS 
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 
SM 
6V REQ. (fps) - LM ATTACHED 
- WITHOUT LM 
I
5
p(sec) 
LM- AIS (4) 
6V REQ. (fps) NORMAL LANDING 
MISSION 
- TOUCHDOWN ABORT 
I
50
(sec) 
LM- DIS (4) 
,'IV REQ.(fps) 
I (sec) sp 
H-3 
311 !71 
FRA MAURO 
32 
36.0 
18.0 
85.0 
250.0 
88fi.5 
4.8 
48.0 
242.1 
1335.4 
605.6 
40593.7 
5207.fi 
18348.6 
3511.4 
3145.6 
313.8+1.59 
fl18?.7 
6107.0 
309. 4+4. 1 
69fi4.5 
302.3+5. 1 
H-3 
3/30!71 
FRA MAURO 
32 
36.0 
18.0 
85.0 
250.0 
82.6.5 
4.8 
48.0 
242. l 
1335. 4 
605.6 
40593.7 
5207.6 
18348.6 
3442.0 
3329.0 
313.8+1.~)9 
hl82.7 
6107.0 
309. 4+4. l 
69n~.s 
302. 3+5. I 
(1) ALL TANKS ARE FULL EXCEPT CM WATER & LM DIS WATER 
(2) ALL TANKS ARE FULL 
(4) LIMIT WEIGHT AV BUDGET 
1-2 
MISSION 
1 ~0~8 ,13~ 11 . SPACECRAFT (CSM) - LUNAR MODULE (LM) 1~2~10 114~lZ 
23801 26267 26108 . :26143 CSM 12778 "12651 12797 12745 Ct·1 
(0) . ( 0) (0) (0) - SCIENCE EQUIPMENT PAYLOAU 
( 156) (58) (98) (55) - PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
( 38) (38) (38) (38) - SUPPORTING EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
~11150 13470 13363 13365 SM (0) {283) (191) (198) - SCIENCE EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
(0) (600) (600) (600) - PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
(0) (0) (0) (0) - SUPPORTING EQUIPt1ENT PAYLOAD 
40594 40594 40594 10594 SPS TANKED PROPELLANT 
33687 36284 36257 36271 LM ~ 5330 5385 5393 5393 A/S 
( 2) ( 1 ) ( 1 ) ( 1) - SCIENCE EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
(27) ( 12) (12) (12) - PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
( 10) (9) (9) (9) - SUPPORTING EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
5208 5220 APS TANKED PROPELLANT 5220 5220 
rc 4800 6153 6118 6132 
DIS (398) (535) ( 499) (513) 
- SCIENCE EQUIPMENT PAvLOAD (11) ( 18) (18) (18) - PHOTOGRAPH! C EQUI Pf·1ENT PAYLOAD (42) ( 1 ~ 6) (116) (116) 
- SUPPORTING EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD (0) (494) {494) (494) 
- LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE 18349 19526 19526 19526 
DPS TANKED PROPELLANT 
4061 4083 4083 4083 
SLA 
TOTAL INJECTED 102143 107228 107042 107091 
lES 9025 9190 9189 9189 
TOTAL LIFT-OFF 111168 116418 116231 116280 
PROPELLANT MARGINS 
148 1220 -SPS 99 
231 34 50 48 DPS 
2{1) 30 (1) 6 ( 1 ) 2(1) APS 
.. .. ~;~;..:~ ...... ~.,~.,,~..;:"'.._.,,. I •_, ; -~:~~··~~~-:;...~ _,__, ~-,.-
..... {;:~~,Jiiii[li!!t :or;~~- l3~ii..,.~~-~:: .. ,. -
*Adjusted for ,~ctua1 1"-feight (1) t~Or'iina1 Mission 
APOLL0 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT STATUS SUMMARY 
OCTOBER 15, 1970 
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c~ {LESS T0TAL T.A~KED PROPELLANT) -.LBS. 
- 59_Q_9 --- 60_00 - 6l_QQ 
CE$CE\T STAGE - EARTH LAGNCH LBS 
__ 
--
6300- 64iJO _ __ 6_5120 --
MISSION 
CSf·1 
H-3 
110 
J-1 
112 
J-2 
113 
J-3 
114 
CM 12409 12555 12260 12294 
CM RCS TANKED PROPELLANT 242 242 242 242 
SM 
- SPS PROPELLANT TRAPPED OUTSIDE TANKS 
9815 
( 202) 
12135 
( 202) 
12028 
( 202) 
12030 
( 202) 
SJ.i RCS TAf1KEO PROPELLANT 1335 1335 1335 1335 
q 
SPS TANKED PROPELLANT 40594 40594 40594 40594 
- TRAPPED & RESIDUAL 239 239 239 
- OUTAGE 60 ' 60 60 
- REQUIRED FOR llV 38896 38626 36955 
- CONTINGENCY tJ.V (WEATHER AVOIDANCE) 729 801 1386 
- 3cr DISPERSIONS 471 620 634 
- UNBALANCE METER 100 100 100 
- MARGIN 99 148 1220 
CSM WEIGHT STATUS SUMMARY 
OCTOBER 15, 1970 
1-11 
MISSION 
LM 
A/S 
- RCS PROPELLANT TRAPPED OUTSIDE TANKS 
- AP S PROPELLANT TRAPPED OUTS I DE T ArJ KS 
A/S RCS TANKED PROPELLANT 
APS TANKED PROPELLANT 
- TRAPPED & RESIDUAL 
- OUTAGE 
- REQuiRED FOR fjV 
- 3o DISPERSIONS 
- ENGINE MALFUNCTIONS 
- ABORT RESERVE 
- MARGIN 
DIS 
- DPS PROPELLANT TRAPPED OUTSIDE TANKS 
DPS TANKED PROPELLANT 
- TRAPPED & RESIDUAL 
- OUTAGE 
- REQUIRED FOR :..V 
- 3o DISPEKSION 
- LOW LEVEL ALLOWANCE 
- ABORT RESER\ E 
- MARGIN 
LM AT EARTH LAUNC~ 
WEIGHT CHANGE PRIOR TC SEPARATION 
LM AT SEPARATION 
'• .i_-.,c~-;. 
H-3 J-1 
8 10 
4724 4780 
( 27) ( 26) 
( 14) ( 14) 
606 605 
5208 5220 
31 31 
12 12 
4999 5035 
82 82 
20 20 
34 34 
30 6 
4800 6153 
( 96) ( 77) 
18349 19526 
139 1 01 
33 43 
17386 18791 
334 318 
45 48 
181 1 91 
231 34 
33687 36284 
468 476 
34155 3b760 
~ 
J-2 J-3 
11 12 
4788 4788 
( 26) ( 26) 
( 14) ( 14) 
605 605 
5220 5220 
31 31 
12 12 
5039 5039 
82 82 
20 20 
34 34 
2 2 
6118 6132 
( 77) ( 77) 
19526 19526 
101 1 01 
43 43 
18775 18777 
318 318 
48 48 
191 191 
50 48 
36257 36271 
471 471 
36728 36742 
.. ~-.-~ ··-
LM WEIGHT STATUS SUMMARY 
OCTOBER 15, 1970 
.. 
CSM PAYLOAD SUMMARY 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15• 1970 ·1-13 
--------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------~--~----~ 
PN PN PN PN 
QED OEO OEO QEO 
ITEM MISSION TNT H-3 TNT J-1 TNT J-2 TNT J-3 
DESCRIPTION CSM YOE 110 YDE 112 YDE 113 YDE 114 
---------~~---~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
_tM 
SCIENCE EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
PHOTOGRAPH I C EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 155.7 57.8 57.8 54.9 
SUPPORTING EOUIPMENT PAYLOAD 38. 1 38. 1 38. 1 3i8.]: 
SM 
____ .S~ l.fNC E EQUIPME~T eAYLOAD 282.6 191.3 198 .. 3 
S-160 SPECTROMETER.GAMMA RAY 21.4 21.4 
S-161&162SPTMTR.X-RAY•A PART.tSOLAR MONT 146.4 146.4 
S-165 SPECTROMETER.MASS 23.5 23.5 
S-167&168LUNAR SOUNDER 30.0 
S-169 SPECTROMETER.FAR UV 40.0 -~-171. RAOIOMETER.IR SCANNING 37.0 
S-173t174SUBSATELITE 91.3 91.3 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 600.1 600. 1 600. 1 
SUPPORTING EOUIPMENT PAYLOAP 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------~ 
-CURRENT STATUS 193.8 97~. 6 887.3 891.4 
CIJNTROL WEIGHT 2~0.0 1050. 0 1050.0 1050.0 
~ARGJN "~-2 71.4 162.7 158.6 
-------~~~~~~~-~~~~-~~--~~~-~~~-~~-----~----~---~----------------------------~---------------~ 
LM PAYLOAD SUMMARY 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15. 1970 
PN PN PN PN 
ITEM 
OESCRJPTION 
MISSION 
LM 
QED 
TNT 
YDE 
H-3 
8 
OED 
TNT 
YDE 
J-1 
10 
OED 
TNT 
YDE 
J-2 
11 
OED 
TNT 
YDE 
J-3 
12 
A/S 
SCIENCE EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
SAMPLES.THERMAL COATING DEGRAO. 
S-059.CONTNR.CNTGCY LS<SOFT) 
S-059•SCALE.SAMPLE 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT PAY LOAO 
____ s_u_pr:_QRT I NG __ E_QU l~~ENT_ f> ~y LOAD 
2.0 
• 8 
.7 
.5 
27. 1 
10.2 
1. 2 
.7 
.5 
12. 1 
8.7 
1. 2 
.7 
.5 
12. 1 
8.7 
1. 2 
.7 
.5 
12. l 
8.7 
DIS 
SCIENCE EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
MTG.ASSY.RTG FUEL CASK 
FUEL CASK 
PALLET ASSY. NO.1 & 2 
S-031• PASSIVE SEISMIC EXP. 
S-033 .ACTIVE SEISMIC EXP. 
S-034•L•S• ~AGNETOMETER 
S-035tSOLAR WIND SPF CTROMETER 
S-038.CHARGE PARTICLE LUNAR EXP 
S-207.LUNAR SURF ACE GRAVIMETER 
S- 20 2 ' lUNAR EJECTAtMETEDROIO 
M-515.DliST DETECTOR 
S-036·SIOE/S-058SCCGE 
S-037 .HE AT FLnw EXPERIMENT 
S-059 
39 8.4 
14.5 
40.0 
128.6 
2 5. 2 
26.2 
7.3 
.4 
21.7 
78.3 
;534.8 
15.5 
39.6 
148. ~ 
22.7 
zo. 8 
12.7 
.4 
22.7 
43.0 
108.5 
498.9 
15.5 
39.6 
148.9 
22.7 
24. 1 
20.8 
38.6 
108.5 
512.8 
15. 5 
39.6 
148.9 
(1) 22.7 
(1) 28. 0 
15.0 
38.6 
96.9 
S-205.LUNAR ATMOSPHERE COMP. 
S-080 • SOLAR WINO CnMPn~ITION 1.0 
20.0 
(1) S-031 OR S-207 WILL BE CARRIED. FOR WEIGHT REPORT, S-207 IS USED. 
1-14 
LM PAYLOAD SUMMARY 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15• 1970 
ITEM 
11ESCRIPTION 
MISSION 
LM 
PN 
QED 
TNT 
YDE 
H-3 
8 
PN 
OED 
TNT 
YDE 
J-1 
10 
PN 
OED 
TNT 
YDE 
J-2 
11 
PN 
OED 
TNT 
YDE 
J-3 
12 
_11/S 
S-152.COSMIC RAY DETECTOR 
S-198.MAGNETOMETER.PORTABLE 
S-078.REFLECTOR.LASER RANGE RET 
S-201.FAR UV CAM/SPECTROSCOPE 
S-203.SEIS~IC PROFILING 
S-204.SURFACE ELECTRIC PROP. 
S-199•LUNAR GRAVITY TRAVERSE 
PHOTOGRAPHIC ECUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
SUPPORTING EDUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
LtJ"4AR ROVING VEHICLE 
10.2 
45.0 
11.4 
42.4 
100.0 
l 7. 5 
115.7 
493.5 
20.0 
10. 2 
50.0 
17.5 
116.4 
493.5 
55.0 
28.3 
27.0 
17. 5 
115. 7 
493.5 
CIJRqENT STATUS 
CONTROL WEIGHT 
~ARGIN 
-------------------------------------------
491.5 
600.0 
lOR. 5 
--------------
·1183.5 
1200. 0 
16.5 
--------------
1148.3 
1200. 0 
51.7 
--------------
1161.5 
1200. 0 
38.5 
---------------: 
1-15 
CSM SCIENCE EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
0 C T 08 E R 1 5 • 1 9 7 0 1-16 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PN PN PN PN 
ITEM 
DESCRIPTION 
MISSION 
CSM 
QEO 
TNT 
YDE 
H-3 
110 
OED 
TNT 
YOE 
J-1 
112 
QEO 
TNT 
YDE 
J-2 
113 
OED 
TNT 
YOE 
J-3 
114 
S-160 SPECTROMETER,GA~MA PAY 1 21.4 1 21.4 
S-161~162SPTMTR,X-RAY,A PART.~SOLAR MONT 1 146.4 1 146.4 
S-165 SPECTROMETER,MASS 
S-167&168LUNAR SOUNDER 
S-169 SPEC TROM ET ER, FAR uv 
S-171 RADIOMETER.JR SCANNING 
S-173El74SUBSATELITE 
1 
1 1 
23.5 
91.3 
1 23.5 
1 
1 
1 
1 1 
30.0 
40.0 
37.0 
91.3 
-------- -------- -------- --------
s~ SCIENCE EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD TOTAL 282.6 191. 3 198.3 
NOTE 1 77.3 POUNDS EJECTED IN LUNAR ORBIT 
---
CSM PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15. 1970 1-17 
------------------------------------------------~-------------------------~------------------------·
PN PN PN PN 
QED QEO QED OED 
ITEM MISSION TNT H-3 TNT J-1 TNT J-2 TNT J-3 
DESCRIPTION CSM YDE 110 YDE 112 YDE 113 YOE 114 
-----------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------~
A0100 CAMERA,16MM DATA ACO. 01 1.7 01 1. 7 01 1. 7 01 1. 7 
~OIOJ MAG.16 MM D A C 12 12.0 10 10.0 10 10.0 10 10.0 
&0101.1 MAG.16~M O.A.C • 8 2 8.0 8 2 ~. 0 R 2 8.0 a 2 - 8. 0 
A0102 LENSt18MM 01 .a 01 .a 01 .8 01 .a 
A0103 LENSt75MM 01 .8 01 • 8 01 .a 01 .a 
A0104 CABLE.POWER 0 A C 01 .2 01 .2 01 .2 01 • 2 
A0106 MIRROR.RIGHT ANGLE 01 .2 01 .2 01 .2 01 .2 " AO_l9_I_ --·· CAMERA • 7QM~-- E H ... 01 3.9 01 3.9 01 3.9 01 3.9 
A0108 MAG.LUNAR SURFACE E H C 06 8.4 06 8. 4 06 8.4 06 8.4 
AO 108.1 MAG. LUNAR SURFACE E H 05 2 7.0 7 2 9.a 7 2 9.8 7 2 9.8 
A010a.2 MAG.HASSELBLAD ELECT DATA 3 4.2 
A0122 SPOTMETER. 1 OEG. AUTO. 01 1.7 01 1. 7 01 1.7 01 1. 7 
A0126 LENS.10MM 1 .6 01 .6 01 .b 01 .6 
A0131 INTERVALOMETER.E H c 01 .2 01 .5 01 .5 01 .s 
A0132 LENSt250MM 01 2. 0 01 2. 0 01 2. 0 01 2. 0 
A0146 CABLE.REMOTE CONTROL 01 .7 01 .7 01 •. 7 1 .7 
A0149 CAMERA, LUNAR TOPOGRAPHIC 01 53.7 
A0150 CAB L E • L UN AR TOPOGRAPHIC 01 .9 
A0151 CONTROL ROX,LUNAR TflPOGR APH I C 01 2.7 
AO 152 MAGAZINE • LUNAR TOPO~RAPHIC 03 ?>3.9 
A0153 CAMERAtE H OATA 01 :.. 1 
A0154 LENS.AOMM 01 I • 0 
Al045 LENS,500MM 1 4.5 
I0401 S-177 .MAGAZINE .uv 01 1.4 01 1. 4 
I0402 S-177.LENS uv 01 1. 5 01 1. 5 
.. -QQ_~Z-' -· BRAC~ET,OATA ACQ CA~ERA 1 .9 1 .9 1 .9 1 .9 
06314 AOAPTER.HASSELBLAO 1 1. 3 1 1. 3 1 1. 3 
'06345 BRACKET ASSY.70MM CA~ERA 1 l • l 
1)6351 CONTA!NER.l6M~ ~AGAZINE 1 .3 l .3 1 .3 
 
 
06352 
06373 
06381 
06416 
06419 
06422 
CSM PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
ITEM 
DESCRIPTION 
CONTAINER ,7QMM MAGAZINE 
OCTOBER 15. 1970 
MISSION 
CSM 
PN 
OEO 
TNT 
YDE 
H-3 
110 
CABLE,CAMERA-INTERVALOMETER 1 • 3 
CAB l E • l UN AR TOPOGRAPHIC POWER 1 .7 
CAMERA MOUNT BRACKET,UV 
POLE ASSY.UNIPOD 
CABLE.16MM DAC TIMING 1 • 5 
PN 
OEO 
TNT 
YDE 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
J-1 
112 
• 2 
• 3 
• 1 
z.o 
• 5 
-------- --------
CM PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD-TOTAL 155.7 57.8 
NOTE 2 a.o POU"'JDS TR ANSFERED FROM CM TO LM A/S 
NOTE 2 7.0 POUNDS TRANSFER ED FROM CM TO LM A/S 
NnTF 2 9.8 POUNDS TR ANSFERED FROM CM TO LM A/S 
PN 
OEO 
TNT 
YDE 
1 
1 
1 
1 
J-2 
113 
• 2 
• 3 
• 1 
2. 0 
.5 
--------
57.8 
PN 
QEO 
TNT 
YOE 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1-18 
J-3 
114 
• 2 
.3 
• 1 
2.0 
• 5 
--------
54.9 
ITEM 
0 ESC R I P T I ON 
MISSION 
CSM 
PN 
QED 
TNT 
YOE 
H-3 
110 
PN 
OED 
TNT 
YOE 
J-1 
112 
PN 
OEO 
TNT 
YOE 
J-2 
113 
PN 
QEO 
TNT 
YDE 
J-3 
114 
---------------~------~----------------------------------------------------------------------~------
CAMERA.24-INCH PANORAMIC 
CAMERA.3-INCH MAPPING 
ALTIMETER.LASER 
1 
1 
1 
3 321.2 
3 226.2 
52.7 
1 
1 
1 
3 321.2 
3 226.2 
52.7 
1 3 321.2 
.1 3 226.2 
1 52.7 
-------- -------- -------- --------
sw PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD-TOTAL 600. 1 600.1 600. 1 
CSM PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15. 1970 1-19 
66.0 POUNDS TRANSFERED FROM SM TO CM 
23·1 POUNDS TRANSFEREO FROM SM TO CM 
PN PN PN PN 
ITEM 
0 ESC R I P T I ON 
MISSION 
CSM 
OED 
TNT 
YOE 
H-3 
110 
OED 
TNT 
YOE 
J-1 
112 
OEO 
TNT 
YDE 
J-2 
113 
OED 
TNT 
YOE 
J-3 
114 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~---
::: r_ 110 .1 
~rJllCe2 
~0110.3 
E0110.4 
E0110.5 
E0110e6 
00376 
00380 
()0381 
06328 
()6329 
'l6330 
06331 
f)6331·1 
r, 63 R2 
D6?P3 
f)6385 
n639l 
r.t6392 
CAMF=RA ,cOLOR TV 
MONITOR.TV 
CABLE, TV MONITOR 
LENS.ZOOM-WITH COVER 
CABLE.15.3 FT TV 
RINGSIGHT.TV CAMERA 
BRACKET.TV MOUNTING 
BAG,l6 MM MAGAZINE 
BAG,70 MM MAGAZINE 
DECONTAMINATION BAG.CSC CASS. 
DECONTAMINATION BAG.CONT.LSRC 
BAG • 0 EC ON • L S H M AG. 
DECONTAMINATION BAG.SRC N0.2 
nECONTAMINATION BAG.SRC NOel 
STRAPS.TOPOGRAPHIC CAM.HANDLING 
STRAPS.TOPOGRAPHIC CAM.HANDLING 
0 E C ON TAM I N AT I ON ~ AG • I S A 
STOW BAG.70 M~ MAGAZINE 
~AG,STWGt16 MM ~AGAZIN~ 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 2 
1 2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
1 
12.2 01 
2.9 01 
• 3 01 
1.5 01 
.7 01 
.1 01 
1. 4 1 
.3 
• 5 
• 1 
• 1 1 
• 2 1 
.9 3 
.9 
• 2 
• 2 
4.6 
• 3 
• 3 
12. 2 
2.9 
.3 
1.5 
.a 
• 1 
1. 4 
• 1 
.z 
2. 7 
1 
1 
1 
1 
'1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
12. 2 
2.9 
.3 
1. 5 
.8 
• 1 
1. 4 
• 1 
• 2 
2. 7 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
11 
1 
1 
3 ' 
12. 2 
2.9 
• 3 
1. 5 
.8 
• 1 
1. 4 
• 1 
.2. 
2. 7 
06393 ~A~tSTOWAGE+XFER.16MM MAG 1 2 • 1 
06307 PAG,TRANSFER,l6~~ ~AGAZINF 1 2 .3 1 2 .3 1 2 .3 
06398 RA~.TRANSFER,70MM ~AGAZINF 1 2 • 3 1 2 .3 1 2 • 3 
06401 
06409 
06413 
06417 
06425 
0642 6 
06427 
BAG,70MM MAGAZINE 
8AG,nECON.l6 MM L.S. MAGAZINE 
8A~,STOWAGE.PAN-CA~FRA CASSfTTE 
BAG,STOWAGE.MAPPING CAMERA MAG. 
PAG,OECnN. LUNAR SAMPLF 
P A G, OFC fiN • LUNAR SA..- P L f 
P.AG.OECQN. I S A 
1 
1 
1 
1 
• 3 
1 
1 
c;.o 
c;.o 1 
1 
• 3 
3. 5 
1.5 
5.0 
~. 0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
• 3 
3.5 
1. 5 
5.0 
5.0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
.3 
3. 5 
1. 5 
5. 0 
5. 0 
CSM SUPPORTING EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15. 1970 1-20 
-----
CSM SUPPORTING EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15• 1970 1-21 
---------------------------------~-----------------~-~----------------------------~-~-------~-----~--
PN PN PN PN 
ITEM 
DESCRIPTION 
MISSION 
CSM 
CEO 
TNT 
YOE 
H-3 
110 
CEO 
TNT 
YDE 
J-1 
112 
OEO 
TNT 
YDE 
J-2 
113 
QEO 
TNT 
YOE 
J-3 
114 
-----------------------------------------------------------------~---------------~----~---~----------
CM SUPPORTING EOUIPMENT PAYLOAD -TOTAL 38.1 38. 1 38. 1 . 38.1 
NOTE 2 
NOTE 2 
NOTE 2 
.3 POUNDS TRANSFEREO FROM CM TO LM A/S 
.5 POUNDS TRANSFERED FROM CM TO LM A/S 
.1 PO~NDS TRANSFEREO FROM CM TO LM A/S 
PN PN PN PN 
ITEM 
DESCRIPTION 
MISSION 
LM 
OED 
TNT 
YDE 
H-3 
8 
OEO 
TNT 
YDE 
J-1 
10 
OEO 
TNT 
YOE 
J-2 
11 
QEO 
TNT 
YDE 
J-3 
12 
F1 0( 2 
G401~ 
G4031 
SAMPLES,THERMAL COATING DEGRAO. 
S-059.CONTNR,CNTGCY LS<SOFTl 
S-059.SCALE.SAMPLE 
2 4 
1 4 
1 
• 8 
.7 
• 5 
1 4 
l 
.7 
.5 
1P4 
1P 
.7 
• 5 
1P4 
1P 
• 7 
.5 
-------- -------- -------- --------
A/S SC JENC E EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD TOTAL z.o 1.2 1. 2 1. 2 
LM SCIENCE EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15• 1970 
- -
NOTE 4 .a POUNDS TRANSFER EO FROM LM A/S TO CM 
NOT~ 4 2.6 POUNDS TR ANSFERED FROM LM A/S TO CM 
1-22 
LM SCIENCE EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15, 1970 
__ 
1-23 
-----------------------------------------------------------~-------------~-------------------~-------
PN PN PN PN 
QEO OEO CEO OE.O-
ITEM MISSION TNT H-3 TNT J-1 TNT J-2 TNT J-3 
DESCRIPTION LM VDE 8 VDE 10 VDE 11 YOE 12 
-----------------~------------~------------------------------------------------------------~---------
G400fj.} MTG.ASSY,RTG FUEL CASK 1 14.5 1 15.5 1 15.5 1 15. 5 
G4000·2 FUEL CASK 1 25.4 1 24.8 1 24.8 1 24.8 
G40rJI).3 FUEL CASK ASSY 1 14.6 1 14.8 1 14.8 1 14.8 
G400l·l S-03l.PASSIVE SEISMIC EXP. 1 25.2 1 22.1 1 22.1 
G4001.2 S-033,ACTIVE SEISMIC EXP. 1 26.2 1 24.1 
G400le3 S-034•L•S• MAGNETOMETER 1 20.8 1 20.8 
G401)1.4 S-035,SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER 1 12.1 
f;40C 1·6 S-()~8.CHARGE PARTICLE LUNAR EXP 1 7.3 
G4001. 7 S-207.LUNAR SURFACE GRAVIMETER 1 28.0 
G400I.e S-202•LUNAR EJECTA&METEOROID 1 15.0 
G4001.10 ~-515.DUST DETECTOR 1 .4 1 .4 
G400lel5 PALLET ASSY 1.CNTRL STA,ASE+PSE 1 35.6 1 45.0 1 45.0 1 45.0 
G4001.16 PALLET ASSY 1•STRUCT/THERMAL 1 29.2 1 30.0 1 30.0 1 30.0 
G40t:' 1·17 PALLET ASSY !.CABLE SIDE 1 .6 
G40C!1.1~ PALLET ASSV.DATA SUBSYSTEM 1 5. 0 1 5. 0 1 5. 0 
G4002·1 PALLET ASSY 2.POWER GEN. ASSY. 1 33.0 1 30. 0 1 30.0 1 30.0 
G4002.2 S-036.SIOE/S-058SCCGE 1 21.7 1 22.7 
G4002· 3 S-037,HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT 1 10. 1 1 10. 1 
G4002.4 S-037.LUNAR SURFACE DRILL ASSY 1 28.5 1 2 R. 5 
G4002e7 S-o~q.LUNAR HAND TOOLS 1 12.2 
G4002 .q S-205,LUNAR AT~OSP~ERE COMP. 1 2 D. Cl 
G4002.15 0 ALLET ASSV 2•PSE LEVEL STOOL 1 .3 1 • 5 1 .5 1 .5 
(;4002 ·1 b PALLfT ASSY 2.ALSFP DEPLOY TOOL 1 z.q 1 4. 0 1 4.0 1 4. 0 
G4002el7 P A L L E T AS S Y 2 • S T R ll C T I TH ER MAL 1 25.0 1 32.4 1 32.4 1 32.4 
G4002.1R PALLET ASSY 2.ftATA SltBSYSTEM 1 ?.0 1 2. 0 1 2. 0 1 2. 0 
~401)3 5-o-;q • SRC NO.1 1 ?~.5 1 27.8 1 27.8 1 24.0 
G4004 5-('r;q,SRC N0.2 1 ?f:-..1 1 2 t;. 9 1 25.9 1 24.0 
G4006 S-0£;9,HAM,.,ER 1 2.A 
G4007 S-059.SCOOP.LAR~f 1 1. ~ 1 1. 3 1 I. 3 1 1. 3 
PN PN PN PN 
ITEM MISSION 
DESCRIPTION LM 
OEO 
TNT 
YOE 
H-3 
8 
OEO 
TNT 
YDE 
J-1 
10 
QEO 
TNT 
YDE 
J-2 
11 
QEO 
TNT 
YDE 
J-3 
12 
G4008 
G4009 
S-059.HANDLE EXTENSION 
S-059.TONGS 
1 
l 
1. 3 
• 3 
1 1. 3 1 1. 3 1 1. 3 
G4011 
G4012 
S-080.SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION 
S-059, GNOMON-\-1 /0 MOUNT 
1 
1 
1.0 
• 5 
G4018 
G4020 
S-059.WEIGH BAG 
S-059 .SRC NO.3 
3 1.8 
1 23.9 1 23.9 1 23. 0 
G4023 
G4029 
G4033 
G4034 
G4035 
G40 35.1 
G4035.2 
S-152·CDSMIC RAY DETECTOR 
S-059.TOOL TRENCHIN~ _ 
S-198,MAGNETOMETER,PORTABLE 
S-078,REFLECTQR,LASER RANGE RET 
S-059,LGE TOOL CARRIER 
S-059 ,H AM,_..1 ER 
S-059.TONGS 
1 
1 
1 
2. 1 
10.2 
45.0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2. 1 
100.0 
10.2 
2. B 
• 3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
20.0 
2. 1 
10. 2 
10.2 
2.8 
• 3 
1 
1 
1 
2. l 
10.2 
2. 8 
• 3 
Gt..035.3 S-059, GNOMON .6 l .6 1 .6 
G4035.4 
G4035.5 
G4035e6 
G4037.2 
G4037.3 
G403e 
S-059.SCOOP.SMALL 
S-0~9.SCRIBES/BRUSH/~ANn LENS 
S-059.STAFF W/CA~ERA M(lliNT 
S-037,HEAT FLOW EXPERIMENT<HFE} 
S-037.APOLLO LUNAR ~RILL ASSY 
S-059.CA~LF.ASE ANCHOR 1 .o 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
.4 
• 5 
• 8 
11. 5 
31.5 
1 
l 
1 
.4 
• 5 
.8 
1 
l 
1 
.4 
• 5 
• 8 
G4100 
G4200 
G4300 
G4400 
03060 
03061 
S-2()1,FAR UV CAM/SPECTROSCOPE 
S-203.SEJSMIC PROFILING 
S-204.Sl'RFACE ELECTRIC PROP. 
S- 1 qo , L ll N A R G R A V 1 TV T R A V E R S E 
S-OSQ,fl.Af.,,SAMPLE REnJRf\l 
S-05q,BA~.SAMPLE RETURN 
1 
1 
1. 0 
1. 5 
1 1. 0 
1 
1 
50.0 
1. 0 
1 
l 
1 
1 
55. (l 
2P. 3 
27. G 
l. 0 
S-059.PENTP~METER 1 5.0 5.0 
S-059.~A~.EXTRA (nLLFCTJON 
S-059.SPL. ENVIRG~. SA~DLE CONT 
3 
1 
3. 6 
1. c 
3. 6 
1. 0 
3 
1 
3. 6 
1. 0 
LM SCIENCE EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15, 1970 1-24 
LM SCIENCE EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15. 1970 1-25 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PN PN PN PN 
OEO OED ClEO OED 
ITEM MISSION TNT H-3 TNT J-1 TNT J-2 TNT J--3 
DESCRIPTION LM YDE 8 YOE 10 YDE 11 YDE 12 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
DIS SCIENCE EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD TOTAL 398.4 534.8 498.9 512.8 
ITEM MISSION 
DESCRIPTION LM 
PN 
QED 
TNT 
YDE 
H-3 
8 
PN 
OED 
TNT 
YDE 
J-1 
10 
PN 
QEO 
TNT 
YDE 
J-2 
11 
PN 
QEO 
TNT 
YOE 
J-3 
12 
A 1 C·':~( 
A 1 ~":·5 
t.1':1l 
A1S15 
AlCl6 
A 1 ':· 7 1 
A lG 22 
A1023 
A 1C· 27 
A102~ 
A 1041 
A1042 
A 1G43 
e 100 1. 1 
03000 
CAJ.11ERA .16MM DATA AC0UISITION 
FILTER.POLARIZING 
LENS.lOMM 
CAMERA LS ELECT • H ASSELBLAD 
LENS.60 MM 
ADAPTER.BRKT.RT A~GLE•l6MM CAM 
CABLE.REMOTE CONTROL 16MM CAM. 
PROTECTIVE COVER.RESEAU 
TRIGGER E H C 
HANOLE•E•H•C• 
BRACKET.WEDGE.16 M~ CA~ERA 
BRUSH. LENS 
CAMERA/POWER PACK ASSY,1bMM LS 
BRA C K f T , C A~ ERA MOUNT 
CARLE.16MM POWER 
1 
1 
1 
2 4 
2 4 
1 
1 
'1 
';2 4 
'2 4 
1 
3 
1 
2 4 
1 
---
1.7 
• 2 
.6 
6.2 
3.6 
.2 
.7 
.2 
.4 
1.0 
1. 3 
• 2 
8.9 
1. 2 
• 7 
-----
1 
1 
1 
t 
1 
1 
1 
t 
! 
1 
l 
1 
---
1. 1 
• 6 
3.6 
1. 8 
• 2 
.7 
.2 
.2 
.5 
1. 3 
.6 
.7 
-----
1 
1 
l 
r 
1 
1 
l 
t 
I 
1 
1 
1 
---
1. 7 
.6 
3.6 
1. 8 
.2 
.7 
.2 
.2 
.5 
1. 3 
.6 
.7 
-----
1 
1 
t 
J 
1 
1 
l 
l 
f· 
1 
! 
1 
---
1. 7 
.6 
3.6 
1. 8 
.2 
.7 
.2 
.2 
• 5 
1. 3 
.6 
• 7 
-----
A/S Pf-40TOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD-TOTAL 27. 1 12. 1 12. 1 12. 1 
LM PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15. 1970 
Nf'T E 4 3.1 POll "'DS TR A r--.1 S F F R E Q FRO~ LM A/S Tf'l CM 
~nTE 4 1·8 POUNDS TR A"-: SJ: ER EO FROM LM A/ S Tf' c~ 
NOTE 4 .2 POUNDS TR A f\l S F f R ED FROM LM A/S T(l (M 
NrJT~ 4 ·5 POUNDS TRANSFER ED FROM LM A/S Tfl c~ 
NOTE 4 .6 POUNDS TRANSFEQFQ FROM LM A/S Tf' c~ 
1-26 
-----------~--~-~--~-~--~------------~-------~~----------~---~---------~--~-----------~-~---------~ 
PN PN PN PN 
________ OEO QEO ------------- 0£0:~----- - OE-~O-------
ITEM MISSION TNT H-3 TNT J-1 TNT J-2 TNT J-3 
0 ESC R I P T I ON LM YOE 8 YDE 10 YDE 11 YDE 12 
------~~------------~------------------~--------~-------~-------------~---------~------~-- - - - -- - - . - - ---- - - --- - -------- . -
A1005 FILTER.POLARIZING 1 • 2 1 • 2 1 .2 
-~1015 CAMERA LS ELECT • _HAS_.Sf__LHLAQ _________ _ 3_._6_ ___ t -- -- ..... .3 • .6_ __ --- ---- ---- . ---- ------- .. t - -------- 3 . ....6 -- 1 ---
Al016 LENS.60MM 1.8 t 1.8 l 1~ 8 • A1023 PROTECTIVE COVER.RESEAU (Al015> t .2 .• • 2 l .2 
. -~Al021_ TR l_G6fR • E .H.C • _._.z_ _____ f - --- ------------------- t -- ------ _.._2 __ l ----- -- .... z_ 
AlOZ8 HANDLE•E•H•C• 1 .5 l .5 r .s 
Al042 BRUSH,LENS 3 .1 
_Al043 CAMERA/POWER PACK ASSY,J6MM LS ·--~ 8.9 1 8.9 
81001.1 BRACKET,CAMERA MOUNT l .6 f .6 
JlOOO CAMERA•ClOSE-uP STEREO (CSC) 1 10.8 
JlOO}_ C.A_SS~TTE ,est___ _ __ _ l ___ .. 5 __ 
Rl001 STAFF.l6MM CAMERA/PP 1 1.5 1 1. 5 1 1. 5 
--------------··------- ---- ---~ -- ----- -- --- -- --·------- -------- - - -- ---- - - -------- ---------·-- - -- -------
D/S PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD-TOTAL 17.5 17.5 17.5 
-
-
LM PHQTO_GB.A..PH~I_C___f_QUI_P.MEfiT_ PAYLOAD __ -------------·---·-
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15. 1970 1-Z7 
LM SUPPORTING EQU IPMfNL _PAYLOAD ___ _ 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15, 1970 1-28 
PN PN PN PN 
--- - --- ·- ------ -~- -~---- OEO 0-En- - Oi!O- -- -OEG--- -·- ~ ----- --"----
ITEM MISSION TNT H-3 TNT J-1 TNT J-2 TNT J-3 
DESCRIPTION LM YOE 8 YOE 10 YOE 11 YDE 12 
-----------~-----------------~-----------------------------------------------------~----~------------
81060 BAG.THERMAL SAMPLE STOWAGE 2 4 • 4 
Nl002 _ELAG J~ I T_~_si_AN12lLR.O_ ___ _ 1 4 d. _.__q_ 1 -~-- - .... .9 -- 1 4_ -· .. q 1 4 . 
03007 INTERIM STOWAGE ASSY 1 4 7.6 r 1 4 7.6 1 4 7.6 1 4 7.6 
03020 CAP,DUST 1 • 1 l 11 • 1 • 1 
{ 03021 CAP.~!JST ' L_ .... 1 l_ ... L ______ - ._1 1 
03034- BAG•CAMERA.MOUNT BRACKET 1 .3 
03062 BAG.16MM CAMERA STOWAGE 1 1. 0 
A/S SUPPORTING EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD -TOTAL 10. 2 8. 7 8.7 8. 7 
NOTE 4 
NOTE 4 
NOTE --4-
.4 POUNDS TRANSFERED FROM LM A/S TO CM 
.q PQUND_LT_RA~_SF_ERI;D. FROf4 LM A/S TO CM 
7.6 POUNDS TRANSFERED FROM LM A/S TO CM 
____ 
L~ SUPP_DRT I.f!LG _ E.QUl PME.N.I~A.YI OAO 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15• 1970 
'I 
-----------------
1-29 
l 
i -- -· --·- - ----- --· . - - ----· ---· . -· - --·- ... 
'~~----~-~~----~---~~------~-~-----~-------~--~~---~~------~-------------------~-------~--~------
PN PN PN PN 
____ ___ _ ____ QE 0 QEO ___ ... _____ Q.EO__,. ___________ QEO ___ · -·----- ____ _ 
ITEM MISSION TNT H-3 TNT J-1 TNT J-2 TNT J-3 
DESCRIPTION LM YDE 8 YOE 10 YDE 11 YDE 12 
-----------~-------------~-~--~----------~---~--~-~-------------------------------~-------~---------- - - - ·- - - -
E1001 TV SYS.LM COLOR .1 12.6 1 13.6 1 13.6 1 13.6 
El002·1 ..ltJ~U•LUNAR ..C_OMM·R.E.LAY__UNI_T ______________ -- -- 1 ____ 5A.a2 .. - 1 - .SA~------...1..------- . 5.4.2-- --· 
E1002.2 BATTERIES.LCRU(SPARE) 2 18.0 2 18.0 2 18.0 
E1002e3 STWGeCONT •LCRU ANCILLARY ITEMS 1 7.0 1 7.0 1 7.0 
E1002.4 A~TENNA •.Hl.GH. GA~~lO..B.LE.±.MAS..'LL ____ ------ ---------- ____ l_ ________ 9 .. _~ 1._ --- - 9 ... !t: ·- .L. -- ..9~---
E1002.5 ANTENNA•LOW GAJN(CABLE+MAST) 1 2.4 1 2.4 1 2. 4 
NlOOl FLAG KIT.LUNAR SURFACE C1 2.5 1 2. 5 1 2. 5 1 2. 5 
03023 TRIPOD• TV 1 1.3 .tL- 1.3 . L--------1-3-- ·1-- ---- 1. 3 
03047 BAG.tOSMit RAY DETECTOR 1 .1 
03063 FOAM SIDE 1 .1 1 • 1 1 • 1 1 • 1 
03064 _ F~M_ S_IDE __ 
·--- 1 --- - -- ----- - ---- -------~ 03065 FOAM SIDE 1 .1 1 • 1 1 • 1 1 • 1 
03066 STRAP ASSY 1 • 1 1 • 1 1 • 1 1 • 1 
RlOOO __ TRA_NSPOR1fR .MOBILE EOU I P ~-E fo!I_. _______ l_ ____ _ _ _2 5~~.6 ______________ ----- -- ------ -- ·--·------ -··---- . --·-
AZ-EL UNIT 1 1. 0 7. 0 1 7. 0 
D/S SUPPORTING EQUIPMENT PAYLOAD -TOTAL 42.4 115.7 116.4 115.7 
LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE STOWAGE ZONES 
/_0 
FORWARD~O 
CHASSIS 
MOUNTS 
..,___ FORWARD 
1-30 
1-31 
LRV COORDINATE SYSTEM 
f AFT HING.E 
CONVERSION FROM LRV TO LM COORDINATES 
XLM = XLRV + 90.9 
YLM = 0.70711 (WL-BL) - 134.567 
ZLM = -0.70711 (WL+BL) + 134.567 
WHERE WL = LRV WATERLINE STATION (INCHES) 
BL = LRV BOOYLINE STATION (INCHES) 
---
LRV WEIGHT STATUS MATRIX 1-32 
APOLLO 15 
LRV FOLDED IN LM QUAD I LRV ON SURFACE 
DEPLOYMENT AND LM 
ATTACHMENT HARDWARE 38.3 
VEHICLE 
LESS PAYLOAD 478.6 
SUPPORT 
MSFC VEHICLE 493.5 455.2 
REPORT 
PAYLOAD 14.9 SUPPORT 
EQUIP. 29.2 
(SCI., 
PHOTO., 26.3 
CARGO SUPP.) 
219. 1 103.6 
MSC VEHICLE 1014. 1 REPORT PAYLOAD 
SAMPLES 60.0 
CREW SYSTEMS 795.0 
TOTAL 493.5 1469 .. 3 
AV-HOU-cl42 
* ZERO AT PRESEiH 
lU,.JAR ROVING VEHICLE ----- CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15• 1970 1-33 
DOCUMENT -NO• 5-9616-H-083Cl0-15-70) 
BATTERY ENERGY- 8112 WATT-HRS 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------z MISSION PN J-1 PN J-2 PN J-3 
ITEM 0 LRV STOWAGE OEO OEO OEO 
DESCRIPTION N LOCATION TNT TNT TNT 
E X y z YDE WEIGHT YDE WEIGHT YDE WEIGHT 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
K1000 LRV FOLDED IN lM OUAD 1 493.5 493.5 493.5 
SPACE SUPPORT EOUIPMENTCSSE) -33.0 -33.0 -33.0 
WHEEL LOCK STRUTS -1.0 -1.0 -1.0 
LRV SUPPORT TRIPODS -2.4 -2.4 -2.4 
OFPLOY~ENT FITTING -1.3 -1.3 -1.3 
SSE THEPMAL PROTECTION -. 6 -.6 -.6 
LRV DEPLOYED ON LUNAR SURFACE 455.2 455.2 455.2 
G4007 
G4008 
f.l.029 
(;40 33 
G4035 
[,4035.1 
G4fl35·2 
r;4035.3 
G4035.4 
G4035 .5 
f./..2(10 
G4300 
G4400 
n30f...O 
ITEM 
OFSCRJPTJON 
S-059tSCOOPtLARGE 
S-059.HANOLE EXTENSION 
S-059.TOOL TRENCHING 
S-19B.~AGNETOMETFR.PORTABLE 
S-059tLGF TOOL CARRIER 
S-059.HAMMER 
S-059. TONGS 
S-059 .GNnMON 
S-059wSCOOPwSMALL 
S-059.SCRIBFS/BRUSH/HA~O LENS 
S-203,SEISMIC PROFILING 
S-2C4,SURFACE ELECTRIC PROP. 
S-199.LIJNAR GRAVITY TRAVERSE 
S-059.BAG.SAMPLE RETURN 
S-059.BAG.EXTRA COLLECTION 
S-059.SPL. ENVJRnN. SAMPLE CONT 
DISPENSERw35 RAC. 
CORE TUBES 
CAP&RRACKET ASSY 
l 
0 
N 
E 
MISSION 
LRV STOWAGE 
LOCATION 
X Y l 
A105.2 
105. 2 
105.2 
A105·2 
Al05.2 
A105·2 
A105.2 
A105e2 
A105.2 
A105e2 
TBO 
TBD 
TBD 
TAD 
A105.2 
74.0 
A105.2 
A105.2 
A105.2 
-16.2 
-16.2 
-16.2 
-16.2 
-16.2 
-16.2 
-16.2 
-16.2 
-16.2 
-16.2 
-16.2 
19. 3 
-16.2 
-16.2 
-16.2 
120.0 
120.0 
120.0 
120.0 
120.0 
120.0 
120.0 
120.0 
120.0 
120.0 
120.0 
102.0 
120.0 
120.0 
120.0 
LQV SC lfNCE EOUIPMENT PAYLOAO TOTAL 
PN J-1 
OEO 
TNT 
YOE WEIGHT 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
1 
3 
1 
1 
3 
I 
1. 3 
1. 3 
2. 1 
10.2 
2. 8 
.3 
.6 
.4 
• 5 
1. 0 
3.6 
1. 0 
l. 6 
1. 8 
• 7 
PN J-2 
OED 
TNT 
YDE WEIGHT 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
l 
3 
1 
1 
3 
r 
1. 3 
1. 3 
2. 1 
10. 2 
1 o. 2 
2.8 
• 3 
.6 
• 4 
• 5 
1. 0 
3. 6 
1. 0 
1. 6 
1. 8 
• 7 
39.4 
PN J-3 
OEO 
TNT 
YOE WEIGHT 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
3 
1 
1 
3 
I 
1. 3 
1. 3 
2. 1 
10. 2 
2.8 
• 3 
.6 
• 4 
.5 
20. 0 
13.5 
27. 0 
l. 0 
3. 6 
1. 0 
1. 6 
1. R 
• 7 
A9. 7 
LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE 
CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15• 1970 1-34 
LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE 
-------------------·-·-------CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS _______ _ 
OCTOBER 15• 1970 1-35 
----------------~------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------z MISSION PN J-1 PN J-2 PN J-3 
ITEM 0 LRV STOWAGE OEO CEO OEO 
--~---·- ------ ---- _DESCRIPTION----- N lOCATION TNT TNT TNT 
E X y z YOE WEIGHT YDE WEIGHT YOE WEIGHT 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A0101.1 
AO 108.1 
Al005 
A1015 
A 1016 
A1027 
A 1028 
Al043 
Bl001el 
R1001 
MAG.16MM O.A.C. 
MAG·E·H•C• 
FILTER.POLARIZING 
CAMERA LS ELECT~_J::!.~~~~LBLAO 
LENS,60MM 
TRIGGER•E•H•C• 
HAN OL E , E • H • C • 
CAMERA/POWER PACK ASSY.16MM LS 
BRACKET,CAMERA MOUNT 
STAFF.16MM CAMERA/PP 
LRV PHOTOGRAPHIC EOUIPMENT PAYLOAD-TOTAL 
c 84.5 
84.5 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
62.0 
ON CREW 
62.0 
14.5 104.0 
14.5 104.0 
a.o 139.5 
- - 8, 0 130.0 
2 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2. 0 
7.0 
.2 
3.6 
1. 8 
.2 
• 5 
8.9 
.6 
1.5 
--------
26.3 
2 2.0 
5 7. 0 
1 .2 
1 3. 6. 
1 1.8 
1 • 2 
1 .5 
1 a. 9 
1 .6 
1 - 1. 5 
--------
26.3 
2 2. 0 
5 7. 0 
1 .2 
l 3. 6 
1 1. R 
l • 2 
1 .5 
1 8.9 
1 .6 
-- 1 1. 5 
--------
26. 3 
E1001 
E1002·1 
E1002.4 
E1002e5 
ITEM 
DESCRIPTION_ 
TV SYS,LM COLOR 
LCRU.LUNAR COMM.RELAV UNIT 
ANTENNA,HIGH GAIN<CABLE+MASTJ 
ANTENNA.LOW GAIN<CABLE+MASTl 
AZ-El UNIT 
PALLET ASSV.TOOL CARRIER 
z 
0 
N 
E 
MISSION PN J-1 PN 
LRV STOWAGE OED OEO 
lOCATION ___ TNT------------ TNT 
X V Z VDE WEIGHT VOE 
FRNT CHASSIS 1 13.6 1 
6.9 o.o 108.0 1 54.2 1 
13·9 -14.3 160.0 1 9. 4 1 
62.0 -R.O 145.0 1 2.4 1 
3· 1 14. 3 117.9 1 7. 0 
105.2 -16.2 120.0 1 17.0 1 
--------
LRV SUPPORTING EOUIPMENT PAYLOAD - TOTAL 103.6 
* PAYLOAD ATTACH HARDWARE 14.9 
* INCLUDED IN WEIGHT FOR LRV FOLDED IN LM OUAO I 
J-2 
WEIGHT 
13.6 
54.2 
9.4 
2. 4 
7.0 
1 7. 0 
--------
103.6 
14.9 
PN 
OEO 
-TNT 
VDE 
1 
l 
1 
1 
1 
1 
J-3 
WE I GHT 
13.6 
54. 2 
9.4 
2. 4 
7. 0 
17.0 
--------
103.6 
14.9 
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() LUNAR ROVING VEHICLE 
__ CURRENT WEIGHT STATUS 
OCTOBER 15 • 1970 
ITEM 
__ OESCR IPTlON ____________ . 
A0114.13 LUNAR SURFACE MAPS.LM 
A0202 
80113 
B0200 
.. B0203 
80205 
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81014 
81015 
B101R 
B 1020.6 
fH 020.7 
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81030 
81041 
B1045 
81047 
R1048 
fH052 
81059 
00200 
CHRONOGRAPH 
SUBSYSTEM. FECAL CONTAINMENT 
PRESSURE GARMENT ASSY-EV 
ASSY.BIOINSTRUMENTATJON 
UCTA 
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P.AG • DRINK I f\1G < IN SUIT) 
fHJOOY SLSS ASSY 
OXYGEN PURGE SYSTEM COPS) 
OOSJMFTFR.PERSONAL 
CREW-LMP 
CREW-COR 
LRV CREWS SYSTEMS 
z 
0 
N 
E 
MISSION 
LRV STOWAGE 
L OC AT I 0 N _ __ . 
X Y Z 
CONSOLE 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
c 73.0 
105.2 
c 73.0 
ON CREW 
99·2 
ON CREW 
ON CREW 
84·9 
84.9 
R.7 
-16.2 
A.7 
14.5 
-14.5 
102.0 
120.0 
102.0 
119.8 
124.5 
121t. 5 
PN 
QEO 
TNT 
YDE 
Ol 
02 
2 
02 
02 
02 
02 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
02 
1 
1 
J-1 
WEIGHT 
1. 5 
.6 
105.0 
2. 2 
1. 0 
.4 
10.2 
37. 1 
A.4 
6. 0 
9.8 
.5 
.5 
101.8 
101.8 
10.0 
1. 3 
1. 4 
• 1 
2. 3 
10.9 
36.2 
.a 
162. 0 
1R3.0 
795.0 
PN J-2 
QEO 
TNT--- _ 
YOE WEIGHT 
01 
02 
2 
02 
02 
02 
02 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
02 
1 
1 
1. 5 
• 2 
.6 
105.0 
2. 2 
1. 0 
.4 
1 o. 2 
37. 1 
a. 4 
6.0 
9.8 
.5 
• 5 
101.8 
101.8 
10.0 
1. 3 
1. 4 
• 1 
2. 3 
1 o. 9 
36.2 
.a 
170.0 
17 o. 0 
790.0 
PN J-3 
· OEO 
TNT 
YOE WEIGHT 
01 
02 
2 
02' 
02 
02 
02 
2 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
02 
1 
1 
1. 5 
• 2 
.6 
105.0 
2.2 
1. 0 
.4 
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37. 1 
A. 4 
6.0 
9.A 
.5 
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101. 8 
10.0 
1. 3 
1. 4 
• 1 
2.3 
10.9 
36.2 
• a 
170.0 
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WEIGHT CHANGE SUMMARY 
OCTOBER 1 5, 1970 
LM WEIGHT CHANGES SINCE LAST REPORT 
ASCENT STAGE 
PLSS (UPDATE) 
PLSS BATTERIES (MOVED FROM D/S) 
FOOD (UPDATE) 
OXYGEN PURGE SYSTEM (OPS) (UPDATE) 
LIOUID COOL GARMENT (LCG) (UPDATE) 
MISCELLANEOUS 
DESCENT STAGE 
BATTERY VENTINr, & POTTING (UPDATE, ONLY 4 BATT.) 
PLSS BATTERIES (MOVED TO A/S LHSSC) 
LUNAR ROVER VEHICLE (UPDATE) 
UPDATE LOWER OUTRIGGER STRUT WT. 
2 PALLET CONFIGURATION IN QUAD III (UPDATE) 
STOWAGE FOR L.S. DRILL ON MESA 
LCD 5671 THERMAL PROTECTION ON PRIMARY STRUTS 
LCD 5672 INCREASE STRUCTURAL ADEQUACY OF D/S LADDER 
S-078 LRRR (300 REFLECTOR) (UPDATE) 
DELETE PALLET FOR HEAT FLOW EXP. 
PLSS BATTERIES (UPDATE) 
FOOD (UPDATE) 
MISCELLANEOUS 
TOTAL 
TflTAL 
H-3 
+3 
+11 
-1 
+13 
-2 
-11 
-13 
.J-1 
-9 
-2 
+2 
-4 
-1 
-14 
+2 
+2 
-24 
+3 
+6 
+2 
-10 
-12 
-4 
+2 
-3 
-36 
J-2 
-9 
-2 
+2 
-4 
-1 
-14 
+2 
+2 
+6 
+2 
-4 
+2 
-1 
+9 
J-3 
-9 
-2 
+2 
-4 
-2 
-15 
+2 
+2 
-24 
+6 
+2 
-4 
+2 
-1 
-15 
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REPLY TO 
ATTN OF: TM5 
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77058 
MEMORANDUM TO: See Attached List 
FROM Chairman, Science Working Panel 
SUBJECT l~nutes of the Fifth Science Working Panel 
5.1 Introduction 
The fifth meeting of the Science Working Panel (SWP) met at MSC on 
December 15, 1970. The attendees and agenda were as shown in 
Enclosures l and 2. 
5.2 ience Priorities for Off-Nominal Planning 
F. J. Herbert stated that the Apollo 14 crew was testing a change in the 
ALSEP arrangement. The SIDE/CCGE will be deployed to the SE of the 
Central Station instead of NE, as requested by the Principal Investigator 
for the CCGE. (Note: Subsequent to this meeting, the change was approved 
by FCOD, 12-17-70.) 
This change came about because the Principal Investigator for the Passive 
Seismic Experiment presently operating on the moon has reported certain 
seismic activity in an area 100 kilometers south of the planned Apollo 14 
landing site. This activity correlated with the times of earth-moon 
perigees (maximum tides). There may be trapped gases released at these 
times, and the source of both the seismic activity and gas may be located 
in the Fra Mauro region. The CCGE is a suitable instrument for measuring 
transient gas and it will be pointed South in the new Apollo 14 ALSEP 
arrangement for possible recording of these phenomena. 
Mr. Herbert then discussed the rationale for the off-nominal planning 
that resulted in the 11Priority List, Apollo 14 Experiments" (Enclosure 3) 
that he presented along with the NASA Headquarters"Suggested Off-Nominal 
Priority Listing for Apollo 14 Lunar Surface Activities.!! 
Considerable discussion arose concerning the case where extra surface 
activity time exists. The panel modified the NASA Headquarters priority 
listing, as in Enclosure 4 !!Guidelines for Off-Nominal Priority Listing 
of Apollo 14 Lunar Surface Experiments. 11 Details will be worked out with 
flight planners. 
l 
2 
5-3~ 
a. Orbital Science Timeline Review 
L. J. Riche discussed the tentative orbital timeline in terms 
of experiment operations and how they fit in with the sleep 
periods and S/C burn maneuvers. The timeline reflects two 
decisions made at the November Mission Review: 
(1) SIM door jettison at 4-l/2 hours before LOI. 
(2) SIM instrument covers will be implemented. 
The summary timeline presented is included here as Enclosure 5. 
b. Orbital Timeline Decisions 
• 
170 x 60 N. Mile versus 60 x 8 N. Mile Parking Orbit 
for a T-24 Hour Launch 
R. R. Baldwin discussed the lunar parking orbit options 
associated with the one-month delayed mission. If the 
mission is delayed a month, the first earth launch oppor-
tunity is T-24 hours. This means that an additional 24 
hours would be spent in lunar orbit prior to the landing 
to allow landing conditions (sun angles, etc.) to be 
similar to those in the nominal flight plan. The nominal 
plan, which calls for 2 Revs in a 170 x 60 NMi orbit, 
then ll Revs in a 60 x 8NMi orbit would be changed to include 
approximately 12 additional Revs. It was pointed out that 
the T-24 hours earth launch enables additional photographic 
coverage of about 12 degrees of longitude on the back side 
of the moon (Eastern terminator) that would not otherwise 
be available (it will rotate into the sunset terminator at 
l degree per spacecraft Rev). Copies of the slides used to 
demonstrate the additional coverage are included as 
Enclosure 6. The question addressed by the panel was which 
orbit (170 x 60 or 60 x 8 NMi) is most desirable for science 
for the additional 24 hours (12 Revs) prior to LM landing. 
The panel agreed that the 60 x 8 NMi orbit was more desirable 
since much improved resolution of the measurements (X-ray 
fluorescence, a particle spectrometer,mass spectrometer, and 
S-band transponder CSM/LM) would result from taking the 
measurements from the lower eccentric orbit. 
SWP recommends spending extended time in the 60 x 8 NMi 
orbit rather than the 170 x 60 NMi orbit, for better 
science return, in case of a T-24 hour earth launch. 
., 
.. 
• 
• 
SIM Instrument Cover Status 
E. M. Crum presented the background and rationale for the 
SIM bay instrument covers. The reason for the covers is 
3 
to prevent contamination of the sensors and consequent 
degradation of the associated experiments. Problems exist 
with respect to field-of-view interference of the panoramic 
camera and a vibration problem of the mapping camera/laser 
instrument cover. These problems are being investigated 
by NR. 
In addition, Mr. Crum reported that tests at NR indicate 
that the mass spectrometer boom may twist (torsion) to 
produce yavl motion of up to + 5c:P at terminators due mostly 
to unequal solar heating of the boom. The pointing require-
ments are~ 10° pitch, + 15° yaw, + 60° roll. NR is working 
on the problem . 
Rationale for Second 24-Hour Experiment Operating Time 
After Rendezvous 
Comments v1ere solicited from the panel on the desirability, 
with respect to science return, of requesting additional 
lunar orbit experiment operating time. An additional 
second 24-hours after rendezvous is possible. 
The panel agreed that science would benefit from the addi-
tional coverage, but specific benefits were yet to be 
determined. 
c. Traverse Planning Status 
G. Swann reviewed the features of the present lunar traverse 
plan and some results of simulations and crew training sessions 
to date. He stated that the latter exercises seem to be indi-
cating that the present traverse plan should be modified. Changes 
will be provided at the next meeting. Considerable discussion of 
an alternate surface plan (Scott) and the effects on lunar surface 
science returns resulted in the recommendation of plan 7-7-6 with 
Standup EVA. This plan would buy: 
(l) More time along Hadley Rille and the Apennine front 
(2) A possible trip to a crater cluster 
(3) Visibility for more specific EVA decisions 
(Standup EVA lets crew look around and become 
oriented before they sleep, then commence EVA #1) 
(4) Getting to the highest priority target on the first 
EVA 

4 
(Detailed considerations of this option are contained in 
the memoranda by Dave Scott, included here as Enclosure 7) 
d. MRD and MSRD Publication Status 
R. R. Baldwin presented the status of the Mission Requirements 
Document (MRD) and the Mission Science Requirements Document 
(MSRD): 
The MRD is due to be published during the first half of 
January 1971. 
The Y~RD is already published in a preliminary version 
and will be published in final form at the end of 
February 1971. 
The SWP membership is included on distribution for these 
documents as well as for the Photographic and Television 
Procedures, Flight Plan, and the Lunar Surface Procedures 
Plan. Members are requested to review and comment as 
necessary when these documents become available. 
e. LM Ascent Stage Impact Requirements 
f. 
The Passive Seismic Experiment will benefit from the LM descent 
stage being impacted on the moon in a predicted area near the 
instrument. However, the uncertainties in impact prediction 
make the impact footprint marginally large (may adversely 
affect ALSEP instruments) so the risk must be calculated. The 
flight crew desired to retain the LM ascent stage for as long 
as practicable but adv~rse effects to science occur with the 
retention of the LM after rendezvous. The promethium discs 
on the LM degrade the X-ray Spectrometer Experiment. 
Note: Subsequent to this SWP meeting, at the ASPO 
Mission Review, 12-16-70, jettison of the 1M 
at the earliest opportunity and impact at the 
desired aiming point (26°15' ~f5N,l045' ~ 5' E) 
was approved. 
• I • We~ght Delet~on for J-Mission Contingency Planning 
R. R. Baldwin asked the panel to consider ways to reduce weight 
on all J-Missions. A first-cut shopping list of potential 
experiment sacrifices and related weight savings was presented 
and is included here as Enclosure 8. The target was approxi-
mately 50 pounds savings per mission. Should a future exercise 
of this type become a real matter, the SWP will be requested to 
provide a Directorate position to the Program Office. 
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g. Apollo 15 Science Priority List 
R. R. Baldwin presented the Mission Implementation Plan (MIP) 
list for J-l Experiment and Detailed Objective Priorities 
(see Enclosure 9). The priorities for lunar surface activities 
were ~uestioned by the panel. The discussion resulted in the 
agreement that the Contingency Sample Collection (Priority l) 
should be followed by Documented Samples. It was pointed out 
that J-l (Apollo 15) is a "geology mission" and the priorities 
should be consistent with this fact. Also, the new priority of 
the LR3 above the Lunar Geology Investigation Experiment was 
concurred in. 
h. Status of Design/Implementation of Lunar Surface Tools 
William L. LeCroix presented the status of the Lunar Rake, Drive 
Tubes, and Self-Recording Penetrometer, c.f., Enclosure 10. It 
was emphasized that the Rake and New Core Tubes are not assigned 
to a mission; however, development schedules are consistent with 
a J-l Mission. 
i. Proposed Modification of the Lunar Surface Drill for Improved 
Coring Capability 
Feasibility tests have demonstrated that disadvantages outweigh 
advantages of the "improved coring systems". Some of the dis-
advantages are: 
• 
• 
• 
Failure modes to the Heat Flow Experiment are created • 
The new system weighs 4 pounds more than the existing 
system . 
The new system re~uires the crew to drill 3 holes instead 
of 2 holes as with the existing system,.thus re~uiring 
more astronaut time. 
The feasibility test results will be presented to ASPO with a 
recommendation that the "improved coring system" be deleted. 
5.4 Apollo 16 and 17 (J-2 and J-3 Missions) 
a. Proposed Preliminary Priorities for J-2 and J-3 Experiments 
M. Gene Simmons presented a proposed priority list for orbital 
and surface experiments for the last two J-Missions. SWP 
concurred in the orbital list. The surface list was discussed 
and the panel recommended modifying the priorities as in 
Enclosure ll. The Solar Wind Composition Experiment S-080 was 
added to the list as a result of scientific investigation of the 
solar wind foil from the Apollo ll and 12 flights. It is the 
the recommendation of the SWP that the Solar Wind Composition be 
flown on the earliest possible Apollo flight. 
! 
• 
b. Lunar Surface Gravimeter 
R. R. Baldwin reported that the Principal Investigator, Dr. 
J. Weber, for the Lunar Surface Gravimeter (tentatively 
scheduled for the J-3 Mission) has requested that the data 
transmission rate for the experiment be increased to accommo-
date seismic data to at least 10Hz. 
6 
The gravimeter under development by Bendix has the capability 
of measuring surface vertical accelerations corresponding to 
an oscillation range of DC to approximately 100 Hz. Below 
20 Hz the instrument sensitivity to ground displacement is 
comparable to that of the Lunar Passive Seismometer. However, 
the present data transmission rate limits the intelligence to 
that below 1.4 Hz. This transmission rate was based on infor-
mation that was available prior to the presently available 
lunar seismic data and on an earlier expected limit on available 
transmission rates for this experiment. Present information on 
lunar seismic activity and hardware capabilities indicate that 
the sampling rate for the Lunar Gravimeter Experiment should be 
increased to accommodate seismic outputs of up to at least 
10 Hz. The cutoff in the range 10 Hz to 20 Hz should be left 
as a design detail to be decided at the next preliminary 
design review. The seismic outputs above 1.4 Hz will add to 
our knowledge of the moon and will enhance the use of the moon 
as a gravitational radiation detector. 
The panel agreed that Dr. Weber's recommendation was 
valid, and an RECP is in process. 
5.5 Higher Resolution Photographic Capability on the Lunar Surface 
H. Mazursky and W. Muehlberger presented the case for. higher resolution 
(4 em) photography on the lunar surface for EVA geology photos. Photo-
graphs similar to the ones that will be obtained with the present capa-
bility were compared with photographs that were obtained with approximately 
4 em resolution. (Note: . This item was included on the SWP agenda as a 
result of an Action Item from NASA Headquarters to investigate higher 
resolution surface photography.) 
Mazursky's investigation shows that some hardware development is required, 
and therefore the feasibility of proceeding in order to have the capa-
bility for Apollo 15 was questioned. An attempt to demonstrate feasibility 
will be made at the next CCB. 
' 
i 
SWP agrees that higher resolution (approximately 4 em) EVA 
photographic capability is needed. 
Enclosures 11 
TMl:RRBaldwin:cr 12-23-70 
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NAME ORG 
R. R. Baldwin 
c. v. Walker 
MSC- TM 
TRW/H-2/2022 
D. w. Strangway MSC - TN4 
Ian D. MacGregor 
J. K. Mitchell 
UCD 
UCB 
w. R. Muehlberger Univ. of Texas (USGS) 
G. A. Swann USGS 
F. J. Herbert 
J. P. Allen 
MSC- TM 
MSC - CB 
\\f. T. O'Bryant HQ/MAL 
R. D. Mercer Dudley Obs. 
Paul W. Gast MSC - TN 
J. G. Zarcaro MSC- TM 
s. M. Blackmer MSC - PD7 
Wm. P. LeCroix 
R. H. Nute 
MSC EH2 
MSC - CF72 
L. J. Riche 
J • M. Peacock 
MSC - CF6 
MSC - PD7 
H. Masursky USGS 
James W. Head HQ/MAS 
Brian Hurlbut TRW/H-2/2092 
Jerry Fuller 
A. A. Piske 
TRW /H-2/2022 
TRW/H-2/2023 
M. J. Barone, Jr. 
J. Crane 
TRW/H-2/2097 
G.E. - JC2 
E. M. Crum MSC - TM2 
. -
Enclosure 1 
SWP Meeting 12-15-70 
Attendees 
1-1 
.. 
NAME ORG 
G. D. Griffith MSC - FC9 
R. C. Snare UCLA (IGPP) 
R. Koppa G. E. - CF72 
D. Griffith TRW/H-2/2046 
M. Gene Simmons MSC/TA 
( 
Attendees 
1-2 
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Enclosure 2 • 
AGENDA 
Science Working Panel Meeting No. 5 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
Bldg 4, Room 261 
December 15, 1970, 8:30 a.m. 
1. Introduction 
2. Apollo 14 - Priority List for 
Contingency Planning 
3. Apollo 15 
a. Orbital Science Timeline Review 
b. Orbital Timeline Decisions 
• 170 x 60 N. Mile versus 
60 x 8 N. Mile parking 
orbit for a T-24 hour launch 
• SIM instrument cover status 
• Rationale for second 24-hour 
experiment operating time 
after rendezvous 
c. Traverse Planning Status 
d. MRD and MSRD Publication Status 
e. Weight deletion for J-Missions 
Contingency Planning 
f. Science Priority List 
• Documented Samples 
e LRRR 
g. Status of Design/Implementation of 
• Rake 
• Larger Diameter Core Tube 
• Recording Penetrometer 
2-1 
TM/J. Zarcaro 
TM/F. Herbert 
CF /L. Riche 
TM/R. Baldwin 
TM/E. Crum 
TM/R. Baldwin 
USGS/G. Swann 
TM/R. Baldwin 
TM/R. Baldwin 
TM/R. Baldwin 
EH/Wm. LeCroix 

h. Proposed Modification of the Lunar 
Surface Drill for Improved Coring 
Capability 
*4. Apollo 16 and 17 (J-2 and J-3 Missions) 
a. Proposed Preliminary Priorities for 
J-2 and J-3 Experiments 
b. Lunar Surface Gravimeter 
*5. High Resolution Photographic Capability 
on the Lunar Surface 
*This item was added after the agenda was published. 
2-2 
TM/R. Baldwin 
'IM/M. Simmons 
TM/R. Baldwin 
USGS/H. Mazursky 

j 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
ENCLOSURE 3 
PRIORITY LIST 
APOLLO 14 EXPERIMENTS 
CONTINGENCY SAMPLE COLLECTION 
APOLLO LUNAR SURFACE EXPERIMENTS PACKAGE 
LUNAR GEOLOGY INVESTIGATION 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF A CANDIDATE EXPLORATION SITE 
CSM OXYGEN FLOW RATE 
LASER RANGING RETRO-REFLECTOR 
SOIL MECHANICS 
PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER 
VISIBILITY AT HIGH SUN ANGLES 
10. MODULAR EQUIPMENT TRANSPORTER EVALUATION 
11. SELENODETIC REFERENCE POINT UPDATE 
12. DOWNLINK BISTATIC RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF THE MOON 
13. CSM ORBITAL SCIENCE PHOTOGRAPHY 
14. ASSESSMENT OF EVA OPERATION LIMITS 
15. TRANSEARTH LUNAR PHOTOGRAPHY 
16. SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION 
17. THERMAL COATING DEGRADATION 
18. EVA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
19. GEGENSCHEIN FROM LUNAR ORBIT 
20. DIM LIGHT PHOTOGRAPHY 
21. S-BAND TRANSPONDER (CSM/LM) 
3-1 

EVA NO. 1 OFF-NOMINAL PLANNING 
On timeline? 
>45 
long stay at doublet 
Tasks for EVA elCtension 
1. Fillet sample 
2 . Gas sample 
Ahead >25 . 45 Short stay at doublet Time to be used 3. Sinltle rnre 
after thumping 
activity 
>0 ··25 Oowmented sampling activity 
Behind 
Reduce selected samplinq activity Closeout 30 min (No imp•ct EVA no. 2> 
'>20 ·' 3o-----------..._ _ ____......, 
Reduce number of thumps o only 4 Kq sample 
~20 
> 30 •'40 Drop comp sample 
>20 
Drop CPLEE and LR3 
deployment 
Drop 
samplinq 
activity 
1-,;;.;.-....;;..;~ >50 •'60 ALSEP system interconnect Sunshield deploy 
> 1 t 10 ALSEP system interconnect 
remove sul>pallet 
-------
f 
EVA NO. 2 OFF-~JOMINAL PLANNING 
On limeline? Time, 
0 to 20 HD items min Cone crater activities 
1 . Polarmetric photo~ 15 
2. Diametric sampling 14 
3. LPM C3rd> 5 
20 to 45 
Cone crater activities 4 . Foot ba II ( 2nd l 5 
5. Gas sample 5 
6. May sample 5 
7. Sinqle core 5 
·45 Cone crater activities 8. Fillet sample 5 
Time, 
Task min 
Drop task accordiny to Assume traverse to cone crater 
followinu schedule 1. DOC sample 5 
DrOll 2 . Deep trench 10 
..-----------. 10 rnin 
Finish comp sample 
3. Trench samplirKJ 10 
Drop 4. Football (1st) 5 
20 mill 
Add comp sample 5. Site description 
panorama 2 
Drop 
6. LPM point 18 Add comp sample 30 min 
CPLE E • LR3 de1lloy 7. LPM traverse 8 
1: 8. Core triple 10 
F111isft ALSEP deploy.,__ ___ ...,. Consider alternate Add task according 9 . Core double 7 
and comp sample traverse ::: 2 hr to following schedule 
10. SESC 5 
11. TDS 10 
Ftnish ALSEP deploy...._ ___ -! Consider alternate 
and comp sample traverse 2 hr 12. MET photos· 5 
·J: No traverse to cone crater 
' 

Guidelines for 
EVA NO. 1 OFF-NOMINAL PLANNING 
1. Complete 1:15 Tasks 
2. Diametric Sampling of Crater of Opportunity 
3. Footba 11 Size Rock 
1. Complete 1 Hour Tasks 
2. Double Core Tube Sample 
1. Complete 45-Minute Tasks 
2. Documented Samples at Doublet 
1. Complete 30-Minute Tasks 
2. Gas Analysis Sample 
3. Single Core Tube Target of Opportunity (Mound or Fillet) 
4. Continue Mandatory Sampling 
1. Completion of Comprehensive Sample 
2. Continue Mandatory Samples Along Traverse to Doublet 
3. Fillet (including: Location, Photograph, Sample of Fillet, 
Collection of Rock, i.e., Football or Small Equidimensional) 
1. Mandatory Sampling 
1 Complete Comprehensive Sampling 
1 Documented Samples 
1 Site of Opportunity (Doublet) 
EVA NO. 1 NOMINAL TIMELINE 
1. Reduce Number of Pan Photos (If Known at Time of Pan Photos.) 
2. Reduce Documented Sampling Activity 
3. Reduce Number of ALSEP Photos 
1 . Reduce Number of Thumps 
2. Delete Documented Sampling Activity Completely (Allowing 
5 Min. for Filling SRC) 
1. Delete Comprehensive Sample (If There's a Reasonable Assurance of EVA No. 2) 
2. Delete CPLEE Deployment 
3. Delete SIDE/CCGE 
1. Delete Thumper Activity/Geophone Deployment/Mortar Box 
1. DeleteLR3 
2. Delete PSE/All ALSEP 
Spend Remaining Time for Geology/Sample Collection and LR
3 
3-4 
Note: Changes to ttmeline 
(increase or decrease) 
occur during EVA. 
.. 
!. 
+1:30 
+1 :15 
+1 :00 
+:45 
+:30 
+: 15 
-:15 
-:30 
Guidelines For 
EVA NO. 2 OFF-NOMINAL PLANNING 
1. Extend Sampling 
2. Additional LPM measurements 
3. Ck. top tube of triple core tube, if not filled, use as a single 
1. Extend sampling at triplet 
1. Complete 45 minute tasks 
2. Extend sampling at Cone to 30 mins. (if extension of 1 hour is 
known at Cone crater) 
1. 20 minute mandatory sampling including near and far field polarmetric 
at Cone crater 
2. Fillet 
3. Gas Analysis sample at checkpoint 
4. Diametric sampling at crater of opportunity 
5. LPM at triplet 
6. Single core tube (fillet) target of opportunity 
7. Traverse to triplet 
8. Second football size rock, fill remaining weigh bags, collect 
magnetic sample 
1. Complete 15 minute tasks 
2. Fillet if observed on way to checkpoint Weird (not on slope) 
3. Gas analysis sample. 
4. Radial sampling at Weird or crater of opportunity 
5. LPM @ triplet 
6. Single core tube (fillet) target of opportunity 
1. Mandatory sampling at Cone crater 
2. Near and far field polarmetric sampl-ing 
EVA N . 2 - NOMINAL TIMELINE 
1. Delete HD items. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
(a) Gas analysis sample 
(b) Magnetic sample 
(c) Radial/diametric sampling 
(d) Polarmetric photography 
Delete Sta. D. activities 
Delete 2 LPM reading 
Reduce time at Cone 
(a) Comm. evaluation 
(b) Pan 
(c) Soul der rolling 
3-5 
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-:45 
-1 :00 
-1 :15 
1. Delete double core (if known at 1 hour into timeline) 
2. Delete contaminated sample 
3. Reduce trenching activities 
(a) 5 min. max. for trench 
(b) Reduce samples 
1. Delete triple core tube 
1. Further reduction in time at Cone crater rim 
1. Delete traverse to Cone crater rim only to base of Cone (Flank) 
2. Pick up samples which were cut off (as many as possible by reversing 
the order) 
3-6 
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. 
PRIORITY . 
1 
2 
• 
_,. 
.. 4 or 5 
4 or 5 
6, 7, or 8 
6, 7, or 8 
.. 
6, 7, 'Jr 8 
. 
9, 10, 11, 
9, 10, 11, 
9., 11, 
. 9, 10, 11, 
l3 
14 
15 
or 
or 
or 
or 
ENCLOSURE 4 
GUIDELINES FOR OFF NOMINAL PRIORITY 
LISTING OF APOLLO 14 LUNAR SURFACE ACTIVITIES 
12 
12 
12 
12 
ITEM OR TASK 
CONTINGENCY SAMPLE 
DOCUMENTED SAMPLES (WHICH IN AN EMERGENCY 
ENVIRONMENT WILL BE COLLECTED FOLLOWING 
A SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURE); FILLIP OF 
SRC #1. 
PSE/ASE (GEOPHONES AND MORTAR) 
LR3 
DOCUMENTED SAMPLE AS ITEM #2; FILL SRC #2; 
TRAVERSE TO CONE, DOUBLET, OR TRIPLET 
IN THAT ORDER DEPENDENT UPON TIME AND 
OPERATIONAL LIMITATIONS. 
TRIPLE CORE TUBE 
COMPREHENSIVE SAMPLE 
CCGE/CPLEE 
ASE THUMPER ACTIVITIES 
APPROXIMATE FOOTBALL SIZE ROCK #1 
SOIL MECHANICS TRENCH & SOIL SAMPLE 
SPECIAL ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLE CONTAINER 
LFM SITE MEASUREMENT 
MET 
ONE LPM TRAVERSE MEASUREMENT THERMAL 
DEGRADATION EXPERIMENT CONTAMINATED 
SAMPLE 
4-1 
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[ 
, 
PRIORITY 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
2 
ITEM OR TASK 
DOUBLE CORE TUBES 
GAS ANALYSIS SAMPLE (HD) 
PANORAMIC + LSCC PHOTOGRAPHS (HD) 
POLORIMETRIC SAMPLES (HD) 
RADIAL OR DIAMETER SAMPLES (HD) 
MAGNETIC SAMPLES (HD) 
GEOPHONE ANCHOR MEASUREMENTS (HD) 
2nd FOOTBALL SIZE ROCK (HD) 
SINGLE CORE TUBE (HD) 
LAST LPM TRAVERSE MEASUREMENT (HD) 
SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION EXPERIMENT 
(DEPENDENT UPON TOTAL EXPOSURE TIME 
EXPECTED). 
FLAG DEPLOYMENT 
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\ ~P-OllO 15 SUMMARY TIMEUNE_ (CONT) 
\ NOV. 23, 1970: 
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ENCLOSURE 6 
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IN REFi_Y "£FER TO: CB 
ENCLOSURE 7 
NATIONAL AER?~UTICS ANDSPACE ADMINISTRATION 
__Ji.ANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77058 
November 12, 1970 
TO ~~orandum for Record 
F~~ CB/Oavid R. Scott 
SUBJECT: Apollo 15 Lunar Surface Timeline 
The attached memorandum amplifies the many reasons for restructuring the 
Apollo 15 lunar surface timel ine (the major events from U.1 touchdo'r'm to 
liftoff) to provide a rest period prior to EVA #1 and subsequently to 
.Perfonn the l~endezvous immediately after EVA #3. 
The major factors in reaching this conclusion are summarized below: 
·A. The crew work period on the day of landing \>Jill be 15 hours 
instead of 22 hours as currently planned, thus the longest day will be 
the final day (19 hours) rather than the first day. 
B. The primary geologic objective can be accomplished on EVA #1, 
thus enabling EVA #3 to reach a possible volcanic constructional complex 
to the north vJhich appears to have the same characteristics as t.larius 
Hills. 
C. A significant amount of photo documentation, field geology, 
traverse verification, and visual LRV route planning can be accomplished 
exclusive of PLSS EVA time. 
Consumables are more than adequate to support this modification, and 
since there are no apparent disadvantages associated with the reversal 
of work-rest cycles on the surface, the timcline as sho\'m in the 
enclosure should be implemented as part of the Apollo 15 Reference Flight 
Plan. 
.:;z,t;7.~----
0avid R. Scott 
NOV 1 7 1970 · 
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cc: 
CA/0. K. Slayton 
CB/T. P. Stafford 
R. F. Gordon 
J. W. Young 
E. A·. Cernan 
F. W. Haise 
FC/G. F. Lunney 
FC/G. D. Griffin 
PD7/J. M. Peacock 
TM/J. G. Zarcaro 
CF7/R. G. Zedekar 
CB:DRScott:j1f 11-12-70 
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UNITED STATES GOVD.NMENT 
Memorandum 
TO Memorandum for Record DATE: November 9, 1970 
CB/Oavid R. Scott 
&UaJECT: Apollo 15 Lunar Surface Timeline 
l -
The extended capability of LM-10 and the -7 PLSS on Apollo 15 can be 
utilized with two fundamentally different surface timelines. The current 
baseline for J missions provides for EVA 11 immediately after landing 
prior to a rest period (••work-rest" plan). A second approach is to 
provide il rest period prior to EVA #1 (rest-work" plan). Comparative 
timelines are shown in the enclosure. The rest-work approach has many 
advantages which make it much more desirable than the current approach, 
namely: 
A. The total lunar stay time can be planned to provide optimum 
crew rest-~rk cycles: 
1. The work period on the day of landing will be 15 hours vice 
22 hours. 
2. Circadian rhythm can be optimized using work days beginning 
with LOI day of 16, 15, 12, 13, and 19 hours (rendezvous day). 
3. The longest day will be the final day after which the LM 
crew workload is very light instead of having an initial long, hard 
day followed by two days of surface EVA and then the rendezvous. 
4. A rested crew will provide much more productive and efficient 
EVA surface activity than a tired crew. 
B. The full PLSS capability (7:37 max) can be utilized on EVA #I 
and not compromised due to other flight plan requirements (EVA #1 is 
currently limited to 6 hours because of the 22 hour work cycle on the 
day of landing). 
C. The primary geologic objective can be accomplished on EVA #I 
if the additional time afforded by rest-work approach is available. 
The J baseline work-rest plan does not provide enough traverse time to 
reach and sample the Apennine mountains on EVA #1; thus this objective 
w1ll not be attempted until EVA #2. 
The geologic importance of the EVA #1 time extension is rather impressive 
due to another associated factor. By taking EVA #1 to the Apennine Front, 
a complete re-routing of EVA #2 and EVA #3 is available enabling EVA #3 
to reach a possible volcanic constructional complex to the north which 
7-3 
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cannot even be considered in the current work-rest surface plan. Investigation 
of this feature may have extreme geologic significance. 
D. A thorough LRV operation can be accomplished on EVA #1 if a total 
of 7 hours is available. The current 6 hour EVA #1 allows only 1 hour for 
the LRV traverse and this severly compromises the LRV concept, i.e. more 
geology can be accomplished without using the LRV for this short time period; 
and if overruns occur in the LRV deployment, driving evaluation may not be 
completed. 
E. The new approach includes 1 hour of lunar surface observation 
from the open top hatch of the LM (IVA) prior to EVA #1. A number of benefits 
will accrue from this exercise: 
1. 360 degrees of surface area can be observed to a distance of 
4.34 kilometers from the landing point (horizontal distance, the horizon on 
level lunaine is 2.6 km. when standing on the surface). 
2. This same field of view can be documented photographically, 
both near and distant and in stereo, to assist in sample documentation, LH 
location, and tie-in with Orbiter and CSM orbital photography (A 3 foot 
vertical base can be obtained with the Hasselblad for near-field stereo). 
The same area can be covered during PLSS jettison after the traverses for 
post sample documentation. 
3. If the long focal length lens is included for lunar surface 
photo documentation, a great quantity of photos can be obtained of the far 
side of Hadley Rille and of the Apennine Front from the open top hatch 
without expending surface EVA time. 
4. A significant amount of field geology can be accomplished 
visually from a high point in the local area. This will reduce the time 
required for observation during the planned geology traverses. (One of the 
first things we geologists do when we start a traverse is go to a high point 
and look the area over to get the big picture and understanding of the local 
morpho logy). 
5. Because of the unknown character of the Apennine front due to 
the lack of high resolution photography, a good deal of time must necessarily 
be spent in visual study of the mountain slopes to determine the manner in 
which samples must be collected. The scientific return per hour on the lunar 
surface can be significantly enhanced if this evaluation can be made exclusive 
of PLSS EVA time. (The cost of lunar surface EVA time is about 300 K/minute, 
thus we can 11save11 a sizable sum). 
6. An analysis of the local geology some 1·2 hours prior to the 
first traverse will enhance traverse planning and allow necessary modifications 
due to local features unknown prior to the flight (like mounds). Since the 
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prime objective (Apennine front) is 3.2 km. from the landing site, this 
analysis will enable a thorough evaluation of the route to be covered and 
landmarks to be used prior to embarking on the first over-the-horizon 
excursion. The ability of the LRV to navigate the traverse can also be 
determined. 
7. Absolute landing site verification can be insured prior to 
committing to the first traverse. 
8. The most suitable luraine for the initial LRV evaluation can 
be located to insure all mission requirements are completed in the minimum 
time on EVA #1. 
9. Many of the polarimetric and colorimetric photographic 
mission requirements can be accomplished from the open top hatch instead 
of during the surface excursions. 
10. The surface location of the ALSEP and Heat Flow Experiment 
can be better located and more precisely planned relative to level surface 
and craters from the addition•! elevation afforded by the open top hatch. 
Field exercises have shown that the visual rim 11ellipse11 of the typical 
lunar crater approaches a straight line at 300 feet when viewed from the 
LH window leve 1. 
F. After a complete cabin repress the LH will contain a higher 
concentration of 02 prior to EVA #1 than in the work-rest plan. This 
will eliminate the need to allow the LH 02 to bleed down a second time 
in lunar orbit prior to activation. 
G. For the July launch to Hadley, (0753 EST), EVA #1 will commence 
at 0800 EST (daylight Houston time) and LH liftoff at 1200 EST enabling 
more normal rest-work cycles for those on Earth who are i~terested viewers. 
H. The rest-work approach will provide an equipment jettison just 
prior to LH ascent at which time everything not required for rendezvous 
can be jettisoned including hammocks, sleeping bags, food and other items 
which would have been retained for an overnight stay. 
Two other factors should be considered. First, the crew must be prepared 
to enter a rest period and obtain adequate rest at the prescribed time 
after landing. The five hours of activity after touchdown are quite 
sufficient for this crew to 11 po\ter down11 and relax pri.or to the rest period--
categorically. Second, the probability of a LH failure neeessitating ascent 
after the initial two hours on the surface (during which the LH is powered 
down to a static condition) is difficult to rationalize if the LH is to be 
committed to a landing at all. If a major failure does occur during the 14 
hours prior to EVA #1, a crew onboard is far better than a crew several 
kilometers away. (How can we be selective on the GET of failures?) 
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There appear to be no disadvantages to this second approach of requ1r1ng 
the most difficult day to be the last day of surface activities instead 
of the first. Consumables are adequate to perform the additional 
operations afforded by this rest-work approach. For a 66 hour lunar 
stay either approach offers the same capability to complete mission 
objectives if any major descent stage consumable failure occurs, i.e., 
the complete loss of either 1 water t~ank, 1 battery, or 1 oxygen tank 
at touchdown (water is most critical limiting the stay to 49 hours and 
hence completion of only two EVA's in either case). 
And finally, at the completion of the third and final EVA, many of us 
would like to pack up and head for home--sleep would be sweeter with 
the ascent and rendezvous behind us. Besides, we h•ve been training 
that way on geology trips for years. 
Enclosure 
cc: 
CA/D. K. Slayton 
CB/T. P. Stafford 
R. F. Gordon 
J. W. Young 
E. A. Cernan 
F. W. Haise 
FC/G. F. Lunney 
FC/G. D. Griffin 
PD7/J. H. Peacock 
TH/J. G. Zarcaro 
CF7/R. G. Zedekar 
~~1(~:.~--.., 
David R. Scott 
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ENCLOSURE 8 
CANDIDATE SCIENCE WEIGHT REDUCTION ITEMS 
FOR J-SERIES MISSIONS 
ITEM 
1. MET SUBSTITUTION FOR LRV 
2. TRENCHING TOOL 
3. RECORDING PENETROMETER 
4. LARGE SCOOP AND TONGS 
5. 100 CUBE LR3 SUBSTITUTION FOR 
300 CUBE LR3 (S-078) 
6. PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER (S-198) 
7. FAR UV CAMERA/SPECTROSCOPE 
(S-201) 
8. SEISMIC PROFILING (S-203) 
9. SURFACE ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES 
(S-204) 
10. LUNAR GRAVITY TRAVERSE (S-199) 
WEIGHT SAVINGS 
300 LBS. 
2.8 LBS. 
5.0 LBS. 
2.8 LBS. 
40 LBS. 
10.2 LBS. 
50 LBS. 
55.0 LBS. 
28.3 LBS. 
27.0 LBS. 
J-1 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
MISSIONS 
J-2 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
J-3 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

) 
ENCLOSURE 9 
J-1 EXPERIMENT AND DETAILED OBJECTIVE PRIORITIES 
LUNAR SURFACE ACTIVITIES 
Contingency Sample Collection 
· Atsfl5' Array A::.2'-
Lunar Ranging Retro-Reflector (S-078) 
Lunar Geology Investigation (S-059)* 
LRV Evaluation 
Soil Mechanics (S-200) 
EVA Communications with LCRU/GCTA 
EMU Assessment on Lunar Surface 
Landing Gear Performance Evaluation 
LUNAR ORBITAL ACTIVITIES 
Gamma-Ray Spectrometer (S-160) 
X-Ray Fluorescence (S-161) 
SM Photographic Tasks** 
Subsatellite (S-164, S-173, S-174) 
Bistatic Radar (S-170) 
S-Band Transponder (CSM/LM) (S-164) 
Alpha Particle Spectrometer (S-165) 
Mass Spectrometer (S-165) 
UV Photography - Earth and Moon (S-177) 
Gegenschein from Lunar Orbit (S-178) 
CM Photographic Tasks** 
SIM Thermal Data 
SIM Bay Inspection During EVA 
SIM Door Jettison Evaluation 
SIM Bay Contamination Sources 
PRIORITY 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
PRIORITY 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
*Includes Documented Sample Collection; priority of Documented Sample 
Collection under review. 
**Part of CSM Orbital Photographic Tasks detailed objective. 

MISSION ASSIGNMENT NOT DEFINED 
NUMBER OF UNITS PROCURED NOT DEFINED 
l 
ENCLOSURE 10 
LUNAR RAKE 
STATUS PROTOTYPE #1 - NUMBER 5 CONCEPT PROTOTYPE IN FABRICATION, MANUFACTURE 
ESTIMATED COMPLETION DATE 12-18 
PRINCIPLE INVESTIGATOR EVALUATION 12-21 THRU 12-23 
CREW EVALUATION 12-28 THRU 12-30 
PLANNING 
CRITICAL DESIGN REVIEW 1-5-71 
CCBD AND FUNDING APPROVAL: 1-7-71 
FLIGHT UNIT FABRICATION COMPLETE: ESTIMATED 3-15-71 
NOTE -THE ABOVE PLAN BASED ON: 
1. PROTOTYPE TO BE USED AS A TRAINER 
2. MINOR DESIGN CHANGES AT THE CDR 
3. MISSION ASSIGNMENT APOLLO 15 
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MISSION ASSIGNMENT 
NUMBER OF UNITS PROCURED 
STATUS 
PLANNING 
-
DRIVE TUBES (LARGE CORE TUBES) 
NOT DEFINED 
NOT DEFINED 
REQUIRE 9 UNITS PER FLIGHT ASSIGNMENT 
INITIAL EVALUATION BY PRINCIPLE INVESTIGATOR AND CREW COMPLETED 
IN POGO ROOM/MSC 
CREW EVALUATION (FIELD) COMPLETED 
CDR 12-70 
CCBD AND FUNDING APPROVAL: 12-70 
FLIGHT UNITS MINIMUM OF 12 WEEKS FROM GO-AHEAD FOR NINE UNITS 
NOTE - THE ABOVE PLAN BASED ON: 
1. PROTOTYPE TO BE USED AS TRAINERS 
2. MINOR DESIGN CHANGES AT CDR 
3. MISSION ASSIGNMENT APOLLO 15 
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j 
j 
SELF RECORDING PENETROMETER 
r.HSSION ASSIGNMENT APOLLO 15 AND 16 
NUMBER OF UNITS PROCURED FIVE 
PROTOTYPE 2 
QUAL 1 
FLIGHT 2 
STATUS PROTOTYPE /!1 - MANUFACTURE COMPLETE 1-6-71 
PRINCIPLE INVESTIGATOR 
EVALUATION 1-11 THRU 1-15 
CREW EVALUATION 1-18 THRU 2-5 
PROTOTYPE #2 - MANUFACTURE COMPLETE 1-29-71 
QUALIFICATION UNIT MANUFACTURE COMPLETE 
QUAL TEST 5-10 THRU 6-10-71 
FLIGHT UNITS (1) l1ANUFACTURE COMPLETE 5-14-71 
(2) l1ANUFACTURE COMPLETE 7-2-71 
(NOTE - MANUFACTURE COMPLETION DATE INCLUDES REQUIRED TIME FOR PRE-DELIVERY ACCEPTANCE TESTS) 
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ENCLOSURE 11 
ORBITAL EXPERIMENT PRIORITIES, COMMAND MODULE 
MISSION 
J-2 J-3 
1. UV PHOTOGRAPHY OF EARTH AND MOON 
(S-177) X 
2. GEGENSCHEIN PHOTOGRAPHY (S-178) 
3. CM WINDOW METEOROID (S-176) 
* CM PHOTOGRAPHIC TASKS X X 
*PRIORITY DEPENDS ON SPECIFIC PHOTOGRAPHIC TASKS 
ORBITAL EXPERIMENT PRIORITIES, SERVICE MODULE 
MISSION 
J-2 J-3 
1. GAMMA RAY SPECTROMETER (S-160) X 
2. X-RAY SPECTROMETER (S-161) X 
3. SM PHOTOGRAPHIC TASKS X X 
4. SUBSATELLITE 
PARTICLE DETECTOR (S-173) X 
MAGNETOMETER (S-174) X 
S-BAND TRANSPONDER (S-164) X 
5. LUNAR SOUNDER (S-167, 168) X 
6. BI-STATIC RADAR (S-170) 
7. S-BAND TRANSPONDER CSM (S-164) X X 
8. FAR UV SPECTROMETER (S-169) X 
9. IR RADIOMETER (S-171) X 
10. ALPHA PARTICLE (S-162) X 
11. MASS SPECTROMETER (S-165) X 
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EXPERIMENT PRIORITIES 
MISSION 
J-2 J-3 
l. CONTINGENCY SAMPLE X X 
2. DOCUMENTED SAMPLES X X 
3. HEAT FLOW (S-037) X X 
4. DRILL CORE SAMPLE X X 
5. LUNAR SURFACE MAGNETOMETER (S-034) X 
*6. LUNAR GEOLOGY INVESTIGATION (S-059) X X 
7. LUNAR SURFACE GRAVIMETER (S-207) (X) 
8. LUNAR SEISMIC PROFILING (S-203) X 
9. ACTIVE SEISMIC EXPERIMENT (S-033) X 
10. PASSIVE SEISMOMETER (S-031) X (X) 
11. FAR UV CAMERA/SPECTROMETER (S-201) 
12. LASER RANGING RECTROREFLECTOR (S-078) X 
13. SURFACE ELECTRIC PROPERTIES (S-204) X 
14. LUNAR ATMOSPHERE COMPOSITION (S-205) 
(MASS SPECTROMETER) 
X 
15. SOLAR WIND COMPOSITION (S-080) 
16. TRAVERSE GRAVIMETER (S-199) X 
17. SOIL MECHANICS (S-200) X 
18. LUNAR PORTABLE MAGNETOMETER (S-198) X 
19. LUNAR EJECTA AND METEORITES (S-202) X 
20. LUNAR ATMOSPHERE DETECTOR (CCGE) (S-058) 
21. COSMIC RAY DETECTOR (S-152) X 
22. CHARGED PARTICLE LUNAR ENVIRONMENT (CPLEE) (S-038) 
23. SOLAR WIND SPECTROMETER (S-035) 
24 . LUNAR IONOSPHERE DETECTOR (SIDE) (S-036) 
*To be broken down to more meaningful items. I 
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